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[aim, Garden and Household. 
The Dairy Cow. 
1 : tli.' butter dairy the Jersey cow 
uist h d the first place among the veil 
d ireeds in this country. But 
rather a large feeder and she does 
•atten to a good quality of beet when 
~ s ready to belaid aside. 
The estimation in which the Jersey is 
j. sufficient ly shown 
which sh( commands, 
... n ith which she sells. 
jn popularity every year 
qualities have become 
l ;!,is n.it merely among ama- 
.01 the grounds of ttic 
an gentleman who wants a pet 
i orn unent his lawn and sup- 
.. tamily. l.ut in the herds of 
mer who seeks profit rather 
gratification ot taste or fanev. 
•\. pure bred Jerseys in a herd 
nat;\.ws will improve the 
c a es ot the milk to an extraor- 
mj u ting a high 
got,. the same Object 
j.'d at ie*s j»t by au iutii- 
■\ i,. ..... -cured by a cross 
Ko-.v". bull and Thu 
am stock of the country. 
iii ■ tmnoniy upon 
,-j uj i.t v : milk and the 
tier is often judged by its 
:n St frequent* 
-: i. .v, go "it to that which 
.1 .k ; deeper yellow 
Vi .• -«-l not say. that this 
si, s i:. 11 j'■ i■ us and deccp* 
\ when it is artificial, but 
... in a. natural “ului im- 
.. ■ |.. : imal It docs not 
.any people suppose, 
.ii efcli, oili matters 
.• i. but upon other and 
w -.i v >w fir instance. to 
w i .1 liow coif.ring in 
•i'll t mpposeu lo ue- 
xti Ulan to the cows 
iiiji irts this quality, 
_isl- .-.is not 11*>m an u.vccss 
.g.uotis matte!-. in ihc milk but 
i \rliMW pigment, which 
■ her ■ rgauism, and which is not 
ni Ik and other secretions 
t v rcti-d, cast oil in the 
!. .- i>l other waste mat- 
is oil't s >in the .system in the 
> -ess >1 i he vital functions, 
might evoi "tedder her deficient 
;• s!,; _ animal taken apart 
■nl>• j ■ -n>i■ >1 this peculiar char-, 
stem, tor — r milk is 
.hi ;■ i.,,. -'■> iieh in the propor- 
aginous matters ill 
ai w teru.-md a.s richness in 
.- suj-pos-.-d to reside. 
1 ibund mi ,1 yellow pig- 
sistcni ot the Jersey belongs 
i• ne ->f the distinguish- 
.n- organization of this 
more be explained or 
t : i in- physiologist than 
•it- i-d complexions of 
i. An : lieing inherent and 
■:*.-• it is transmitted 
oil spring with just as much 
i, as anv -Uier well established 
•ti istic of the body And while it | 
ai mini a high reputation as ; 
■uttc. i.ia u il operates against her i 
.i .I pr Ouring machine, and 
;ef ox the Jersey is | 
a th- estimation ot oompe- 
idgi fin- Jersey is not a good 
t is ., ioes not produce flesh 
m nnically as those breeds 
1 
— improved in that respect, 
take tat, but il i» Hi too great 
\pi-nsi- of 1 od. when she is consid- 
mer a- an animal for the grazier. 
Joe- breed, a.-, a 1 rued, make 
rv g... \ rkexi oxen. They are not 
> I .an d or that purpose, haven’t the 
iduranec. 1 liat the bread does 
aki- tin- st quality of working oxen 
regarded as any great ob- 
: w .. • -nsidcred that human 
nri-i i" at a low ebb wherever it 
;>n associated with so slow 
'Jn > We liave it in New 
i. a is true, liut we are at least a 
1.1 ■ n r so in our system of agri- 
hind tin countries where the 
ox was long since discarded. 
ited also that tiie butter of 
iu.i'1- l, .- I Jersey does not keep well, 
that to have it in its perfection it 
,-min'd fresh or newly made. 
a f.u : too often overlooked, but 
perleetlv well established and 
iiitii-d bv ui who have had the largest 
cperience with the pure bred Jersey. 
t it may W'-ll be doubted, whether any 
I t nat'v.- i-ows could possibly be 
In,-h vv,.mid give such uniform- 
m, a nr highly colored butter. 
i‘ ughman. 
Dairy Houses. 
•per dai ■* ho isos being mdespensa- | 
for thi best condition of the milk, the | 
>'*. -.lorn llurai gives the following de- 
lairv house, as published in 
ne V >rk I nues, in addition to what 
ail ad;, appeared in our columns upon 
till- subject 
da house is built about lour feet 
■v gr mud it is airy, high, light, dry, 
id ietaehed from another building, 
‘-mootliiy plastered inside, and well 
••it. tied N impure, air of any kind 
: s it Slum without, and everything 
i tie- vrfection ol cleanliness and 
!: -■ furnisiiod with open racks 
ai u,id 1. a bench beneath a 
ti.er: window, and a table in the cen- 
1 ie pan.-, w hich are shallow ones ol 
iiag about ten quarts each, are 
I to three inches in depth, and arc 
c-ed :: the helves of the racks. The 
e- are made of laths, so that the cool, 
:-h air of tlie milk-room readies all parts 
• t pan. and speedily reduces the milk 
ie desired temperature. This is kept 
■ "it d leg. all the rear round by 
vans of a current ol cold air. which £s 
ught into the room through pipes from 
a i" ieg ice-house on summer, and 
a stove in winter. 
1 f cream is skimmed, alter the. milk 
•’nod thirty-six hours, into oaken casks 
forty gallons each. The churning-room 
i. m lac milk-room. The churns are 
ask simila; in every respect to those in 
u. 'ii the cream i> stored. The churning 
! me hv a small horse power run by a 
my which, by means ot a rocking 
di.'f, opei ales a common upright dash. 
1 iie churning i- made to occupy at least 
If in hour. It is held here that first- 
■ ass butter cannot be made in live min- 
utes. by any ol the rapidly working churns. 
1 at butter is worked by a lever fixed to 
an uclined table, and Lhe butter-milk, as 
worded out, is absorbed by a Spoil jpe 
• j■, ■ jat-il in clean linen cloth, and dipped 
o v.s-cold water. 
Plowing. 
A correspondent of the Country Gen- 
cmi: notices that new iashtons in plow- 
ing arc eoming into vogue in Illinois, by 
which much expense is saved. Instead ol 
'lie old plan ol one man and a pair of 
orscs and a twelve-inch plow, an addi- 
tional horse is used with a sixteen or 
eighteen-inch plow. One man therefore, 
ittends to the work of three horses instead 
that of two. A farther improvement is 
" tae use of sulky plows. These are pro- 
vided with -.-ats so that boys or cripples 
an tak" a hand at plowing, and thus 
'Cave the stronger hands to do nthei work. 
" hether much on the wliole will be Shved 
*’> this last contrivance remains to be 
'“'■n in ;l large number of cases the 
1 ':y y 'v, |Sh,s as well as the light weights u’‘ not walk when they can ride, still the 
j.owci and ability to save, if one wants to, 
i- so much gain; and no doubt these 
Illinois improvements will become popu- lar all over the country. 1 1 
Another move, although not a western 
one. is to provide umbrellas, which are 
attached to the plow-handles, and thus the 
plowman is shaded from hot sifts Alto- 
gether it would seem as if farming was 
about to become rather a means of pleasur- 
able exercise than the hard and severe 
labor it was regarded to be at one time. 
Laying all pleasantry aside, however, it is wonderful how great is the advance ir. 
labor saving machinery, and easy, comfort- able implements, over fifty years ago. 
I he advertisement of a Western stonecutter 
reads: “Those who buy tombstone from us look 
their *|-r-' R ,a!!'’ satisfaction upon the grave of 
A nut. Cow. 1 wish to speak of tin 
merits ol' a cow which in owned in thi 
town; not boasting, but as a matter ol in 
tercst to stock owners. She is owned In 
Mr. Alli ed F. Paul, and will be six year: 
old next March : is one-half Jersey am 
one-halt native. She dropped her cal 
January 22, 1874; call was killed wher i four weeks ami five days old, and weigher 
140 pounds when dressed, She is now with I calf, her time being out the 23d ot the 
present laonth. 
j Between January 22d, 1874, and January 
j tib, 1875, she made 455 pounds ot butter, I ike family using about one pint of new 
i milk per day during the time. As to feet 
| she had till pasturing time, all the goof 
hay she would eat and about three quart: 
of corn aud cob-meal, and since that aboul 
one quart of clear meal, and ran in a very 
ordinary pasture. Mr. Paul's mother, whe 
by the way is a nice old 1 idy in the seven- 
ty-fourth year of her age, has had the en- 
tire care of the milk and butter except 
churning «ind weighing, and the buttei 
i< of the variety known as “gilt-edged." 
[Junius in Mass. Plowman. 
A Hint to Young Men. In lS.io a 
young gentleman registered liis name in 
the largest hotel in the city of Louisville, 
Ky. lie had a pretty good wardrobe, 
such ur> young men usually have, includ- 
ing a gold watch and chain. 11c was in 
search ot occupation. At the expiration 
ot two weeks he took an inventory of his 
personal effects: “Out ot work and no 
business." He had a briel interview with 
the proprietor of the hotel. His trunk was 
left as security for liis board bill; he hy- 
pothecated liis watch for tiie loan ot ten 
dollars and having kissed tiie tip-end ot 
his coral lingers to a kind and sympathet- 
ic landlord, “he went diving for the bot- 
tom." He found “bottom" on Water 
street, where a steamer was being dis- 
charged ot cotton by Dutchmen, negroes 
and Yankees. Having purchased a heavy 
pair of boots, a blue shirt and overalls, he 
commenced rolling and pulling cotton at 
the rate of live cents per bale. In three 
weeks lie was promoted of the position ot 
“marker’', with a salary ot forty-live dol- 
lars per month, and at the expiration of 
nine months he had a right to grow mel- 
low over a salary of one hundred and 
twenty-five dollars per month. To-day 
this gentleman is one of the largest busi- 
ness operators in Bay street. 
How i little hoy died. The Virginia 
City (Nev.) Enterprise of January 12th. 
has this little paragraph: “Little Eddie 
Aye, who was run over by a flat car last 
Friday evening and was so badly injured 
tbift he died next morning, was a rare, 
bright child, and one ot the best children 
in the city. Just before he died he sang 
“The Beautiful River” with a voice as 
sweet as though he had caught the notes 
from the softer shore, on the brink ot 
which liis spirit was then trembling. 
After the song'he repeated a little prayer 
which his mother had taught him. 
The child all his life had a lisp, but 
this last, prayer fell from his tongue with- 
out a halt or a quiver, but rather steady 
aud clear, and yet with a far off tone, as 
though another’s voice of infinite sweel- 
ness had seized upon his lips in the su- 
preme moment, to leave an echo in an 
ithupu-ished mother'.-! ears which should last 
as long as life. Shortly after the little 
sunny eyes closed and little Eddie was 
gone. On Sunday his funeral attracted 
the whole city, and there was noLa dry 
eye around the dear child’s bier." 
The adventure of an intelligent sports- 
man of California is thus recorded: "Billy 
Barker found almost constant pastime in 
hunting and smoking. These two diver- 
sions seemed to lie compatible and with a 
pipe in his mouth and a gun on liis shoulder 
lie wore out many pairs ot boots tramp- 
ing through the woods. It has been men- 
tioned that hunting and smoking seemed 
compatible, but Mr. Barker is now other- 
wise convinced. Seeing a bird on a high 
branch, with its moving wings, denoting 
an immediate intention of flying away, he 
hastily took aim. The tobacco smoke ob- 
scured his sight, and lie stuck the pipe in 
liis pocket where his powder-flask was. 
Four thing* went off in tiie order men- 
tioned—the gun, the flask, the most of 
Mr. Barker’* leg, and the bird.” 
A somewhat noted character in English 
history has recently died in New South 
Wales at the age of Go years. Thirty-four 
years ago, as Queen Victoria was passing 
up Constitution Hill, in company with the 
late Prince Consort, sue was fired at by 
Edward Cannon, a ruffian, whose dastard- 
ly attempt was gallantly frustrated by 
Private McCleary, of file Scots Fusilier 
Guards. For bis conduct on that occasion 
McCleary was elevated to the rank of an 
officer, and sailed lor Australia as Adju- 
tant of the Fifty-eighth Regiment, lie 
very soon became Captain, and greatly 
distinguished himself in the war with the 
Maories in New Zealand. After the re- 
bellion he became Adjutant of the mount 
ed military patrol at Sidney; lie was then 
successively Governor of Darlinghurst 
Jail, Police Magistrate and Inspector 
General of Police. His death was honor- 
ed with a public funeral. 
When a man finds at last that there is 
something beyond this to live for, the mo- 
ment that conception gets into his mind, 
life is tranfigured and glorified into a nobler 
sphere of action. It becomes always glori- 
ous and fresh. Some men will tell you 
that lile is tasteless, wearisome and ex- 
hausted ; in every ease they are men who 
have tried to live in a narrow, selfish man- 
ner. Idle is transfigured to every true lov- 
ing, brave and diligent soul. Each man 
faithful in his sphere transfigures it, and 
makes grand the humblest position. We 
may say that the act of transfiguration 
takes place when a man realizes his own 
soul and its worth and work. Do we all 
realfee that in us is an element that will 
outlast the stars? [Dr. Chapin. 
Unrrelt's success in the South has called 
up another old story: During the war a 
famous tragedian played “Richelieu” be- 
fore a large audience, among whom was 
Abraham Lincoln. The audience was 
mixed in its sympathies, but the actor, 
not wishing to tire their passions, altered 
t^e text of a famous line to read, “Take 
away the sword; States may be saved 
without it.” 'The circumstance was re 
ported to Forrest. The gloomy giant ut- 
tered a curse. Meanwhile he played the 
same part, and one night, when Lincoln 
was once more in the front, thundered out 
the line with marvellous energy and em- 
phasis: “Take away the sword; States 
■ aji be saved without it.” The point was 
seen, and the applause shook the house. 
Only a woman’s hair! Who lias not 
somoldme in his life picked such a golden 
thread lrom his best coat collar, and felt 
his heart beating quicker for it? Or gazed 
upon a tress laid away in some nook, and 
not felt the influence of lender memories? 
(Inly a woman’s hair ! And yet we do not 
like it in biscuit. 
Clue for Catarrh. A medical au- 
thority asserts that the severest catarrh cold 
•an be removed in about ten hours by a 
mixture of carbolic acid, ten drops, tinc- 
ture of iodine and chloroform, eaeii '.:> 
drops. A few drops of the mixture should 
be heated over a spirit lamp in a test tube, 
the mouth of which should be applied to 
the nostrils as volatilization is effected, 
i ho operation should be repeated in about 
two minutes, when, after the patient 
sneezes a number of times, the trouble- 
some symptoms rapidly disappear. 
'iho annual potato crop of the United 
States is stated to be one hundred and 
filty million bushels, worth about .$ 100,- 
000,000 to the consumers. 
The Voyage. 
I.—ANCHORED. 
0 weary days and nights, so still, so still— 
The useless sails hang flapping stiff and slow; 
We pine and chafe, and set our helpless will 
1 n vain revolt at what to change; to know. 
Is not for us. We hear the strong winds blow 
And fret, as in the East, the West, we see 
Great ships and small go sliding fast and free. 
II.—ADRIFT. 
O fearful days and nights so dark, so cold— 
The swift waves mock and leap on every side; 
Xo rudder steers, no mast, no spar, can hold; 
Ws think no ear could hear us if we cried; 
We think God would not miss us if we died; 
We feel forgotten, helpless, cast away; 
We shut our eyes and do not even pray. 
III.—ON SHORE. 
0 peaceful days, and peaceful nights, whose 
peace 
Cannot be uttered ! O green shores of life 
Beyond the body! Shall we ever cease 
To smile that through such hot and silly strife 
We came? That doubts and fears could grow 
so rife? 
That we could fail to see how God's good hand 
Our anchorings and our driftings planned? 
A Burglar's Over-Dose. 
BY E. M. ALI.EN. 
1 aru of the firm of Merryfield, Iionnifant 
& Co., wholesale dealers and importers of 
drugs, essential oils, etc., down in The 
Lane, as Maiden Lane is familiarly called 
by the down-town merchants. About four 
years ago a little adventure befell me 
which 1 shall endeavor to relate as nearly 
as possible as it happened. 
1 had been through the war—five years’ 
sen ice—went in a private and came out a 
major. It took a year or two to shake off 
army habits and settle down to work. At 
last 1 went back to my old business, and 
entered the service of Merryfield & Bonni- 
lant. It was a young house, but working 
into a fine trade, and the addition of my 
tact and energy soon made a considerable 
increase in the business. 1 managed a 
good many line operations and secured 
several advantageous connections, both 
here and abroad, so that at the end of a 
couple ot years I walked into the partner- 
ship, and became the Co. 
1 had an incentive to hard work, the 
greatest, perhaps, a man can have, and 
that was the desire to marry. I had long 
been engaged to a most charming woman, 
but I would not marry till I was able to 
comfortably maintain a wife and family. 
So I worked with a vim, and found at the 
end of a year, when we took account of 
stock, that my interest in the profits, with 
the prospect of an increase every year, 
would warrant us in setting the wedding- 
day. We fixed on the latter part of May, 
and as the interests of the business de- 
manded a visit ot one of the partners to 
Europe, we determined to spend the honey- 
moon abroad. 
It was the early part of January; the 
cloudy winter day was closing, and night 
shutting down with a dreary drizzle, with 
every prospect ot a long, disagreeable 
storm. Merryfield had left early in the 
afternoon for his home in Yorkers, and at 
six, 15. hastened up-town, for he knew his 
wife would be dreadfully anxious il lie was 
half an hour later than usual. 
1, being a bachelor, had nothing to de- 
ter me trom prowling for two or three 
nights a week at the office, and attending 
to various matters of business to which 
the occupations of the day did not give 
me a chance to do ample justice. Our 
office was on the first story, which was al- 
so used as awareroom, as well as the three 
stories above. The stairway led directly 
from the first lloor to the street, and had 
no connection whatever with the room be- 
low This night I had an unusual amount 
oT writing to do. As I was familiar with 
French, German and Italian, all the foreigu 
correspondence devolved on me, and, as 
the morrow was steamer-day, I determined 
to spend several hours at the office. 
The boys, porters and clerks all departed 
at six o’clock and left me in sole posses- 
sion of the premises. 1 locked the door, 
and, with the key in my pocket, went 
round to Farrish’sin John street, and had 
sttine nice mutton-chops with fried pota- 
toes, and a bottle of Bass’s Pale. Thus 
fortified, I returned to my labor. I fastened 
the door carefully, and as I mounted the 
step, Kitty, or Catharine, as I called her 
for short, came down two or three steps to 
meet me, purring a hearty welcome. She 
was one ol those gray cats we see every- 
where, and as she hail been with us for a 
long time, 1 felt a great affection lor her. 
She had a singular habit of acting as usher 
to every oue who came, meeting him halt 
way down-stairs and conducting him into 
the office with a business air, having done 
which, she would resume her position on 
the railing and wait for the next comer. 
I'lie unusual prominence ot her super- 
ciliary ridge gave her a very anxious look. 
She seemed to have the whole burden of 
the business on her mind, and at times, 
when things did not appear to be going on 
right, she would look earnestly down the 
stairway, then skurry off to the upper 
regions, which having investigated, she 
would hasten back to her station to wel- 
come customers. In these anxious mo- 
ments of hers, 1 felt myself called upon 
to assure her that, though appearances in- 
dicated differently, everything was going 
on well, and matters were being properly 
attended to. I dwell on the attributes of 
this feline iriend of mine, because she 
plays apart in this little history, and I still 
cherish her with affection. 
1 went back to the desk, arranged the 
drop-light with the porcelain shade, and 
stirred up the Morning-glory stove till the 
coal glowed brightly through the mica 
lights. The ivory hands of my Swartz- 
walder clock indicated tllic hour of seven. 
The iron window-shutters were closed. 
Within all was snug and comfortable, 
while without was a cold, miserable driz- 
zle. 
t ne sale streets down-town are exceed- 
ingly lonely after dark. They have almost 
the solitude ol a forest. The warehouses 
are all closed, and the streets deserted, ex- 
cept by the police, and often you may go 
several squares without meeting one of 
them. 
When 1 came from supper, I met Finni- 
gau, the policeman, at the door, trying the 
fastening, to see that all was secure, as 
was his custom every night, and 1 men- 
tioned to him that he need not be alarmed 
at seeing a light shining through the 
crevices of the shutters, as 1 intended to 
stay quite late that night. 1 had my work 
laid out, invoices, letters, etc., resting un- 
der a hideous Hindoo god of bronze, about 
five inches high. This god had been in 
my family for generations, and was origin- 
ally stolen from an Indian temple, at the 
risk of his life, by an impious sea-captain. 
I think it was Vishnu. It had an elephant’s 
head, four arms, and sat cross-legged on a 
low pedestal. One of its hands made the 
mystic sign of the Yoni, dwelt upon with 
such ingenuity by Inman in his recent 
work on religious symbols. 
I drew my chair up to the desk, and in- 
dulged for a few moments in delicious 
thoughts of the coming May, and the hap- 
py summer to follow, and then set to work. 
I wrote to our London correspondent re- 
garding our last shipment of Oil of Pep- 
permint and Wintergreen, and gave him 
instructions concerning a large consign- ment of Beeswax going by to-morrow’s 
steamer. 1 exercised my best Italian in a 
letter to Marangolo & Son, at Messina, or- 
dering Oil of Lemon and Bergamot, with 
directions about packages, shipping, etc. 
Then I turned my attention to French’ and 
wrote to Paris, Lyons and Marseille’s, on 
various business matters. I dropped a line 
to a new house in Singapore, inquiring tor 
their best quotations of Oil of Lemongrass, 
and then stopped to stroke Catharine, who 
sat at my elbow with her paws tucked 
nicely away under her soft fur. With her, 
the business cares and worries of the day 
were over, and she felt that now she could 
conscientiously abandon herself to ease 
and enjoyment, and so sal beside me, 
winking incessantly and puuring with her 
utmost vigor, 
I continued my writing for a long time, 
when the gaily-attired trumpeter dwelling 
in Swartzwalder Hung open his carved 
door with military promptitude, and blew 
his rippling bugle-call eleven times, and 
then with the air of one having performed 
his duty, stepped in and closed his door 
with a sudden click. 
“Eleven o’clock !” I exclaimed. “My 
worthy black-forester, 1 thank you for the 
hint. It is nearly time to go home.” 
I had a letter to write to Schering’s 
Chemical Works at Berlin, requesting 
them to hurry forward our order for Hy- 
drate of Chioral and Carbolic Acid, and 
asking them to duplicate the order, as we 
had been transacting largely in both arti- 
cles lately, and should not be able to satis- 
fy the demands of our customers, unless 
we received some shortly. I read a sen- 
tence of the letter aloud, when Catharine 
suddenly sprang from the desk and ran 
away. 
“What! are the German gutturals too 
much for you. Kitty?” I said, without look- 
ing »P- 
1 appended the signature of the firm 
with a little flourish, and was regarding it 
with satisfaction, when 1 became aware of 
something glistening near my check. I 
turned my eyes, and saw that it was the 
shining barrel of a Colt’s revolver in rather 
unpleasant proximity to my head. My eye, 
following the barrel, observed a nervous, 
shapely hand grasping the handle, with a 
linger on the trigger. 
How much and what infinity ot detail 
the mind will note in a short moment 
of grief or peril! I noticed that the re- 
volver was one of those little six-shooters, 
carrying a ball not larger than a pea, but 
making a hole large enough to let life 
out. 1 saw that it was nickel-plated, and 
had an ivory handle, and that each cham- 
ber contained a cartridge. From the 
pistol, my eye turned to the hand. 1 
noted the shade of the finger nails, a 
scratch on the wrist, and the absence of 
the end of the little finger—I even queried 
how it happened. Ali this occurred in an 
instant. 
Simula experience uau laugm, me 
the value of coolness on occasions of 
danger, and I had not forgotten it. I 
slowly looked up at the party who pre- 
sented this belligerent attitude, and saw 
a decently dressed man of medium height, 
and about my own age—thirty-two years. 
He was none of your burly ruffians, but a 
keen, wiry, dare-devil of a man, with the 
nerve for any deed. He looked me square- 
ly in the eye. and 1 saw with what manner 
of man 1 had to deal. 
“My friend,” I said, “if you intend to 
present mo with that handsome iittle in- 
strument, 1 would much prefer you would 
offer it to me by the other end.” 
"Well, you are a cool customer," he re- 
marked. 
“Cool as a cucumber!” I said. “What 
do you propose to do ?” 
“Blow your brains out, if you move 
from that chair!” 
“Then I had better keep still. What 
next ?” 
“I shall proceed to relieve your firm of 
whatever money and valuable merchan- 
dise you may have at hand. I was in this 
line once, and I think 1 know what to 
select.” 
“All this time he kept his cold gray 
eye fixed on me, and the revolver at my 
head. I was unarmed, and I was sure he 
knew it. Though he was a somewhat 
heavier man than 1 was, I should not 
have hesitated to try a hand-to-hand strug- 
gle with him ; but 1 could not wrestle with 
a bullet. 1 saw that my only chance was 
to remain calm, and watch for my chance. 
1 had been in many a tight corner during 
the war, but always managed by address 
to get out safely. 
“This is a put up job,” he continued. 
"1 have watched you fur a long time, and 
know your habits. You sec I am shod 
with felt, which accounts for my noiseless 
approach. How I got here is my business. 
Your street-door is safely locked, and the 
key is in my pocket. The ‘bobby’ lias 
just passed on his beat, and will not dis- 
turb our little party. 1 am a dead shot, 
and if you interfere with my operations, 
your friends will have to pick mashed 
lead out of you, and you will not be the 
first fine fellow (fiat 1 have made turn up 
his toes.” 
I looked at him and felt sure he would 
do all ho said lie would, and would not 
let a little matter of a murder stand in 
his way. I was calm, but 1 kept up a 
terrible thinking, for the situation was 
anything but pleasant. 
Through several fortuitous circum- 
stances, we happened to have a large sum 
of money in the safe that night. In the 
first place, we had a considerable amount 
that was paid in after bank hours. Then 
we had sent our clerk to the bank just be- 
fore it closed, to get five thousand dollars 
in gold to pay duties with, but when lie 
reached the Custom House he found that 
by some mistake the papers were not 
ready, and so we had to keep the coin in 
our safe over night. 
And, as it destiny was in it, at about 
half-past lour o’clock one of our customers 
from the West came in with seven thous- 
and five hundred dollars, and asked us to 
take charge of it for him till morning. 
The robber could not have chosen a worse 
time for us. I had occasion frequently 
during the evening to go to the safe to re- 
fer to the books, and I had left the door 
open. 
He t*ok a pair of light handcuffs from 
his pocket, and laid them on the table be- 
side him. 
“1 intended to embellish you with these 
little ornaments immediately, but as you 
seem to be a rum sort of a fellow, 1 11 let 
you off till I get through, when I'll trouble 
you to submit to be tied to the knob ol 
your safe-door. Having arranged this 
matter, I’ll exchange hats with you and 
don your large cloak, which will ellect- 
ually conceal the plunder i shall carry off 
in this large satchel. 1 shall then wish 
you pleasant uicuius, pm, um uu.- ugm, 
step out and lock the door behind me, | 
to keep out thieves, you know.” And he 
smiled so devilishly at his own grim hit- I 
mor, that 1 could hardly restrain myself 
from springing upon him. 
It was a desperate situation. The office 
was at the rear end ot the room, inclosed 
by a low railing, inside of which stood the 
safe. The stairway leading to the street was 
at the front of the apartment, so that, even 
if the door had beeli unlocked, I stood no 
chance of getting to it by a sudden rush. 
The policeman would not happen in, for I 
had told him 1 should be there. My only 
chance was to wait and catch this man off 
his guard, and then hurl myself on him. 
So, assuming a careless tone, 1 said: 
‘•And, with your permission, I’ll resume 
my writing.” 
••Certainly, by ail means,” he answered. 
“YVe have plenty of time before us. and I 
shall have some suggestion's to make re- 
garding your correspondence as we pro- 
ceed.” 
He walked to the safe and began taking 
out the contents, but never lor a moment 
turning his back toward me. I did not 
write, but kept my eyes fixed intently on 
his every motion. He looked into the 
cash-drawer and turned over some checks, 
which he considered useless to him, but 
the bank-notes, to the amount ot about 
four hundred dollars, he ijuietly placed in 
his pocket. 
“Small favors thankfully received!” he 
said, sententiously. 
The canvas bag of coin did not long es- 
cape his searching eye. and was soon in 
his hands. He untied the string and looked 
in. 
“This is most excellent swag; I seem 
to be in luck to-night.” 
He stopped to unlock his satchel. 1 
thought my chance had come, and 1 
stealthily arose, to find the revolver point- 
ing at me. “Don’t trouble yourself,” he 
said, mockingly. “I can manage it with- 
out your assistance.” 
I sat down. He put the gold into the 
satchel, aud proceeded with his investiga- 
tion ot the safe. I hoped he would over- 
look the envelope containing the seven 
thousand five hundred dollars, and watch- 
ed him in an agony ot suspense lie pro- 
ceeded with all the deliberation of a mer- 
chant in his counting-room, and carefully 
examined ever}' paper and package, til! 
at last he lound the money. Untying the 
tape that bound the thick paper envelope, 
he looked over the contents. The investi- 
gation was evidently satisfactory, for he 
tied up the package carefully again and 
placed it in the breast-pocket of his coat, 
coolly remarking: 
‘‘Money received on deposit; interest 
paid on balances.” 
The sight cd this airy villain, robbing 
us of such sums of money, made my blood 
fairly boil. The loss would cause us great 
inconvenience, if not serious embarrass- 
ment. My visions of the happy summer 
laded, lor my marriage would have to be 
postponed indefinitely. I said to myself: 
“My fine fellow, it once I had my fingers 
at your throat, you’d be less prodigal of 
your quips.” 
1 thought over every possible means to 
circumvent him, but lound nothing availa- 
ble. He would not for a second be off his 
guard, but watched me like a lynx, and at 
every motion of mine I saw the everready 
revolver pointed at mo. I looked to old 
Vishnu and wished he would turn to Siva 
the Destroyer, and become incarnate for 
a moment, and practice on my merry gen- 
tleman yonder. Once, when he bent over 
to take something out of the sale, I thought 
the wished-for opportunity had arrived. 
I swiftly secured ihe god, determined to 
suddenly hurl it at the robber’s head. I 
knew that if one of the sharp elbows of 
the deity shouFd strike him on the skull it 
would make a deadly hole in it. Before 1 
could rise my hand he arose, and looking 
at me with one ot his devilish smiles, 
said: 
iUll MCITU IU IK- UIlUcl.M IliY lJl.’SKY 
gent, li you get nervous I shall'have to 
clasp the darbies on you, but I think I'll 
favor you with a specimen of my marks- 
manship. Let me knock that pen from 
behind your ear.” 
lie was about twelve feet from me. lie- 
fore I could make a movement, there was 
the sharp crack of the pistol, and away 
went the pen on the floor, i confess 1 felt 
nervous at the nearness of the shot. 
“Did it tickle you?” said he. How 
neatly I clipped oft a chap's nose once in 
Melbourne! The bloke was a beauty 
alter that.” And he chuckled at the re- 
membrance. 
My case began to look desperate. I 
could hear the wind blowing and the sleet 
rattling outside. There was no chance ol 
the slight sound of the pistol being heard. 
There were hut few persons for blocks 
around, and there were but two or three 
policemen, and the janitors of some of 
the larger buildings, who were fast asleep 
by this time away up to the top stories. ! 
saw very plainly that this mail could kill 
me if he chose, and knew he would not 
scruple to do so if I should interfere with 
his plans. I could only sit still and see 
the work of spoliation going on. I remem- 
ber that every nerve was strung as tensely 
as a fiddle-string, and every sense on the 
alert. 1 noticed a hundred things that I 
never saw before. A picture, on the wall 
was one-sided, the stove-pipe was crooked, 
and my eye, running along the shelves 
and the overhanging cornice, 1 observed 
that a heavy stone jar of Lxtract of Hen- 
bane was so carelessly placed that a slight 
touch would throw it oil' 1 saw that many 
articles were in the wrong places, and 1 
determined to take the clerks to task tor 
it to-morrow. Catharine, too, claimed 
my attention ; she had taken refuge on tiic 
cornice, and was moving about among the 
bottles and jars, her eyes gleaming in the 
serm-obscurity. 
A friend of the firm in Trieste had sent us 
a box of Maraschino, and a bottle of it 
stood on a counter. My visitor picked it 
up, exclaiming: 
“Ah ! Maraschino ITetty good : but 
there’s no body to it, as the toper said of 
water." He poured some into two wine- 
glasses that were near, and placed one be- 
fore me, saying: 
“Drink ; you'll need some refreshment 
to sustain you till morning. Here’s suc- 
cess to trade !'' 
I coolly took up the glass, and, sipping 
the cordial, said : 
“May you break your neck before morn- 
ing !” 
“Don't flatter yourself,” he answered. 
“A man tint's born to be hanged will 
never he drowned.” A wicked look came 
into his lace as I said this, and 1 thought 
perhaps 1 had better lett it unuttered. 
“Now, as I have thoroughly investigat- 
ed your money matters, 1 will turn my at 
tention to your more portable merchan- 
dise.” Our most precious articles were 
kept in the safe, and these he proceeded 
to overhaul 
“Atropia!” he exclaimed, as he took out 
a package worth more than its weight in 
gold. He dropped it into his bag—fully 
a thousand dollars' worth. “While you 
are writing, you had better drop a line to 
your correspondent at Darmstadt, asking 
111U1 mil uj» lUiumii !«’L. uirir ii.i" 
been quite a brisk demand lately.” 
“Curse your impudence !” 1 exclaimed. 
“Don't; you hurt my feelings! Attar of 
Roses!” he continued, taking out a llask ; 
and pure Turkish, no doubt, as a respect- 
able house like yours would keep no other. 
Sweets to the sweet!” He took all we 
had of this precious oil, amounting in 
value to fully another thousand dollars. 
“Alt, now we come to something nice, 
Ylang-Y ang!” 
This is an oil that is distilled lrom an 
East Indian orchild of delicate perfume, 
it was very valuable, and he showed his 
appreciation of it by leaving none. Alter 
extracting everything desirable lrom the 
sate, he turned his attention to the shelves, 
and walked out-side the office-railing, but 
never failing in his watch over me. 
Hero Catharine, who was on the cornice 
above, evidently not liking his appearance, 
uttered a lei.no sibilation, and arched her 
back. He looked up at her fiercely, and 
said : 
"Your don't like me ! Xor 1 you ! I'll 
attend to your ease, madame, when 1 get 
through. I'll roast you on the coals.” 
1 had made up my mind that this villain 
should not leave the house with so much 
money and valuables without a light with 
me. The chances would be against me, 
and most likely I should be killed; but I 
should do my duty, and take the risk. My 
assumed submission was to throw him oft" 
his guard, if possible. 1 should not fear a 
hand-to-hand struggle, but that deadly 
aim, perhaps, would not give me the 
chance. His vigilance never relaxed for 
an instant. The chances were one hundred 
to one against me, for in the twenty feet 
that lay between us was almost certain 
death. I shrank from the encounter. I 
would wait till he attempted to handcuff 
me, which would bo soon. 1 tenderly 
thought oi the anguish of one dear woman 
when she should know of my bloody 
death 
The red-handed robber locked his satch- 
el with a click, and turned his baletul eyes 
full upon me. I knew that the crisis was 
last approaching. I braced every nerve 
fertile fatal encounter. As the terrible mo- 
ment neared, a fierce rage possessed me— 
an uncontrollable fury that seemed to lilt 
me from the ground. He divined my in- 
tention, and with a devilish sneer slowly 
raised his revolver. I was face to face 
with death. His arm was unerring. I 
felt that no effort of mine could save me. 
But at that dread moment aid came to 
me, yet not from human hands. Blind 
chance hurried to my rescue. A singular 
thing happened. As the murderer raised 
his unfaltering arm, swiftly and terribly 
came his Nemesis. He was directly be- 
neath the heavy stone jar on the cornice ; 
the cat suddenly brushed against it, and 
down it came on his head with a heavy 
thud. 
As he fell, quickly as lightning I sprang 
for him, but lie did not move. A ghastly 
hole was in his skull, and a red stream on 
the floor. 1 tore open his shirt and put 
my band on his heart; there was no pulsa- 
tion there. lie was dead. 
About Livers. 
The liver under consideration was that 
ot an old whisky drinker—a regular old 
“soaker” who had not drawn a sober 
breath, iu all probability for six or eight 
years. And yet it was not a very aggrava- 
ted case. The liver had been taken Iresh 
] Irom the body—that is, before decomposi- 
tion set in, and it was placed in alcohol to 
preserve it lor scientific examination. 
The livers ot drinkers present different 
appearances, according to the habits of 
the victims and to the character of their 
potations. A great deal of information 
has been accumulated by medical men 
upon this subject. One eminent physician, 
after an examination ot seventy livers of 
drunkards, says, that in moderate drink- 
ers the liver was generally found to be 
somewhat larger than usual, its texture 
soltened, and its outer surtaee spotted, 
with patches of fatty infiltration extending 
two or three lines into the tissue of the 
gland, the rest of the viscus retaining its 
natural color, and its edges their normal 
sharpness. In those who had been more 
addicted to the use of spirits the liver was 
still larger, its edges were more obtuse, 
and the patches ot the fat on its surface 
were larger anti more numerous. In old 
drunkards the livers are very large, weigh- 
ing at least six or eight pounds, often from 
ten to twelve; tiie edges are very thick 
and much rounded ; the tissue or substance 
of the gland almost white with fat, soft, 
fragile, and the peritoneal covering could 
be torn oft' with ease. 
/v neamiy uver suoum snow no trace 01 
fat; when that sets in, it means slow blit 
certain death. The liver ot our departed 
friend, the old soaker, was of enormous 
size, and had undergone a thorough fatty 
degeneration. Two much fat is the result 
of disease anyhow, but when it accumu- 
lates iu or around the internal organs, 
such as the heart, liver or kidneys, it is 
time to send for the undertaker. The ob- 
servations cited above were of cases In 
England, where the “hob-nailed'’ live, is 
not so common as in thisconntry, owing ! 
to the fact that our drunkards kill them- j 
selves mostly with rum, brandy and whis- 
key, which produce the false membranes, ; 
adhesions, puckerings, etc., noticeable in 
wost-mrtcm examinations ol drinkers' liv- : 
crs. Persons addicted to diink usually: 
become lat, corpulent, even, and give in- 
dications of unusual energy and strength, j 
but these are very fallacious, and soon 
\ pass away, to be succeeded by flabbiness, 
1 languor, and frequently to excessive lean- j 
; ness, except of the abdomen, which re- 
; tains its protuberance, in consequence ot 
the deposition of fat in the fatty mem- 
: brane covering the bowels in front, or 
“bay-window.” 
It is quite safe to say that there is not a : 
j single spirit drinker whoso liver is not : 
more or less a fleeted by his indulgence, 
whether it is occasional only or of eon- , 
tuitions repetition. It is impossible for 
the liver to escape, for while the tunics of 
drink are carried directly into the brain, 
every drop of liquor that is swallowed 
passes through the liver and acts upon its ; 
tissues. The best illustration of the ef- 
fects of spirits upon the raw tissues of the 
human body may be had by holding a 
quantity of whisky, brandy, rum, gin etc., ; 
in the mouth for a few moments and then i 
| spitting it out. The mouth and gums will 
be found par-boiled and puckered in a j 
very unpleasant and uncomfortable man- i 
ner. The same effect is produce I in- I 
ternally, and a thousand times repeated in 
the drunkard, until at last the vitals are i 
burned out and death the most loathsome 
claims its hnrid. poor, despised ami irre- 
claimable victim. [Cineiunati f’ommer- I 
rial. 
Successful Farming. 
— I 
All old tanner said to us to-day. “The i 
farmers do not do as well as they know.' j 
They know muck better what good 1.inn- 
ing is than their practice shows Thev 
know that wheat ground should be brok- 
en as soon as harvest is over, yet it is 
delayed. They know that all lands not 
naturally well drained would be greatly 
improved by underdraining, but they neg- 
lect it. They’ know that land can not be 
kept in good heart and pro luctive condi- 
tion without the use of fertilizers, yet the 
practice of close cropping and the. uegioct 
of the manure heap prevails. While the 
manure compost is the farmer’s bank of 
wealth, it is let go to waste. The plow- 
ing under of green crops is known to add 
wonderfully to the fertility of the soil, but 
few farmers practice it. It is known that 
it is much cheaper to raise sixty or eighty 
bushels of corn on one acre of land than 
on two; yet this fact is neglected, and the 
land is so worn by exhausting crops that 
it is often hard to produce thirty bushels 
per acre. They know that stock that ma- 
tures early is much more profitable than 
that which is of slow growth; yet they 
stick to the old grades that require much 
time and feed to prepare for market, in- 
stead of procuring more profitable kinds. 
They know that wagons, plows, harrows, 
reapers, Ac., will last much longer, and 
can be more easily kept in order when 
carefully housed when not in use, and \ ct j 
they stand out exposed to the sun or rain I 
a large portion ol the year. They know j 
that stock carefully housed through the 
1 
winter require less food and keep in better 
health and llesh than when left out in the 
storm and cold unprotected, and yet they 
fail to provide comfortable barns tor their 
[Jiuitr nun. :uur mil 
important matters the profits of farming 
are wasted, and more than wasted, and 
yet the cry comes up that tanning don't 
pay. There is no business so managed 
that would pay. If the banker who handles 
his millions every year should neglect to 
look closely after the details of his business, 
leaving as many leaky places as are found 
on most farms in the country, he would 
be a bankrupt in live years. The maim- ! 
tacturer looks constantly to every depart- 
ment of his business, working only the 
most profitable stock, doing his work in 
the best possible manner, protecting every 
department from unnecessary exposure 
and danger, and seeking the best market 
at the most favorable times to dispose of 
his wares, and he is successful. Only 
those who do the right thing at the right 
time, in the best possible manner, can 
hope to attain any great success. [Indi- 
ana Farmer. 
Large Contract. Noonday Hock, in ; 
the Paeilic Ocean, thirty miles off from ! 
the Golden Gate, the entrance ot San j 
Francisco harbor, on which tho clipper 
ship Noonday struck some years ago, is j 
to be removed by the government, and 
the bid of Col. Edward Moore of this city, 
is the lowest. He will leave in a leu- 
weeks with his men to remove the same. 
There are 25 feet ot water over tho rock 
at high water, and it is proposed to make 
47 leet at low water over the same. 
There was a large number of bids, but it 
seems that the Colonel’s was the lowest 
and he has the contract, which is said to 
be a fat thing. [Portland Press. 
One ot the noticeable sights about Clia- 
pultepec, Mexico is the grove ot gigantic 
cypresses, said to be from one thousand 
five hundred to two thousand years old. 
with trunks scarred and torn by shot and 
shells fired in the battles that have taken 
place in the immediate neighborhood. 
On the top of the rock is the old Spanish 
castle, built of porphyry, marble and 
sandstone. It contains a line scientific 
library and conservatory. The whole 
rock beneath it is honey-combed with pas- 
sages, stables, cellars, dungeons, store- 
rooms, and powder magazines, some of 
which were excavated by the Montezu- 
mas. 
Commercial Travellers. 
“Off again,” I said to a well-dressed 
man hurrying along with a travelling bag 
in one hand and shawl in another. “Where 
are you bound now He was a commer- 
cial traveller, and worked for one of the 
largest houses in the city. 
“res,” lie replied cheerfully, “I'm off 
again. I'm always off, and never on. I 
don't know my own wife. One of these 
days I’m going to stay at home long enough 
to get acquainted with her, if I can. She 
seems to be a nice kind of a woman. I’ve 
got to catch the train at Forty-second 
street in an hour; jump in tiie ear and go 
a little way with a fellow, can't you? 
That's the only way I can sav how d'ye do 
to my friends.” I did as he requested, 
following the biblical injunction, "If any 
man compel you to go a mile, go with him 
twain.” 
“This is a queer sort of life you lead,” 
I said, on being seated. “Don't you enjoy 
going about seeing the country," living ut 
first-class hotels, riding in palace cars, 
smoking the best cigars, llirting with all 
the pretty girls you meet, and. in a word, 
making a long spree of life all at other 
people’s expense ? Seems to me a com- 
mercial traveller has a mighty easy berth 
of it. I’d like to be one myself.” 
He listened to all I said with an amused 
twinkle in his eye, and replied: "Well! 
now it is strange that about every man 
outside ol tiie business has just exactly 
your idea ot it—which is just exactly the 
wrong one. There never was a more in- 
correct idea of the duties and animus ot 
commercial travellers than the popular 
one. \\ by. man alive ! he said, spiritedly, 
“fou limsu’t suppose the merchants ot 
-New lork are idiots. or that they lose 
sight ot us tile moment we leave the store. 
1 liey know all about tis. anil we know 
that they know it, and take care that they 
shan't know any harm of us." 
“Our calling is our bread and butter, 
and we have to earn it by the hardest kind 
ol labor. You needn't laugh, it is all 
so. Business of all kinds imw-a-days is 
done by actual personal representation 
and solicitation. A merchant lias certain 
kinds of goods which lie puts on the 
market: he advertises them fully, and then 
follows up his advertisements by ids 
travellers and rakes in all lie can. Com- 
mercial travellers are more numerous to- 
day in all lines than ever before. Wher- 
ever you see a smart, active man going 
Il'oin store to store in suburban cities talk- 
ing with the proprii tor confidentially, and I 
producing a memorandum book in which 
lie makes notes from time to time, that i 
man is a commercial tourist, as wo call 
ourselves tor lun. and is doing as much 
business in liis way lor his house as they 
do for themselves. No linn an get along 
without them. Some have tw enty travel- 
lers scouring at the same time, and others 
have two or three, according to their line 
and extent of trade. You spoke of seeing 
the country I You'd laugh if 1 told you 
that 1 never saw Niagara Balls in my life 
till 1 was thirty-live years old. though 1 
had been within Iw mile-• I it hundreds 
oi times! It is so. 1 never had time At 
last 1 was ashamed of it and absolutely 
took a day. and w rote the house 1 wn.- go- 
ing to the Falls ci a ,-pree. 1 went there 
and stave I a couple ol hours, ard happen- 
ing to think oi a man I w anted to see in 
Btiil'alo, took the first train to that city, 
and let the Falls go t > pot: tact is when I 
am on business 1 can't lake any pleasure 
in inn. I scarcely know one place from j 
1 L « v | 1 1 > l. 1 11 1 > > 1 1 
them, tiiii as tor scenery—the finest scene 
i know ol' is a merchant calling at your 
hotel two or three times lielor you arrive, 
wanting to know it you haven't come yet, 
so lie can buy a bill ol goods ol you 
“Wo do stop at lust-class hotels, and 
we always get just as good accommoda- 
tions a- there are in the hou.-c. Why ? 
Because we pay our bills: because wo arc 
the biggest kind ol walking advert iseuient 
1‘or a hotel, and the men Who know how 
to keep lie understand that fact Wo cap 
send hundreds 'f dollars’ worth of busi- 
>tc-s to a hotel or drive hundreds away 
trout it, simply bv reporting to each other 
how we arc treated. \\ c got together in 
smoking car- and in our rooms nights, and 
detail every mean act or pettv extortion, 
and you bet that landlord don’t make any 
millions out of us by crowding! Some ot 
us have our regular rooms—best family 
rooms, too, we occupy every month tor 
years, and wo always get them, every 
time, no matter who is in them, i’hc head 
waiters know ns like a book, and so do 
the boys; and you bet we don’t get any 
tenderloin steaks or boiled chickens or 
birds and tilings : Oh. no! they ain’t for 
us! 
“Certain towns are celebrated f 1 their 
mean hotels. Providence. U. 1 was until 
a few years since; the meanest of all mean 
houses, eight or nine years ago, was the 
(fit v Hotel. For a place ot Si i.dou inhabi- 
tants, it used to be a wonder to us why 
such a hole was in existence; but it was 
the only one in town, and we had to goto 
it. 'I lie hoys got so they used to do their 
business up in a day, and then go ;. Hus- 
ton. fifty miles off, and stay, rather than 
sleep in the town. 1 belie\c it i-> better 
now it makes a mighty -iglit ol difli 
eneo to a man who works twelve and 
fourteen hour- a day i- we do. ..-Iking 
and walking all the time, what ki- 1 el 
fare lie gets: lie can’t have any too good, 
ami a sensible linn knows k How Is a 
m m : have any spunk or spirit in him 
after riding, say odd .miles a week, and 
talking all the time, except when he's 
asleep, if he is di-Lurbed by bugs or led 
on bull beef and slops generally '. He 
can’t do it. Can’t ride odd miles a week 
and do any business! Young man, we 
work all day and ride all night. That’s 
the way we do it, except in big towns like 
Buffalo or Chicago; there, of course, it's 
dilferont. 
OlUIipirs \ CVS, ('1 ('HUH1, \\t* t‘.ui\ 
samples; s ane of us have halt'a dozen 
big trunks tull of 'em; regular store in it- 
selt to lug around. Itrygxls, hats, boots 
and shoes men, all have ui, and at the 
end ot their trips they sell t. e bn for what I 
they can get to some Cheap luhn; trunks 
and all; unless they are sample trunks 
made on purpose for their bush. Some 
have samples they carry in hand a. these 
are the worst of all. Cutlery men eateh 
it heavy on these. They ain't heavy enough 
to gut in the baggage ear, but they have 
to be toted round from store to store; 
weigh twenty-live pounds, some pi 'em 
You take one of them, carry it all day in 
a country town or city, talk all the while 
and perhaps make no sales after all—find 
some chap has been ahead of you, and 
when it, comes night, if you don’t feel 
tiled you're a horse, that's all. 
"Hig bill of expenses? Well, that de- 
pends on where ami h .w you travel, in 
the Eastern States, xvhere distances are 
-hurt and hotel charges small in the towns, 
the expenses are very slim : S?.7b to St a 
day, unless you hire a horse too often, 
covers it all: but y\ hen you <ret to boston 
or Philadelphia, or go West, the scene 
changes, and you can't go decently for 
less than six or eight dollars per day for 
legitimate outlay. That's what it yvill 
cost day in and day out. For live years 
my account furnished in detail, from New 
York to Chicago not stopping at every 
little town, but only at big places on the 
New York Central, like Syracuse, L tiea, 
Home. Rochester, &c., was $6 i>0 per day, 
exclusive of salary, of course. A man 
can spend as much as he likes. ‘Enter- 
taining customers’ covers a multitude ot 
sins, and there's lots of fellers spend three 
and four dollars a day in this yvay, but 
the customers don’t got. much of it. Com- 
mon sense tells a man or a house that a 
traveller must have a thundering trade to 
spend so much every day. I told our folks 
that if they found any items for whiskey 
or cigars in my bill to charge it to my 
account, and as for entertaining custom- 
ers. t don't have to buy my trade, I make 
it fair and square; they pay me for the 
goods, and that settles it. I yvant my head 
clear, not full ot whiskey and tobacco, if 
1 atu going to travel. 
What do we get ? Oh. certainly that's 
a fair question ; no offence whatever. We 
get just what wo are worth, like every 
other man in the world. Our salaries vary 
from $800 a year and expenses to $5,000 
and ditto, l-'or me, I get $3 500, which is 
fair, 1 consider, though I earn every cent 
of it. My house is a good one to work 
for, that’s one comfort. Thev never write 
me scolding letters, blowing me up when 
I have done my best; but>they say, Mr. 
•fenks, you have had a hard trip this time : 
better go homo for a few days and see 
your wife, and then come back and try 
again.’ I can't keep away from the store 
two days at a time, though. We repre- 
sent the house, you know, away from 
uome, aim surewu merenuins uiui: care 
that their representatives shall be worthy 
ul'them. Why, many a big house in this city 
depends more upon its travellers than up- 
on its partners for trade and the sagacious 
conducting of it, and if they lost them 
would be iu a box. I have known travel- 
lers to stand by a concern, voluntarily ac- 
cept a reduction ot salary, cut their ex- 
penses all they could decently, and work 
hard, when they knew the house was in a 
hard place, and their efforts were in no 
small degree contributive to final success. 
“Black sheep in the business! Certainly 
there are; just as many as in any other 
profession ; and they make so much noise, 
live so much in taw public eye. that they 
get the whole of us a bad name some- 
times, but that affects us very little. T hey 
don't get far; their career is soon teuni- 
nated. The telegraph is too long, nou -a- 
days, and reaches too tar, lor a man to cut 
up many daloes First thing he knows, 
in one ‘of nis drunken sprees, somebody 
telegraphs or writes to some ol bis folks 
that their traveller has been drunk about 
town for live or six days, ami they had bet- 
ter get him home, which they do mighty 
quick. Then again there are men who 
stnoueh lilteen or twenty dollars a week 
by representing that they have been to 
such and such places; when all they cvet 
did was to talk to a merchant from the 
town, whom they met by chance n:i the 
platform in another place titty miles awav ; 
they charge travelling expenses all the 
>amo, but sneii things are like all other 
forms ot human swindling and di>liom->ty 
found out sooner or later. Then again 
there are men who pies up loose women 
and go about hotels with them, thinking 
that nobody knows them or their company, 
but they soon get undeceived upon that 
point by hearing of it in many ways. Yon 
mustn't judge all travellers by the mis 
deeds of a few, for no class ol me v, r|. 
harder or more faithfully than they do 
“Get snubbed sometime-'. 1 don't 
understand you! Rebuffed! Why. who 
should rebuff me? 1 ain’t a booiiikick 
match-peddler! It is no favor a man d > > 
me to I»uy my goods! lie kno\\> that a> 
well a>I do. You don't rebuff your yrocer, 
do you. when he brings your order ia, ; 
vour butcher? Not uiueh 1 d i.io- to see 
the man I couldn't approach. A.I nidi 
are approachable in owe way or m : 10, 
il y< u know your business you kii- lie-' 
to meet them. No merchant ever t: ;• t > 
put on any airs with me, simply be, ■ i 
always respect myself. It don't take g 
so s»o that. V good many men ;,r■ -■ 
out iii the driving times who never ug’H 
to be on the road at all, and they gel 
bulled right and left. I'd rebut!' them ir 
sell. I remember one young man who 
was standing in a store when 1 entered, 
the proprietor came up to me and began 
talking, but stopped and turned to the 
follow still standing there. 
“Well!’’ lie said, 'volt have your ansvv. r. 
what are you waiting for?' '1 am wa.liiig 
for an order,’ says this bright young mt-i- 
h int. Our folks told mo never to leave 
a store until 1 got an order, and you 
haven't given mo any. so 1 thought I'd 
wait.’ l’lie merchant laughed, and finally 
persuaded the young man to i.e, \ ;y 
disconsolate, without an order. 
‘'Here we are at the depot at 1 ist and 
swinging off tin platform, lie shouldon-d 
into the crowd and went ins win r 
A Hugo Enterprise 
[ I’liila-lelphia North Ainere: n. 
For so many years have w f. en .v ein 
tinned to discussions ot the leasiti litv ol 
connecting England and France b\ a rail- 
way tunnel, that the scheme h i- come t> 
be regarded as one ot those th: jgs destin 
ed to linger permanently in tile limbo ot 
good intentions. As long ago as ls;',s a 
French engineer—M. flionie de (la uond 
—began to agitate the subject, and spend 
time and mono in investigating the strata 
through which the tunnel must pass; and 
in lsi',7 ho exhibited plans and models 
showing how he proposed constructin''- It 
Before this, in ISOo, an Englishman. Sir 
John Ilawkshaw, had enliste i in tli 
by sinking borings on both the French 
and English coasts, and examining the 
entire bed of the Channel between th >se 
points by moans of a special contrived ap- 
paratus. At last, in 1877, the Channel 
funnel Company was iueorpnrled, with 
the gentlemen aboved named, and Mr 
James Krunlees as its engineers. Finailv 
when the Lord Mayo;- of London visited 
Baris at the opening ot the new opera 
house a few weeks ago, he had an inter- 
view on the subject with the Fret.eh Min 
ister ol Bublic Works, and it transpired 
that the French and Kngb-.i (lovernimvts 
liad come to an arrangement lor eoiumeue 
iug preliminary opt rations. 
The points selected for the termini of 
the tunnel are St. Margaret's Bav. a do 
pression in the chalk cliffs four miles east 
ot Dover, and spot near Calais. Ou tin’s 
line it, is believed continuous stratum ot 
homogeneous chalk, 7>no leet thick, ruu.- 
froin shore to shore under a depth of 
water nowhere more than p-o leet 
Through tiji- layer the tunnel is to be rim 
at lea.-t 7-tU feet below the bed of the chan 
nel. The chalk, where solid, has lrren 
proved to be impermeable by water; so 
that nothing could iuterlcre with the wori 
of boring except the oeeurrenee oi'ii-sure 
ill the stratum 700 leet deep or more, and 
,t is believed that I such li- aivs ever x 
isted they have been tilled up age- ago 
the vv a-h ot the sea. Work is t lie eon.' 
nieneed at noth end- wilh ateivi, mount 
■ •<I auger-Ime machine which < 1 -s it 
debris upon an endless belt that earri. s ii 
away to the rear. The auger bon 
drillway -even feet in diameter, and 
vance- through the chalk at the rate ,.j 
yard to a yard and a quarter p r hom s > 
that it is computed this j reliiuinarv .!»■;: 
ing may be made within four yeaistor 
$!•,000,1100, though experienced eontrart 
ors tlo not hesitate to reduce both amount; 
by one-halt. The completion of the work 
lor the passage of railway trains u ill re 
quire, it. is thought, an additional tout 
years and $20,000,000. At present there 
are immediately to be sunk the -halts 7,., ,j 
feet deep on either coasts, from which 
drillings are to be run outward at a down- 
ward inclination of one foot in eighty. It. seems to be assumed that the propos- ed submarine railroad must prove a tin.in 
eial success. The number of persons 
crossing the channel in lsri'.i between lour 
ports on either side was 1100.000, and 
■since then it has greatly increased. Most 
of those, it is thought, would prefer to 
travel underground, though at a higher 
cost, than to incur the horrors nfthe char, 
nel passage, even with all the mitigations 
promised by the Bessemer anil t 'astalia 
steamers. The problem of ventilation is 
expected to present no great dillieulties, 
and security will be as absolute as on the 
land A great increase, both in passenger 
travel and freights, is confidently looked 
lor. 
The Augusta (Ga.) Constitution alist re- 
valls the billowing incident of the Zachary 
I'aylor campaign : Governor Wise and a 
riend were canvassing Virginia, the friend 
°r and governor against Tay lor. The gov 
■rnor contemptuously alluded to old Zach, 
uid frequently called him “Old igno- j 
•auce,” whose speeches were written by I 
ti.s son-in-law, Bliss. When the govern- i 
>r's opponent came to his turn, lie simply J 
•etorted, “When Ignorance is Bliss, 'ti.-. | 
oily to be Wise.” 
•My real number is six. but my hand 
will bear squeezing,” is what .she said to j 
the young*iian at the glove counter. And 
the great thick-headed lunatic got her a | 
pair of live and a half gloves without find- 1 
ing out how much squeezing her hand jj 
would bear. We would have worked at 
that job an hour, but she should have had 
an exact fit. 
nni ii.i jn«M 
Address of the Democratic Members 
of Congress from the South and 
Southwest. 
Washington. Fob. 1*. The following 
address has ust been prepared by the 
l>enKK i:itii members of the South and 
Southwest: 
T<> Mir I'roi'i.u ok ini Sot THEiix si v: rs : 
\ >u have confided to the undersigned 
in tie- eon junction of alVairs the delicate 
and dillieuit task ot guarding in the Fed- 
eral l'ongre.-s your public interest, your 
rights and your reputation, You will 
therelore jiardou the libcrtv we take of 
'addressing you, at a period so critical, 
upon a matter affecting your destiny and 
that of your posterity You cannot have 
tailed to observe the persistent efforts of 
some of the leaders ol the Republican 
party to revive the animosities ot the late 
war, which happily are past, giving place 
to a spirit of concord and unity in every 
section of our common country. It is im- 
possible to predict certainly the effect of 
these appeals to passion. We believe that, 
through the honest representation of a tew 
upright and conscientious Federal officers 
and agents, an independent and able pub- 
lic press, and ot many ci’izens, without 
regard to party, the true condition of the 
Southern States and the real sentiment of 
the Southern people are being gradually 
made known to our fellow-citizens ol the 
North. We hope lor their favorable de- 
ei-ion whe fully apprised 'fall the facts. 
Flic great ends of good government will 
ne reached when the people of all sections 
forget that we have ever been enemies, 
and come together again, as in the early 
days ol the Republic, emulating each 
other only in devotion to the best inter- 
ests of the whole country. With tiiis ex- 
alted purpose in view, there is nothing in- 
consistent with the honor and manhood 
ot a brave people to resolve to sutfer with 
heroic patience, whatever lie their provo- 
cation- and wrongs, looking through tic 
leartul pn -i at ami InuI future, ami 
repelling unjust epithets and gratuitous 
insults with dignified moderation. Let 
every while, man. in every neighborhood 
in tin- whole South, regard himself as a 
eommis-inm-r ot peace, maintaining the 
kindliest relations towards the black man, 
i' membering that the responsibilities for 
the extreme poverty to which we have 
been reduced, and the corrupt govern- 
ment to which his \ote has subjected us, 
••-!> not so much upon him as upon the 
bad men who, with the assurance of Fed- 
ei.al support, have by appeals to his worst 
passions sought to make him our enemy, 
while b\ all honest means to convince 
him ot the truth that our interest and his 
are identical, and that both must be pre- 
served by good government, and that 
those who stir up -trite between us are 
the enemies ot both races l*jt us at the 
ame time see that he i- fully protected 
In iiis guaranteed rights to vote as he 
pleases in ill elect ions. Let us continue 
to deal with him honestly and fairly, and 
let n- continue cordially to invite to our 
midst th. -e I any political party who 
eithei .seek to know the truth or to find 
homes' up in our soil. We do not exag- 
gerate when we admonish you of the dis- 
heartening fact that every street disturb- 
ance. every homicide of whatever charac- 
ter, by whomsoever committed, bv black 
or white. Republican 01 Democrat, such 
as are incident to every community upon 
earth, is perverted into the evidence ot a 
spirit of lawlessness and violence, and a 
purpose to accomplish political ends We 
well know the gross injustice ot such 
charge-, which have weight only where 
ignorance of our true condition prevails. 
Strenuous efforts are now lining made bv 
those who misrepresent you to induce the 
passage by Congress of the most danger- 
ous measures in order to irritate our peo- 
ple, to drive them to despair, and to pro- 
voke them to violent outbreaks in order 
to furnish an excuse for applying for mil- 
it:u". interference. We express the hope 
that a majority of the present Congress 
will not lie found ready to sanction such 
legislation It it be accomplished it would 
be again-l the protest, not only of the 
Democrats but ol the moral worth and 
the statesmanship here of the party in 
power, and of such Republicans as 15ry- 
am. IF. arts. Charles Francis Adams and 
others, whose patriotism and sense of 
justice are known to the entire country. 
The most extreme, oppressive and uncon- 
stitutional nie.wm- may be imposed up- 
on y ou. In such an event we would ap- 
peal to the wisdom and patriotism of a 
long-suffering people by every hope ol 
the future, lor a continued forbearance 
and hopeful reliance upon the virtue and 
sense of justice of the American people, 
tor the ultimate vindication of our rights, 
die protection of our liberties, the safety 
ut mir republican form of government. 
Signed by Senators (leorge (ioldthwaite, 
> of Alabama ; dnhn W. Stevenson, ot Ken- 
’;ck\ 1 M. Norwood, of (Jeorsriu : Hen- 
v Cooper, ol Tennessee: .1. 15. Gordon, 
of Virginia; M W. Kansom, of North 
Carolina : 1 * MeCreery, of Kentucky: 
Lewis I Bogy, of Missouri; John W. 
Johnson, ol Virginia; A. S. Merrimon, 
of North C arolina : and by the following 
members of the i louse of Representatives: 
Philip Cook, of Georgia: John 11. Cald- 
well, of Alabama; Hiram P. Bell of Geor- 
gia. T ■ ei-rick <. Bromberg, ol Alaba- 
ma. doh: 1). c Atkins, oi Tennessee; 
Alfred M Waddell, of North Carolina; 
Dewitt C. Gidd lgs, of Texas; William 
S Herndon, of Texas 11 I. Mills, ot Tex- 
:.- A-a 11 Willis, of Texas. John ilan- 
■ l;, of 'l e va-: Thomas T. Crittenden, 
< 1 Mi-sonri John \ oung Brown, ol Ken- 
iiirky: Henry 11. Mains, of Georgia: P. 
M B Young, o Georgia; Washington 
1 W iiitllu .. Tennessee: John M 
Bl ight, of Tenffes-ee; PMtvard Croswell, 
if Kentucky llees T. Bowen, ol Virginia: 
lame- B. Beck, d Kentucky; Richard B. 
Bland, ol Missouri; George M. Adams, 
of Kentucky ; John B. Clark, Jr., of Mis- 
souri : W illiam 11 Arthur, of Kentucky ; 
Abram Comings, of Missouri; .Milton J. 
Durham, of Kentucky; Kppa Hunter, of 
Virginia: Robert A Hatcher, of Missouri; 
Thomas M. Counter, of Arkansas; John 
M Glover, ol Missouri; William P. Me- 
Lellan, ol Texas; James M. Beach, of 
North Carolina: Robert I! Vance, of 
North (Molina; William M Robins, of 
North < arolina ; Thomas S. Ashe, of North 
Carolina; James 11. Blunt, of Georgia; 
John T. Harris, of Virginia; Thomas 
Whitehead, ol Virginia; Blisha D. .Stam- 
ford, ol Kentucky: William IB Stone, of 
.Missouri; Joseph II. Sloss, of Alabama; 
John D Young, ol Kentucky; Krastus 
Wells, of Missouri; ( liarlcs IB Milliken, 
of Kenlueky: W illiam B. Read, of Ken- 
tuekv; BueiusC. Bamar, of Mississippi. 
Fnil in Congress. 
< >11 Friday in the house Mr. Wheeler ac- 
cused Mr. Cox of New York of having 
sustained the action of President Buchan- 
an and .letVerson Davis, then Secretary oi 
War, in bn aking up the Kansas Legisla- 
ture. He. sent to the clerk’s desk to be 
read, an extract from a speech delivered 
In a Air. < ox in the House in IK'ili. 
Air. Wheeler alleged that this speech 
was made bv S. S. Cox, then a member 
from Ohio. The speech sustained the ac- 
tion ol the President, and its reading was 
received with great laughter and clapping 
ol hand- on the republican side. 
Alter the clerk had read a few para- 
graphs, Air. Cox rose and stated that he 
was not in ('ongress at that time, and the 
speech was made by Lysander Cox of Ky., 
then a Whig member. 
This announcement was received with 
great laughter and applause on the demo- 
cratic side. Air. Wheeler sat down while 
the democrats, imitating the republicans 
previous to this announcement, called 
loudly to the clerk to continue the read- 
ing. 
Air. (’ox imput ed ol Mr. \\ heeler wheth- 
er he intended to impose on the House. 
Mr. Wheeler replied he did not. That 
when he sent the extract to the desk to be 
read, he did so under the belief that Air. 
Cox was then a member of the House and 
the author ol the speech. 
Air. Cox said he accepted the explana- 
tion of his colleague, but he thought any 
member of the House having charge of an 
appropriation bill involving $27,000,000, 
ought to be better posted. 
* 
C. K. Ross, father of Charley Ross, has been 
searching in the neighborhood of South Amboy 
Metuchin amt other places in New Jersey for 
several weeks, where Jlosher and Douglas 
were in the habit of crossing last Fall. His 
search lias proved fruitless anil he has returned 
to his home. 
>i iijfinwii j*j ■■■■■■ ■HM— 
Mrs. Moulton's Testimony. 
< >n Friday, Mrs. Frank Moulton testified 
in the Beecher case. She said— 
The first time Mr. Beecher spoke with me 
was, i think.in the Spring of 1ST 1; 1 had the 
tir»t conversation with Mr. Beecher about a dil- 
lieultv. the great sorrow in his life, and 1 replied 
that Frank had told me the story, and he said 
tie was glad there was one woman with whom 
lie could talk on the subject, and who might 
give him sympathy : tin asked me the condition 
ol Mr. Tilton's mind, and if he was angry or 
could be kept quiet. In dune, Js7:>,Mr. Beech- 
er had a conversation with me. in which lie ex- 
pressed Ids fear that the letter of confession 
would he published lie -aid that Theodore was 
a man not to he tru-ted: When i told Mr 
Beecher that Mrs. Tilton said she was to blame, 
hi' replied that tiie sin was his and not Eliza- 
beth'-. I said to him that he would have been 
better off to have confessed tiie matter when it 
occurred, hut now he had added to the original 
sin four years of perjury and lying: he said he 
was not afraid of Theodore taking tiie ease into 
tiie courts, as he had lived with liis wife after- 
ward and condoned the offence; that lie was not 
afraid of any course that the case would take in 
tiie courts, and would fight it out to the end; 
Mr. Beecher on one occasion expressed regret 
at tiie sorrow and .suffering he had brought on 
Tilton's household. I always saluted Mr. Beech- 
er in a friendly manner, but on one occasion 
when lie spoke of his great sorrow and talked 
of committing suicide, with tears streaming 
down his cheeks, X placed my hand on his 
shoulder and kissed him on the forehead: I re- 
member one Friday when Mr. Beecher was on 
iiis way to tiie prayer meeting, when Mr. 
.Moulton was present, I threw my arms around 
Mr. Beecher's neck and asked Mr. Moulton to 
save this good man. 
In the afternoon Mrs. Tilton's own brother 
testified to descending suddenly one forenoon 
into hi- sister's parlor and disturbing there Mrs. 
Tilton and Mr. Beecher sitting on a sofa, and 
hi- -i-tcr. with a gesture of baste and fright and 
a flushed face, motioned Mr. Beecher ill such a 
way as to make a painful and lasting impression 
i-. in’ >> 11 in;:iM;.'r[iu ni' pi.iih-. iu ivm 
his wilt* that night. He would have explained 
himself further to the jury, hut Mr. Evarts out 
him up harshly. This was a painful and power- 
ful pieee of testimony from such a source, and 
.t thrilled the court-room. Mrs. Tilton heard 
it. sitting haek in her chair, witli her eye on her 
brother." They looked very much alike, lie 
wu~ fool and impassive: so was she. I! is not 
it family to droop in public. 
1 ’non the Xtot York Herald’s report, Fob. so. f 
The scene at recess was that of blank 
amazement. People arose and looked at 
each other, and as Hawthorne relates in 
one of his stories each man saw his next 
neighbor tremble, but was not conscious 
that he trembled himself. The short wit- 
nesses, those with plain, brief statements 
and merely incidental relations to the 
scandal, had been more efficient and start- 
ling witnesses for the plaintiff than those 
laden down with documents anil bearing 
their own characters into the investiga- 
tion to he examined into. T here had been 
Catherine (Jarcy, the wet nurse, with her 
brief personal relation of familiarities; 
Richards, Mrs. Tilton's brother, with one 
painful, ‘'indelible" scene; Brasher, with 
iiis story of Mr. Beecher in Livingston 
•treet at all hours of the day. They were 
like to the brief apparitions, saying to the 
victim of their testimony : 
Rum his eyes mid sear his heart— 
<'nine like shadows; so depart! 
Mrs, Tilton arose from the chair where 
she had been sitting, with her head bent 
forward and her eyes partly closed, her 
veil down and her face pale and thin, and 
she walked out of the court-room, attend- 
ed hy one man and three or four ladies, 
among tln-m Mrs. Shearman, the lawyer’s 
wile, and Mrs. Field. Mrs. Field is look- 
ing very white and much worried, not 
nearly so much like Zenobia as early in 
the week'. She looked up at Mrs. Moul- 
ton. yesterday, with a face expressive of 
gloom, and yet imperturable opinion. The 
dullness of the average middle class face 
is not in Mis. Moulton’s li attires, and when 
she was asked, yesterday, it she consid- 
ered Mrs. Tilton an acquaintance and an 
affectionate friend, there was just a trifle 
of discrimination in her look. The ques- 
tion answered itself. Several other ladies 
were in uie court-room, very much ab- 
sorbed. Assistant Pastor Halliday’s face 
was looking very long, lie seemed stupe- 
lied a part ol the day yesterday. Mr. 
Tracy dropped that grizzly smile he car- 
ries and looked straight before him. The 
"Id Judge on the bench looked painfully-, 
almost tearfully intense, as Mrs. Moulton, 
in the forenoon, had entered upon the steep 
and narrow defiles ol her darker experi- 
ences. Me had not, up to that moment, 
shown more than a mastiff's watch over 
j ilie ease. In short, Brooklyn was in the 
i prohmndest agitation all day-yesterday 
At the elosc of the day M r. Evarts looked 
pale and old and serious. Judge Porter 
and Mr. Abbott had heard Mrs. Moulton 
with an interest so absorbing that they 
appeared to lose their professional rela- 
tion to the case in the importance it had 
newly- acquired through a newer human 
revelation. Prior to this day we had seen 
worldly men at work striving to burv 
something, to drag it away, to push it out 
of existence. In place of then savage 
contention and futile ingenuity, here had 
been a witness saying, "Conless : Speak ! 
It is easy and noble!” Mrs. Moulton had 
been to this tragic opera what Little Pearl 
bad been to the Scarlet Letter, ready to 
advise. "Preacher, will you stand here 
at noon to-morrow- in the pillory, with 
mother and me?” She had, according to 
her oath, said to Mr. Beecher, "Your only 
way out is to confess. I will be a friend 
to y ou as long as you live if you will do 
so.” On the supposition thatMrs. Moul- 
ton had not told the truth, still her story 
had all the fascination of simplicity- in the 
midst of a deadly tableau. As if a woman 
had walked into a den of lions and ser- 
pents and talked to one palsied there, as 
if she had not seen any terror, so seemed 
Mrs. Moulton’s relation to the ease. The 
Woodhnll scandal had not touched her. 
She talked about going to Mrs. Wood- 
hull’s house, and the association lost its 
fatality by the fact that with her went her 
mother, now dead, and her only child. 
Mr. Beecher was not in Court when she 
began her testimony. lie came in late, 
and Mrs. Beecher who had heard it with 
a piteous face, told him, in a sentence or 
two., what it was. He made a few efforts 
to look incredulous and to laugh; but after a while tiie crimson color, as of a 
grape skin held up to the light, began to 
till tlie cheeks ami brow and extend to the 
roots of the liair. His eyes half closed, 
and looked entreaties or prayer. His 
breath could almost lie heard, lie was, 
to all appearances, in real agony. II. 1L 
Clatlin came in while the testimony- was 
at the full. The witness had just ceased 
to speak, with that sweetness ol solemnity which made the scene like a Quaker meet- 
ing. Mr. Beecher took the occasion to 
whisper to him and to smile again. At 
recess Mr. Beecher spoke loudly and at 
length, about thirty reporters and others 
around poking in their ears to listen. He 
said that she had lied from beginning to end. Still his face was very greatly dis- 
turbed. Nothing like it has’been seen all 
the trial. Even Mr. Beach, of Plymouth, 
who always laughs, looked queer yester- 
day. The expression of Mr. Beecher as 
he inarched out ot Court and through the corridors was that ol pain, anger, ami pre- monition. Mrs. Beecher followed him 
mechanically and stooping. Three of the 
boys had been present, and Mrs. Moulton’s 
reference to them had been depressing 
On the other side, Mrs. Moulton was 
treated as she descended from the witness 
chair with a little ovation by- Tilton’s 
counsel. Roger A. Pryor offered ids arm 
as she left the court-room. Mr. Beach 
looked genuine admiration. Fullerton 
said that the only defect about her testi- 
mony was the interest oi such a wicked 
fellow as himself getting it. Morris was 
too full for utterance. The jury had also 
been profoundly impressed. The relig- 
ious people on it were struck with the 
woman’s apparently instinctive good prin- 
ciple and personal piety; the young and 
commonplace jurymen with a pretty- 
woman talking so sweetly. 
A dispatch from Lancaster, Ohio, says 
It is reported there that two burglars were 
killed last Sunday night near Moresville, 
Hocking county, by Mr. Mohr and a ped- 
lar who was staying at his house. One of 
the burglars was shot dead and the other 
was wounded, but escaped. He was 
tracked and discovered to be Mohr’s 
brother-in-law. He died on Monday, 
Ottawa, Feb. 22. The Ontario mem- 
bers ol the House of Commons held a cau- 
cus to-day to consider the policy of the Government with respect to the fortheom- 
mg centennial exhibition at Philadelphia. I here is a strong desire on the part of the members generally to secure a creditable 
exhibition oi the products and manfac- 
lures of the Dominion. 
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The Kind of a President We Have. 
It is popularly supposed that the princi- 
pal duty of t ie President of the United 
States is to keep informed ot the state of 
the country. Indeed, we think the consti- 
tution says something to this eifect—and 
that he shall from time to time inform 
('ongress what that state is. We may fair- 
ly expect this oi any President. It was 
not too much to look for from President 
Grant while he was receiving the neat sum 
of $25,000 per year. But since he raised 
his own salary, and by signing the notori- 
ous grab bill, made himself a $50,000 
President, the people have a right to ex- 
pect that he will keep his eyes about him 
and know what is going on in the republic. 
There lias recently been a remarkable in- 
stance oi efficiency in this particular in 
our present chief magistrate. 
The Arkansas troubles will be remem- 
bered, growing out of the rival claims of 
Brooks and Baxter to the office of Gov- 
ernor of that state. Brooks was on the 
Greeley ticket, and Baxter was the regu- 
lar republican nominee. The latter's can- 
vas was managed by Powell Clayton, a 
carpet bagger, since chosen U. S. Senator. 
Baxter and Clayton hunted in couples, and 
shared the spoils. Clayton managed to 
control the returns of votes, which he 
manipulated so as to secure Baxter’s elec- 
tion, and Baxter in turn made him Sena- 
tor, and between them both Grant got the 
electoral vote of the state. 
By and by Clayton and Baxter quar- 
relled Clayton then made peace with 
Brooks, got a county judge to declare 
Brooks the legal Governor, and tried to 
oust Baxter. This was last May. Grant 
then declared for Baxter in a proclama- 
tion, and held him up by federal bayonets. 
Afterwards, a few months ago, Baxter 
resigned and turned over his office to Gar- 
land, his Lieut. Governor, elected on the 
same ticket. Now any one would declare 
at once that the President must continue 
lo recognize the Garland government 
during the remainder ol its term, which 
ends in 187fi. 
But Grant now discovers that Brooks, 
whom he classed last May as a disorderly 
and turbulent person, is now the real Gov- 
ernor of Arkansas. Hero are the two 
declarations:— 
Olt BAXTER. 
In May. 
By the President of the 
I’nited States—a proc- 
lamation : 
*“ Whereas, Certain 
turbulent and disorder- 
ly persons, pretending 
that Elisha Baxter, 
the present Executive of 
Arkansas, w as not elect- 
ed, have combined to- 
gether with force and 
arms to resist his au- 
thority as such Execu- 
tive, and other authori- 
ties of said State; and 
Whereas, Said 
Elisiia Baxter has 
been declared duly 
elected by the General 
Assembly of said State, 
as provided in the Con- 
stitution thereof, and 
has for a long period 
been e x e r c i s i n g the 
functions of said office, 
into which he was in- 
ducted according to the 
Constitution and laws 
of said State, and ought 
by its citizens to be con- 
sidered the lawful Exec- 
utive thereof: and 
‘•Whereas, The said 
Elisha Baxter, under 
Section 4 of Article 1V 
of the Constitution of 
the United States, and 
the laws passed in pur- 
suance thereof, has 
heretofore made appli- 
cation to me to protect 
said State and the citi- 
zens thereof against do- 
mestic violence; now, 
therefore, 
••J. Ulyssus S. Grant, 
President of the United 
States, do hereby make 
proclamation and com- 
mand all turbulent and 
disorderly persons to 
disperse and retire 
peaceably to their re- 
spective abodes within 
ten days from this date, 
and hereafter submit 
themselves to the law 
ful authority of the 
said Executive and 
other constituted au- 
thorities of said State, 
and invoke the aid anil 
co-operation of till good 
citizens to uphold law 
and preserve the public 
peace. II. S. Grant.” 
run bhooks. 
hi February. 
‘‘To the Senate ol' the 
I’niteil States: 
‘‘Herewith I have the 
honor to send, in ac- 
cordance with the reso- 
lution of the Senate of 
the 3d iust., all the in- 
formation in my pos- 
session not heretofore 
furnished, relative to 
atlairs in tile State of 
Arkansas. I will ven- 
ture to express the 
opinion that all the tes- 
timony shows that in 
the election of 1872 Jo- 
seph Hhooks was law 
fully elected Governor 
of that State; that he 
has been unlawfully 
deprived of the posses- 
sion of his office since 
that time; and in 1571 
the Constitution of the 
State was bv violence, 
intimidation and revo- 
lutionary proceedings 
overthrown, aim a new 
Constitution adopted, 
and a new State Gov- 
ernment established. 
These proceedings, if 
permitted to stand, 
practically ignore all 
the rights of minorities 
in all tile States. Also, 
what is there to pre- 
vent each of the States 
rpp.ftnt.lv rp-inlmittPil 
federal relations on 
certain conditions trom 
changing their Consti- 
tuions and violating 
their pledges if this 
action in Arkansas is 
acquiesced in? I re- 
spectfully submit whe- 
ther a precedent so 
dangerous to the sta- 
bility of State Govern- 
ment, if not of till' Na- 
tional Government al- 
so, should be recogniz- 
ed by Congress. 1 ear- 
nestly ask that Con- 
gress will take detinite 
action in the matter to 
relieve the Executive 
from acting upon the 
questions which should 
be decided by the legis- 
lative branch of the 
Government. 
f. S. G l{\XT.” 
And this is the kind of President we 
have ! 
We observe that the Rockland Free 
Press republishes a bill purporting to 
have been paid to Sheriff Grose for the 
expenses of hanging the negro Harris in 
ISO!), making the whole cost $371.58. It 
was made public by the Kennebec Jour- 
nal some six years ago, that paper profess- 
ing to have copied it from the liles of the 
executive council. Mr. Grose at that time 
noticed the matter in the columns of this 
paper, saying that all he received was 
$315 58, and wondering what official about 
the state house had pocketed the differ- 
ence of $150. That question has never 
been answered, but the Free Press now 
galvanizes into life a lie that ought to be 
as dead as the executed murderer. 
There is said to be a chance for a re- 
prieve for Wagner. His counsel, ex-Judge 
Tapley, will apply for a writ of habeas 
corpus, to test the question whether he 
was legally sentenced. The point to be 
raised is that his case was reviewed by 
one Governor and council, and the war- 
rant issued bjT another—when the law 
contemplates that it shall be done by the 
same set of officials. Pending the hearing 
the Governor will of course grant a re- 
prieve. 
tgg '■■■JJ. .1 — 
The Rejected Amendments. 
The Legislature, in exercising its super- 
vision ol the amendments to the consti- 
tution arranged try the commission, lays 
itself open to the suspicion ot motives not 
suggested by regard lor the public welfare. 
Among the amendments which it declined 
to submit to the people, are these— 
To disfranchise voters for bribery. 
Biennial elections. 
Biennial sessions ol the legislature. 
Change ot election to November. 
There is not one of these changes that 
is not demanded by the best interests ol 
the people of Maine. Bribery is practised 
in the most public manner, and corruption 
bids openly for ballots at the polling places. 
The practice ot giving officials a second 
election where their party has the power, 
is a sanction of the two year term, so tar 
as can be done in absence of a specific law. 
Once in two years is often enough for the 
Legislature to meet, in ordinary times, 
and there is always the power with the 
Governor to call extra sessions on extra- 
ordinary occasions. Each session costs 
$150,000, which would be saved to the 
people in taxation. The change of the 
day of State, election is a measure that is 
demanded by very strong reasons. It 
would make it no longer possible for poli- 
ticians of either party to make the state a 
foot-ball, which shall indicate by its course 
the strength of parties. And a recent law 
of the United States compels the election 
of members ot congress to be held in Nov- 
ember, thus rendering necessary in Maine 
an extra election every second year. 
It would be difficult to give stronger 
reasons for the adoption of chancre. in tile 
fundamental law of the state. But the 
most suspicious feature about the rejec- 
tion is the fact that it is a refusal to sub- 
mit those changes to a vote ol the people 
—to let thou decide whether or not they 
will have the alterations. Would not this 
be just? Would it not be fair ? Would it 
not be in exact keeping w ith the spirit <d 
our institutions, to let the people decide 
these important questions? 
But the rub is that it would not meet the 
wants ol the radical politicians who con- 
trol the state. Blaine, and Hamlin, and 
Hale, and the rest of the crowd have sent 
to Augusta the edict that it will not be 
safe to allow the people of Maine to vote 
upon these questions. And consequently 
the radical majority in the legislature has 
put its loot upon them. And state affairs 
will continue to run in the old rut, the 
people will be ridden by taxation, bribery 
will flourish—and so will radicalism, per- 
haps, 
Since the above was written, the Legis- 
lature lias passed a new amendment in 
relation to bribery. It provides that the 
legislature may enact laws excluding from 
the right of suffrage for a term not ex- 
ceedingten years, all persons convicted of 
giving or receiving a bribe lor voting— 
j which will ho no more effective than the 
I present law. 
Another Squeeze, 
The country is now waiting to see if 
there is to be another turn ot the screw in 
the matter of United States taxes. Not 
that it is imperative that such a thing 
should be done. But it is necessary either 
that the expenses of the administration be 
reduced, or that more money bn squeezed 
out of the people with which to meet them. 
Some thirty-five millions more arc needed 
to meet the current expenses. There 
must bo more victuals or less v, i.miu—- 
that is certain! 
The committee of Ways and Means to 
which this matter is committed, not long 
ago voted against the increase of taxation. 
But on the floor Mr. Dawes, who is chair- 
man, lias since taken ground in favor of 
a bill to make the increase. The Demo- 
crats will resist this measure, but the Re- 
publicans have the strength to push it 
through, and will doubtless do so. 
Then will be felt the long arm of the 
administration in every man's pocket, 
filching the wherewith to support its ex- 
travagance—to pay grabbing salaries to 
every official, from President to tide 
waiter, and to use in corrupting the elec- 
tions. Are the people aware how much 
it is taking to run tiie administration on 
this plan? A few figures will tell the 
story. The following table will show tl.o 
increase of expenses lor thirty-three j'ears 
past. From this is excluded the amount 
that lias gone to pay pensions and the in- 
terest on tiie public debt: — 
Nut ordinary 
Veur. Expenditure*. 
1840 $21,536,477.04 
1841 28,808,405.78 
1850 $35,209,104.07 
1851 41,701,304.41 
1800 $58,945,952.39 
1801 01,581,455.95 
1870 .$135.781,304.0.3 
1871 123,139,932.70 
1872 124,008,453.43 
1873 151,129,210.04 
There, friends, is something for you to 
think of in these mini limes. 
Aiul now Mrs. Moulton testilies that she 
used to put her arms around Beecher and 
kiss him. There was probably more lip 
exercise to the square inch in that church 
than in 11113' other of which history makes 
mention—a demonstration ot osculation 
very puzzling to cool-blooded outsiders. 
We don’t remember that Brother Beecher 
ever preached upon the subject of kissing 
as a means of grace ; but the judgment ol 
the unregenerate will be that the pastor 
and the lambs of his Hock must have paid 
more attention to the Song of Solomon 
than to any other portion of the accepted 
Scriptures, 
They had a little medical tilt in the 
House, at Augusta, last week. After a 
lively debate upon the merits of allopathy 
and homeopathy, an amendment was made 
to the appropriation tor the Portland Hos- 
pital, providing for homeopathic treat- 
ment for those patients who desired it. 
But after reflection this was considered 
unjust to the regulars, who had labored 
and contributed so largely for the hospital. 
So the amendment was next day reconsid- 
ered and the bill passed. 
While the people of South Carolina 
were plundered and harassed by an ad- 
ministration of scoundrels, they were as 
unreconciled and troublesome as the white 
people ot Louisiana are now. When their 
just rights were respected they forthwith 
respected the rights ot others. This in 
our judgment, is a key to the pacification 
of Louisiana. [Boston Advertiser. 
On Thursday Charles P. Kimball, of 
Maine, and Mrs. Helen Sparhawk, daugh- 
ter of Mr. II. F. Getchell, ot Chicago, 
were married at No. 147 West Forty-ninth 
street, in the presence of a limited num- 
ber of relatives and friends. Rev. Dr. S. 
II. Chapin performed the nuptial cere- 
mony. [N. V. Graphic. 
The time on earth of the two murderers, 
Wagner and Gordon, is very short. On 
Friday of this week they will suffer the 
extreme penalty of the law. As yet their 
lips are sealed, and they keep the secrets 
of their awful crimes locked in their 
bosoms. They have been told by Warden 
Rice that there is no hope for them in this 
world, and that what they have to say 
must be spoken very soon. Gordon’s 
mother visited him last week, and the in- 
terview was a very affecting one. lie 
fails every day, and it is thought that he 
will not have strength enough to walk to 
the gallows. Wagner constantly asserts 
his innocence, and says God will never 
suffer him to be hanged. 
The Democrats ot Bangor held a grand 
celebration on the 22d, at the Bangor 
House. Hon. Abram Sanborn presided. 
Speeches were made by Hon. Joseph Tit- 
comb, Dr. Ladd, Hon. John C. Talbot, 
John B. Redman, Esq., E. F. Pillsbury, 
Esq., and Marcellus Emery, Esq. Letters 
were read from Gov. Allen of Ohio, Gov. 
Hendricks of Indiana, Gov. Ingersoll of 
Connecticut, Hon. Geo. H. Pendleton of 
Ohio, Senator Gordon of Georgia, Senator 
Bayard of Maryland, Senator Kernan of 
X. Y., Hon. John Young Brown, Hon. S. 
S. Cox, Hon. Bion Bradbury and others. 
It was an exceedingly pleasant occasion. 
And now it is West Virginia. Allen F. 
Caperton, a staunch Democrat, was last 
week elected United States Senator by the 
Legislature of that state. Radicalism in 
the Senate is shrinking mighty fast. There 
are now 28 Democrats to :!7 Republicans, 
with 8 independents, or wavering Repub- 
licans, who can’t be counted on to support 
the administration. That is an exceeding- 
ly narrow margin, to work alongside an 
opposition House, and with a daily gain- 
ing Democratic tide. 
An Augusta tailor who was sued tor 
damages in having uuskillfully cut a suit 
of clothes, to the injury ot the owner ot 
the material, was last week cast in dam- 
ages, and had to pay over. But on the 
other hand, Andy Johnson, who used to 
follow t ie calling,has been elected Senator 
trom Tennessee. 
The Financial Committee have reported 
that the State taxation may be reduced the 
present year one mill or 20 per cent, from 
that of last year; and the legislature has 
accordingly ordered the State tax to be 
assessed at four mills on the dollar ot the 
State valuation, instead of five as last year. 
—The Rockland Free Press and the Ken- 
nebec Journal are greatly alarmed because 
Knox County this year will lay a tax of 
$22,000. But they carefully conceal the 
tact that Knox is now erecting the first 
county buildings they have ever had, and 
that such structures cost money. Every 
county is not so fortunate as Somerset, 
that has a resident millionaire to make a 
present of such little fixtures. 
—The meeting of the Maine Historical 
Society, in Portland, last week, was a very 
interesting one. Judge Williamson, of this 
city read a memoir of Cyrus Eaton, the 
historian of Warren, written by Rev. D. Q. 
Cushman. An eulogy ou the late George 
Evans was also read, by Mr. Gardiner. 
The society will next summer hold a field 
day. probably at Richmond’s Island. 
—Bangor is having a checker playing 
excitement just now. W. II. Broughton, 
of Portland, has alighted among the 
frequenters of the black and white squares, 
and is whipping them all. playing three 
games at once, against three different 
players, without seeing the boards. 
—When we hour of the election of a demo- 
crat to the United States Senate in these days it 
is tolerably safe to reckon that the man chosen 
is either a copperhead or an ex-rebel. [Lewis- 
ton Journal. 
And for every one of this class who has 
come in, it is very safe to reckon that a 
drunkard, a debauchee or a thiet has gone 
out. The improvement is manifest. 
—The Herald continues to assert that 
Camden harbor is open. But our New 
York exchanges say that Hell Gate is froz- 
en up. So that, although our neighbor 
may get to sea, lie can’t complete the voy- 
age under his regular clearance papers. 
—John D’Arthenay, the Augusta fish 
dealer with an aristocratic name, has left 
that city without notitying his many cred- 
itors. It is said that there is a woman in 
the case. Fish and tlesh always did mix 
badly. 
—Pinchback, the negro Senator from 
Louisiana, got set back in the Senate last 
week. The resolve for his admission was 
laid on the table, Senator Morrill, of this 
State, voting in favor. That probably 
ends the matter. 
—The Legislature has passed a bill to 
prevent sheriffs from making big bills for 
executing the liquor law. Also one to 
empower women to solemnize marriages, 
acknowledge deeds and administer oaths. 
—The birth-day of (i. Washington was 
very generally observed, and the story ol 
that little hatchet told ever so many times. 
—An extra session of the U. S. Senate 
for the 5th of March lias been called. 
—The Legislature will adjourn on 
Thursday. 
—Chicago had a §100,000 lire on Mon- 
day. 
_ 
The much-abused Eastern Railroad can 
really make a good showing in some things. 
The singular fact that while its receipts, 
both gross and net, have increased 50 per 
cent, in three years, it now pays no divi 
(lend, though paying 8 per cent, in 1871, 
is susceptible of an explanation not alto- 
gether discreditable. Since 1870 it has 
doubled the number of its engines, in- 
creased its passenger cars from 8(i to 1-13 
and its other cars from 835 to 1140. in 
1870 there were but 18 miles of double 
track. In 1874 there were 33 miles, in 
the last two years 51 miles of track have 
been relaid with steel rails. It has 17 iron 
bridges now, and it had none in 1870. It 
owns 158 miles of telegraph wire now and 
it had none in 1873. During four years it 
has equipped Go of its locomotives, all that 
are used for drawing passenger trains, and 
all its passenger, mail and baggage cars, 
180 in number, with train brakes, and all 
its passenger cars with safety platforms. 
Its signal system is the best yet devised, 
and is being adopted by other roads in the 
state. It has a line of its own to Portland, 
and has made great expenditures, both for 
stations along the line and to increase its 
freight facilities at this end. Of course a 
great amount of money has been spent in 
these things and in others which might be 
named, but the increase in its business 
seems to point to the return of the outlay 
and a prosperous future for the road. 
That was a sad scene when Jesse II. 
Pomeroy, the boy who murdered the Mil- 
ieu child in Dorchester, last April, was 
brought on Saturday into tho, court room 
at Boston, and was sentenced to be hang- 
ed for his crime. It was for the Millen 
murder alone that the Pomeroy boy was 
tried and convicted, although he also kill- 
ed little Ella Curran of South Boston, and 
committed outrageous assaults on half a 
dozen other children. When Judge Gray 
pronounced the sentence it is said that the 
person in the court room who seemed to 
appreciate the solemnity of the occasion 
least of all was the doomed boy himself. 
!«■ '■! ■■■■■a 
ANNALS OF BELFAST FOR HALF A CKNTl'RY, 
B Y A N U LUSK T T L K H 
CIIAPTElt HI. C18£4.) 
The lecturers before the Lyceum this 
winter were as follows: Rev Charles 
Rockwell, of Castine, on Southern, West- 
ern, and New England life, Rev. Samuel 
Cole, of this city, on Elements ot Success, 
Rev. Charles Allen, of Biddeford, on 
Cromwell, Hon. Henry l’. 1 orsey, ot 
Readlield, on The Bible tor the Purposes 
of Mental Culture, lion. Edward Kent, ol 
Bangor, on Brazil, Miss Lucy Stone, on 
Woman’s Rights, and on The Political 
Disabilities of Women, and Rev. Theodore 
Parker. Charles Lowell,Esq., of Ellsworth, 
delivered two or three lectures in March. 
Madam DeMark, “the mysterious lady,” 
was here in January, and enlightened 
ladies and gentlemen as to their future— 
in other words “told their fortunes”—at 
the moderate charge ol fifty cents for 
gentlemen, ladies half price. “Hindoo 
Miracles” by J. D. Abournet, the “won- 
derful Fire-King or Eastern Wizard,” 
with laughing gas thrown in, constituted 
the entertainment at Pierce’s Hall on the 
evening of the 2d of March. McAllister— 
not the one whose “ointment was good,” 
but the “great European Magician,—ap- 
peared at his “Palace of Enchantment"— 
Pierce’s Hall — and gave “a brilliant se- 
ries of his wonders ot magic on a scale ol 
unequalled splendor” in July. 
Daniel Putnam was appointed sheriff, 
and Bohan P. Field Register of Probate 
for this county in February. Mr. Putnam 
appointed Ruel Stanley his deputy in this 
place, and Samuel f Miller jailer. 
There were but lew concerts tnis year. 
Miss M. .1 Brett “interested the people 
once more,” by a concert at City Ilall on 
the 20th of February. -Mr. William If. 
Whedden,assisted by the Belfast Sax-horn 
Band and others, gave a concert and ball 
at Pierce's Ilall on the 11th ol March; it 
was a “benefit1' given to Mr. W. Ol the 
six managers on the occasion only one 
halt are now living. In June two con- 
certs were given at Pierce’s Ilall by 
Messrs. Covert and Hector, Miss Ala- 
comber, and the Misses Hall, lour sisters. 
Our second annual city election came 
off on the Pith of Alarch. The officers 
elected were as follows: Mayor, Sherburn 
Sleeper, Aldermen, Nathaniel 11 Brad- 
bury, Andrew T. Palmer, Calvin Ilerve.v, 
Joshua Towle, William Bust. Council- 
men, Samuel G. Thurlow, William T. 
Colburn, Ephraim Sweet, 11. G. O. Wash- 
burn, George AIcDonald, David G. Vose, 
Orrin Cunningham, Charles Moore, Jona- 
than Durham, 2d, and Joseph Ixaler. Wil- 
liam T. Colburn was chosen President, 
and John II. Quimby Clerk of the Council. 
Joseph Wheeler was re-elected City Clerk, 
Dr. John G. Brooks, City Physician, and 
Woodbury Davis, City Solicitor; Rev. 
Edward E. Cutter was elected School Su- 
pervisor, and Daniel Ilaraden City Treas- 
urer; Air. Ilaraden declined, and John S. 
Caldwell was elected in his stead. The 
moneys raised were §4000.00 for schools, 
$3000.00 for highways, $1000.00 for sala- 
ries and incidental expences, $800.00 for 
support of the poor, and $250.00 for ex- 
pences ot the lire department. 
On the 28th ot Alarch the Post-Office 
was removed from its old stand, now oc- 
cupied by Dr. Sylvester, to the store on 
Church Street now occupied by Owen G 
White; its next removal was in 1857, to 
the building on Custom House Square, 
where it has ever since been. 
On the last day of Alarch and the day 
following the “Kinetopolosc ■pe” was ex- 
hibited at Pierce’s Ilall. It was not a wild 
beast, but a series of Panoramas; conclud- 
ing with a “Pantoscopic voyage to the 
Land of Gold”. 
Hon. Nathaniel II Hubbard,having been 
appointed J udge of Probate for this county, 
held his lirst court here on the fourth day 
of April. 
The lirst steamer of the season was the 
Penobscot, Captain Flowers; she came on 
the 14th of April: she sailed under the flag 
of the Peoples Lino, and the Opposition 
Line, and plied between Bangor and Bos- 
ton. About the same time came the Daniel 
Webster, Capt. Samuel Blanchard; she 
plied between Bangor anil Portland, mak- 
ing three trips per week, and running in 
connection with the railroad from the lat- 
ter place to Boston. The Boston. Capt T 
B. Sanford, commenced running on the 
outside route to Boston on the first ot 
Alay. Capt. Sanford died in 1858. The 
T. F. Seeor, Captain Deering, came upon 
the route between this place and Alaehias- 
port early in June and left on the 22d ol 
November. Early in December she began 
to run to Portland on the winter route. 
The Governor, Capt. Rogers, ran for a 
portion oi the months ol June and July on 
the outside route to Boston. A record of 
ihe ultirmate fate of these boats, so far as 
known, will not be out ot place here, as 
no further mention will be made ol them 
in these annals. Subsequently to running 
on this route the Penobscot was lengthened 
and named the City of Norfolk. She broke 
in two and sunk near Norfolk, Va. The 
Boston grounded in Otter Sound, S. C., 
while in government service and was 
burned to prevent her capture by the 
rebels. The Secor was employed by gov- 
ernment as a war-despatch-boat, and was 
burned off Charleston, S. C. The Daniel 
Webster, two years ago, was running on 
the Saguenay river. The Governor having 
been thoroughly repaired and fitted with 
new boilers, sailed from Portland, or Bos- 
ton, for the south, and was abandoned in a 
gale off the Capes of Virginia. 
Air. John D. Bust, who now resides in 
Bockport, became landlord of the New 
England House in April, succeeding AIcss. 
Baker and Edwards. 
The Bank ot Commerce was incorpor- 
ated on the 8th of Alarch with a capital of 
75000.00; of the twelve corporators live 
have deceased. The meeting for organiza- 
tion was held on the loth ot Alay. Hiram 
0. Alden, Alfred W. Johnson, James P. 
Furber, John W. White, Asa Faunce, 
Columbia P. Carter and William II. Hunt, 
were chosen Directors. Air. Alden was 
elected president and Charles Palmer was 
appointed Cashier. Air. Alden continued 
to be President until Alarch 24, 185G when 
he resigned and Air. Johnson was elected : 
he held the office until October 12th 1857 
when he resigned and Air. Faunce was 
elected, who held the oflifc until October 
1, 18C8, when the Bank ceased to exist. 
Air. Palmer held the office of Cashier un- 
til October 21), 18G4, when he resigned 
and John II. Quimby, now Treasurer of 
the Belfast Savings Bank, was appointed; 
Air. Quimby held the office for the re- 
mainder of the lifetime of the Bank. 
During the whole term ol its existence 
the banking-room was the chamber over 
the store of Furber and Bean. 
The iirst number ol the Maine 1'ree 
Press, started in opposition to the Journal 
but claiming to bo like that democratic in 
principle, made its appearance on the loth 
ol June. It was edited by Hon. Ephraim 
K. Smart, then Collector of Customs lor 
this Port, and Levi K. Wing was its pub- 
lisher. It was under the editorial charge 
of John Abbot for a lew months in 1850. 
Mr. Smart then resumed the editorial chair 
and M. V. Stetson became its publisher. 
In 1857 the olliee was removed to ltock- 
land and a union was ellectecl with the 
United States Democrat, published at that 
place; the two thus united assumed the 
name ol the Democrat and Free Press, 
Early in the next month the Progressive 
Age, tile organ of the newly formed Re- 
publican Party, made its appearance. It 
purported to be edited by “an association 
of gentlemen,” and was printed by Thomas 
J. Burgess. It was started as a campaign 
paper to be published during the political 
canvass then pending. The success oi the 
party and the favor with which it was re- 
ceived were such as to justify its continu- 
ance and it became a permanent or«-an 
under the proprietorship of WiUiam°M. 
Bust and Co. Not long afterwards Mix 
Rust became and has continued to be its 
sole proprietor and editor. Its iirst olliee 
ol publication was in the brick building on Maine street now occupied by Mr. M. E. 
Dodge. 
The “American, German and French 
Circus” was here on the 23d. Spalding and 
Rogers, with their two circuses combined. 
Kendall’s brass band, and “General.Wash- 
ington on a live war-horse” were here on 
the 20th of July. A dramatic company 
under the management of Lanergan, Sand- 
ford and Fiske gave several entertainments 
during the same month. In August we 
w ere visited by Yankee Hill’s OperaTroupe 
who furnished some Ethiopian melody, 
and the Monasco Troupe, comprising the 
“Young chief Otalifta, Red Jacket and Co., 
seven in all” gave two or three “Grand 
Indian Exhibitions” at City Ilall. 
The Fourth of July was duly celebrated 
with salvos of artillery and the ringing oi 
bells. A procession was formed, for which 
escort duty was performed by Hydrant 
Company Xo 2. and music, iurnished 1)3' 
the Ileliast Sax-horn Rand. One of its 
most interesting features was a Floral Car 
ill which rode a bevv of little girls arrayed in white, each one representing a State in 
the Union. It was followed by the school 
girls from the several schools, dressed in 
white with white hats wreathed with flow- 
ers. The procession moved to tne Uni- 
tarian Church where, after prayer by Rev. 
Mr. Cole of the Baptist Church and the 
reading of the Declaration by J. G. Dick- 
erson. Esq., an instructive and briiliant 
Oration was delivered by William C. Wil- 
liamson, Esq., ot this city. After the ex- 
ercises were concluded there wras a public 
dinner at the American House at which 
Mayor Sleeper presided and Samuel G. 
Thurlow officiated as Toast-master. There 
was a ball at Pierce's Hall in the evening. 
Of the sixteen managers at the ball, eight 
are still living. 
»> line uie iia>iirants were enjoying tueir 
dessert at Mr. Baker's table they were call- 
ed off to duty at a lire which had broken 
out in a large pile of wood at the Board- 
landing. This was tile first tiro alarm of 
the year, i'he next was in the morning 
oi September 12th on board the new brig 
Selah, coal laden from I’ictou. The fire 
was speedily extinguished, but the damage done by it was estimated at $2000. On 
the nigiit of December 29th fire broke out 
in that portion of tlie old Nesmith build- 
ing at the intersection of High and Main 
streets which was occupied by Henry H 
Hass. The building was one of the old 
landmarks of the village. The fire com- 
municated to a building on High street 
next adjoining; which was entirely con- 
sumed, and to the old Cunningham tavern 
house, which was so tar consumed as not 
to be worth repairing. The stores now 
occupied by .1 C. Thompson, David Ban- 
caster, Charles H. Mitchell, Andrew D. 
Bean, Francis Whitmore and F. B. Knowl- 
ton stand on the burned district. 
At the annual State election, September 
lltli, the gubernatorial votes were 199 for 
Farris, democrat; 121 for lteed. Whig, 
•182 for Morrill, republican; and 2 scatter- 
ing. There was no choice by the people, 
and at. the next session of the legislature 
Morrill was elected. Salathiel C. Nicker- 
son, now rosining in lsrulgepurt, Conn., 
was elected representative. 
Among the vessels launched this year 
were the .-hips Coronet, ot about 130 tons. 
Peueiniu, TOO, Wild Cat. 071, Mary Mc- 
Near, 993, and the Ocean I raveller, 095; 
the brigs, Progressive Age, 300, Abbv 
Ellen, 300, Selali, 313, Martlia Hill, 173.; 
schooners Ered Wording, 154, Wvuna, 50, 
and Opal, 17. 
Hon. Joseph Williamson, father of our 
fellow citizen Judge Williamson, died 
suddenly ol ossification of the heart on the 
evening ot .September 30th, after h iving 
been engaged through the day as counsel 
in the trial ot a case. lie was born at 
Canterbury, Conn., August 17. 1789, grad- 
uated at the University ot Vermont in the 
class of 1813, pursued his professional 
studies in the offices of Frederic Allen, 
Esq., at Gardiner and his brother Hon. 
William 1>. Williamson, the historian ot 
Maine, at IJangor, was admitted to the 
Bar in January 1810, and immediately 
thereafter came here and commenced the 
practice of his protession. In 1830 he was 
appointed County attorney for the County 
ol Hancock, and held the office until the 
organization of the county of Waldo, in 
1837, when he received the same appoint- 
ment for the new county, and held it until 
1833. He was a member of the Senate in 
1833 and 1831. and for the last year Presi- 
dent of that branch of the legislature. In 
1839 he received from Brown University 
the honorary degree of Master of Arts. 
The brick buildings on the westerly side 
of Main street, from Church to High 
streets, the block on High street long 
known as the Fire-proof Block, the black 
on Chfcrch street now occupied by the of- 
fice of the Republican Journal, and the 
dwelling-house or High street now occu- 
pied by Mrs. Timothy Thorndike, were 
all erected by him. 
Mr Williamson was one of our most 
public spirited men, always among the 
foremost to aid and encourage, by word 
and purse, every enterprise which had Un- 
its ob ject the promotion of the public wel- 
fare. In bis daily walk no man among us 
was more exemplary. His whole profes- 
sional career was marked by untiring fidel- 
ity to his clients,—he died with the har- 
ness on—by uniform courtesy to his breth- 
ren of the Bar. by honorable and upright 
dealing with bis fellow-men. In all hi- 
relations, public and private, he was truly 
an estimable man. and bis death was sin- 
cerely regretted,not only by his immediate 
friends but by the community' at large. 
11 is funeral, on the 4th of- October, was 
attended by the members ot the Bar. and 
Judge Tenney who was holding a term ot 
the Supreme Court at the tim«, as mourn- 
ers. The following resolution passed at a 
meeting of the Bar is an indication of the 
respect and esteem entertained for him by 
his professional brethren. “Resolved, that 
in the decease of Hon. Joseph Williamson 
the members of this Bar have lost a much 
valued friend and brother; one who 
through a protracted professional life, by 
faithful and indefatigable devotion to Id's 
profession, and by unvarying amenity ot 
manners, deservedly enjoyed the fullest 
confidence of the public and the highest 
esteem and respect ot his professional 
brethren.” 
This chapter concludes the Annals of 
Belfast for the half century commencing 
with 1805 and terminating with 1854. As 
stated in his opening chapter, it has been 
the object and aim ot the annalist to rescue 
from the realm of tradition, perchance 
from the gull of oblivion, and place on 
record the local events ot this half cen- 
tury. The annals of this town embrac- 
ing a record ol the daily walks, trials, 
joys, and sorrows ot those who here strug- 
gled for their daily bread a century ago 
would be a treasure to us of this day ; 
perhaps this imperfect record may be so 
to those who walk in our footsteps' a cen- 
tury hence. 
There was a time since the publication 
of these annals was commenced—nearly 
fifteen months ago—when it was question- 
able whether life and strength to bring 
them to the proposed termination would 
he vouchsafed to their compiler; but he 
has lived to finish Ids work, however 
imperfectly that work has been done. 
"W'liat i~ writ i.- writ, 
H ould H wore worthier!" 
The perusal of tliese Annals may liave 
afforded amusement, at least, to the read- 
ers of the Journal. In the hereafter, when 
our now miniature city shall count its pop. 
ulation Ijv tens of thousands, when its 
broad acres, as yet untouched by the hand 
ol the artisan, shall he covered with stately 
edifices or lowly dwellings, when our beau 
tilnI bay shall lie whitened by the canvas 
of ships, from whose masthead stream the 
ensigns of all nations, when the whistle 
of locomotives, steamers, and manufac- 
tories shall mingle constantly with the 
busy hum of trade, some prowler unions 
the mouldering relics of the dead past 
may extract from them material for a 
mirthful article in the columns of the 
Journal of 1954. 
1 here is a pleasure in the anticipation ol events such as are thus foreshadowed, 
th en though the anticipation be only the dream of an Old Settler. Yet it is a dream 
which may become a living reality if we, 
and those who are to succeed us in the 
arena of active tile, will only open our 
eyes to see what may be done to promote 
the growth and welfare ol our city, and 
open our hearts to do it. 
And here the Annalist lays down his 
pen ; to be taken up, he hopes, at the close 
ol tne next half century by some abler 
hand, who will do lor the future, and far 
more abundantly, than he has done for 
the past, l'o those who have followed 
him in his wanderings through the laby- rinth ol the first half of the nineteenth 
century, he can only add in the language of the poet,— D 
‘•Farewell!—a sound that must be,—and hath been— 
A sound which makes us linger:—vet—fare- well! ° 
iifi'-'X!1? toaeed the pilgrim to the scene Which is Ins last—ifin your memories dwell A thought winch once was liis, if on ye swell A single recollection, not in vain 
He wore Ins saiulul-snoon uml scallop-* In* 11” 
Generalities* 
To preserve an untarnished name—Keep 
your door-plate well scoured. 
'Pile Centennial buildings in Philadelphia will 
cover twenty acres. 
A fourteen-ton cheese is the mite that Ohio 
will contribute, to the Centennial. 
A young lady makes Shakespeare say. “An 
eye like mu's to threaten and command.** 
A lit!le child of Frederick Pike was burned 
to death in Portland,on Saturday, by its clothes 
taking fire. 
The workingmen’s association of France arc 
discussing the question of sending delegates to 
tin1 centennial exhibition nt Philadelphia. 
George M. Pullman, now in England, lia* 
sent home for 25 new sleeping cars, to be put 
upon the English road. 
An accumulation of gas iu a large new sewer 
at Cambridge, exploded shattering the walls ol 
the adjoining buildings and stores. 
Last week a member of Congress, by mistake 
told the truth, and he was promptly reprimand- 
ed therefor. [Gardiner Journal. 
The value ot a woman’s jaw is at last definite- 
ly settled. A St. Louis dentist who broke one 
had to pay $3500. 
Miss Hritton of Lewi>buig, Pa., skated thirty- 
two miles on the ice in three hours and thirty- 
live minute the other day. 
Mrs. Modoc Jack, in her lonely seclusion, 
may take comfort in the thought that it cost the 
Government $411,000 to make her a widow. 
The Iloultou Times reports that sufficient 
funds have been raised to built the fifteen miles 
of the branch railroad from the line to Fort 
Fairfield. 
An English judg** ha- recently defined “gen- 
tleman*' as a*term which “includes anybody 
who has nothing to do and is outside of the 
work house.” 
A ship which arrived otf New York a lew 
days ago paid a pilot #1000 for being towed to 
a pier before dark, her captain being afraid "t 
getting caught in the iee. 
The Nevada Legislature having passed 
stringent statute against “three-card uionte," 
the evasive professors of that exciting mysten 
now do it w itli four ranis instead. 
Ambros Williams, tin* negro, who outraged 
Judge Lowell’s daughter at Brooklyn.Mas^wa* 
conv ict.ed on Thursday, and sentenced to life 
imprisonment. 
The Times says that on»* Alonzo F. Bag** «d 
Saco is charged with only having three vvive>. 
Nos. i and 2 are on his track, they having re 
cently learned of each other's existence. 
Thatcher Magoun. tin- well known ship own- 
er, has presented tin* town of Medford the ele- 
gant estate of his late father, for a public libran 
also 810.000 f*»r lilting it up. 
Lizzie Miller, 20 years of age. domestic in the 
family of James Bier*.f i^uimv. was arrested 
and locked up, Thursday, charged with drown- 
ing her newly born illegitimate child. 
Mr. Fdvvard Smith, a negro, on tin* jury o! 
tin* ( -ity Court, -Montgomery, Ala., was put on 
the city chain gang Fridav tor I on days, f..i 
stealing hogs fin- night before. His place >>u 
the jury is vacant. 
A letter front < Mieoutu. \. Y..-av s three litt !• 
broile rs wen- sent out la-t Tuesday, thinly 
clad, to sell baskets, by a drunken father and 
mother, and their bodies were found frozen stitt 
in tLi*’ road next day. 
M. II. Kiff, Fs«j., Representative from Yiu- 
alhaven, vviio walked from that place to Belfast 
on the ice, a distance of some twenty-six miles, 
last Wednesday, has been taken violently ill at 
his boarding-hou>e in Augusta. 
A negro railroad tiend was .-aught, Wednes- 
day night, in the act of fattening a sleeper on 
some trestlo-w*>rk >n the Mississippi and Tcn- 
nessee Railway, lie confessed to m intent t«- 
rob the dead passengers of the train. 
The Tribune says tie President has tendered 
; the mission to Vienna to Congressman Orth. 
; which he has accepted. Ilis name will be sent 
I to tin? Senate after the 4th of March. Jay’s 
resignation was determined on swine time ago. 
A Worcester police court lawyer took it up- 
i on himself to order a reporter trom the court 
room; whereupon the. Justice observed that it 
was a public place, and fold the reporter not to 
give liinwlt any trouble. 
The reported sale of ( unpobrllo island prove- 
to be a failure, much to the disapointment ot a 
great many who were anticipating from it- 
sale a rise in tin* value of tin* real estate in tin- 
immediate vicinity. 
Jasou Weeks of Bangor, who was assaulted 
on a New Haven railroad -ar at 27th street de- 
pot, N. V.. and robbed of #lb.UU0 ill railroad 
bonds, lias reeovere*l a verdict against the com 
pan;, for tie- lull amount of tin* bonds stolen. 
An unknown man committed suicide in 
from 
He 
failed to clear the building, and t» ! 1 on tin* root 
ov er tin* eastern entrance to tin* dome, aud was 
instantly killed. 
The California miner i> pr*»\ erbially gener- 
ous. Money is no .»l:i<> him. One of them 
arrived in New York the other day, got drunk 
and lost a bag containing two bars of gold ami 
#2000 in eurreinw. He rav.->l around until r 
was found, am I then In gave tli liml-T twentv 
live cents. 
Lew is Wadswortb. a lad 1.7 yen;--..dd, belong- 
ing in (1pmleil. it-* illl. walk**! from Det 
Fie, at which pla* he arrived in a vessel, to 
bis home in < ainden, performing tin touruev 
on tin* iee, going first to Castine, thence to 
Long Island, and from there to Northport, 
when* In* left tin i.. and tiuisheil the remain- 
der of his journev overland. 
Tin* N* v a*la I. -idatuiv ha- -deemed itse-P 
from tlie charge of stupiditx be refusing to 
abolish **apital piinFliuient. It was found tin: 
of a large number of desperadoes and murder 
ers sentence*! to ten or twenty years’ imprison 
inent, only two or three ar«* now in jail, tin 
rest having either escaped, or hav ing been par 
doned by that teu»l**r-ln*arte*l tiling “Executive 
*li*mein*y.” 
| Mr. Eaton, tin* in*\v >*»nalor from < lumecti- 
, cut, who was sworn in ami took tns scat Satin 
day. is apparently about On years of age. IF 
j is small in stature. 1ms a well-shaped head, i- 
; almost bald. Ids hair being thin and gray in 1 color, aud wears no beard of any kind. IF 
was greeted with great cordialitv. especial 1\ 
by tin* l)"mo<*rats. and took a seat in tin* second 
tier of seats, between .Senator* (iordon and 
Davis, on tin* Democratic -ode of the chamber. 
rhe Skowhogan Reporter says that Martin 
Lockyer. the Attean Bond hermit, was found 
dead in ln> hovel some miles from .Moose Rive; 
Bridge last Sunday, lb* lav on the tloor neai 
the tire place, tin* last <ti-k of fuel burned up: 
appearances indicated that In* hud tried to re- 
kindle lilt? tire and tailed, laid down and perish- 
ed. lb* was English or Irish, had lived here 
alone more than thirty wars. Ag<*d :>2. 
A man by tin* nann. f Rliod* s, from Bortland 
lias tor tin* past ><-a*on been 11n? occupant of a buns** at sturgeon Creek, in kittery. Last fall he set eel pots, from which tin* eels Were taken 
and placed in *-ars **oiist meted for that purpo-* 
amt during the bit*1 cold weather over two ton- 
were shipped to Boston, for w hidi he received 
an average of tiftecn cents a pound. < hie duv 
recently lie took from hi- -> im :c am- haul 
over a barrel of smelts. 
The Louisiana Committee's Keport, 
N kw Yokk, Feb. The Times'Wash- 
ington special says tintt the report ot the 
Louisiana ( nmmittee is a very long docu- 
ment, covering the entire history”of the 
political condition ot that State since the 
war, and exhibiting the causes which have 
led to the prevent unfortunate condition ol 
all airs. It was drawn by George F. Hoar, 
and the drait as lirst submitted by him, 
was not modified by the other members ol 
the committee, lls conclusions are adopt- 
ed by all the Republican members of tin 
committee, including Foster and Phelps Marshall will agren to the recommenda- 
tions and will unite with Foster in a state 
ment show ing that they readied the s un. 
result, as the other members, but by u dit terent course ol reasoning. flu; committee recommend the passage ol a resolution recognizing Kellogg as Governor of Louisiana. They also'pro- 
pose a resolution declaring shat, it is the 
opinion ot the House that she < 'onserva 
tives electeil a majority .-f the State Leg- 
islature in the Iasi election ; that some ot 
the members elected were fraudulently 
deprived of the seat* to which they were 
entitled, and while Congress eau take no 
measures to correct the wrong, it is tbe 
judgment of the House that the Legisla- 
ture of Louisiana should take such action 
as justice and right demand. These two 
resolutions express the views of the com- 
mittee. 
The evidence shows a small, turbulent, 
uneasy unemployed class, composed gen 
erally of young men who have come to 
manhood since the close of the war, are 
the cause ot most ol the disturbances and 
commit the acts of violence in the State. 
I heir acts are not approved by a majorila 
ot the people, but they are desperate 
characters and in the existing condition ol 
the State and local government they can- 
not be restrained, but are almost as much 
a source of terror to the whites as to the 
ignorant blacks. Confederate soldiers 
were not to any extent connected witlii 
this lawless class. 
However rich a man may lie, however 
titled, however proud, let him go his way with humility, remembering that ho is 
only about the two-billionth part of the population of the world, and that he will 
some day die and be missed by men just about as much as a mashed grass-hopper is missed by his swarm. 
K«'wt of the City and County. 
< ?y <•!• tiun a week from next Monday. 
I)i. Fletcher has so far recovered as to go out. 
Judge XUkerson is liolding court in IIoul- 
ton. 
TV islands of the bay are completely ice- 
dated. 
F\ client time lor t,lie (mod Samaritan, with 
hi-, hod of asiies. 
hire at the North Church next Sabbath 
o\ cuing. Subject—Life. 
bating ou the harbor Sunday, which 
was indulged iu In (he ungodly. 
h,. ()].i Settler ii:i> finished the Annals of 
,i lsI, and takes his leave this week. 
1 he fait of rain Saturday freezing upon the 
mad* excellent sleighing and skating, 
ii .ut iiuj. beside the Steamer Katahdin. 
r ;!*-d <'iit rakes two feet in thickness. 
< resumed tyork at their ship- 
Monday for the tirst time since the 3d inst. 
A mm ,e freight ou Mondavi train was a 
onions, (unsigned to Axel Hay ford. 
Aioiii«*\v> Bro>. >a«h and blind factory has 
nut d v e for a week r«» take account of stock. 
The mi] run < art in this County is soon to 
v< * mi rrrsting breach ot promise 
use. 
r. M Kit-wliwho to lecture at the 
>• ... ;>t \ f'trv hi' ‘filing, is a very elo- 
ueiu speaker. 
V\'h< i. a ti imi '■! onions comes in on the 
,< d-nol the other day. everybody 
it. 
■*'• > :d not * lo v enturesume if the 
.i<* * ltinu ilemeuiber that salt 
tier e t- 11 earherous 
1 digging leak ii the gas main on 
< in. 1j stiv- in -t w.i> found at the depth of 
Tour feet. 
v\ ri v aih»-r ha- |>revaiie<i this week, 
b iib i; Mi i■ and ie. ire disap- 
pearing last. 
\ !••!?«■;• Jill ii’• H< :i says tin* ice 
one :iv far as that point. 
11 ■ i>\ Mr lio'o'i. pastor of the'Ortlioiilox 
■: 1 |•" the pulpit of the Methodist 
iiir-' h >iinUav afternoon last. 
I’m m\'a\, to»»k some tine photo- 
r. <■! tin hatalidin lying at her 
:: i:um the in- of tin* harbor. 
* '-oy Brown, and ohl lady,{wasthrown 
-i-aiiii. ii--ar the < ourt If*-use, on < hmvh 
■*. .Mondn\. and broke her arm. 
q- t.i. r\ ■ -;»m!/s was thrown from a 
!. i.o o. Monday, when the frigkt- 
!, id-1 for the shore, demolishing the 
i- igh on the jiassage. 
id-irmed tha tie ivrent mild weather 
>a_r win*? of Sunday broke up the ice in 
ai f li.e water can lie seen about 
n.ie Lin -olnvilh* Beach. 
•nn ■:man of the lasting room 
-! on Friday fell through the 
• Mor ay to the room beneath, some ten 
without imieh damage. 
Ivaiiho*- and I. -wis Walsh, of this port, 
lid n<»t seeur* grain freights at San 
ao 11_• i. t.h< failure of the charterers, 
v ! -i «1 for guano at TO shilings. 
: i-i *<at» tliat Andrews’ Band 
,r Hang".- made n<» raugement to play at the 
lii< iiard'Oii, who recently absconded, 
bid ;:o handbills to that effect were bogus. 
= lie •• itement oeeurred in the closing ser- 
it t ii*- Methodist church Sunday, by one 
ihe • *.n '-gation. Mr. W ebb of Deer Isle, 
sue ini.. M-i/'-d with a violent lit while 
seated in a pew. 
i’lie tmk'i <»l tie- quarterniastcr’s bell, strik- 
ing tin iia.i hours, can be heard, and the head- 
.glit se* u. nightly, on board the steamer Ka- 
tniidi nig tit her wharf, the same as though 
at SCIl. 
Ki i.:- in Hu neighborhood of the Maine 
eiiH-a! m.s-slied in this city, have declined 
tw-uty-li i-i ent. recently Caused by the 
:,.i.:*11% i. me a night watchman in that 
vicinity. 
■ Knowles, ol Rockland, will de- 
ni-tvii ivc. and celebrated lecture, I 
rhursilav "iiiug. 25tli iust., in the M. K. 
mir-lt. S,inject—" The Manhood of the Race 
found .n d ankeedoin.” 
A -flicient device to keep the ice from 
I'tm- the railr- ad bridge, is practiced in this 
i verv flood tide a long train of freight 
.ii-s is hauled and left standing on the bridge— 
Hie additional weight keeping it down tirmiy. ■ 
VV tilt mtiful thing is faith, by the means 
of which we can look beyond the cold, stormy 
and iiecvless present, to the sunny days of 
spring, that will bring to us sunshine and 
.•mill all., im -ting Imds, besides boiled pork 
.uni dandelion greens.* 
A. li. Matlu-ws who at No. To Main street 
dspense-. uedsp ads, ( rallies or coffins, accord- 
ing to the wants of customers, has made his 
-taeli-hni.-id attractive by anew and gorge- 
"ti- sign which is calculated to draw custom- 
ers better iliau a patent plaster. 
nn. .| our (Hung men went to ('astine last 
•■■•a and line back with black eyes. They 
rep "-ed tiiat the\ had been thrown oft'their 
f—Ik at. An old stager remarked that, it was 
urimis that tin- machine should upset, and 
rv-n pass, nger strike on bis eye! 
i ..d> government, as a check upon the 
mghily depredations and incendiary tires, have 
employed two policemen, who will be on duty 
"■ -r> night. Thev arc A. .J. Howard and John 
small. It i- a good move, and people will now 
tcel safer. 
v ■ M in —» api. ubrume lilaiicluird and 
hid; and Bradford Mason and lady, of Sears- 
port—broke tl'.rough a seam in the ice between 
iii'C town and Bedfast, on Tuesday, doing some 
damage harm -ses and thoroughly frighten- 
ing tlie ladies. 
The dwelling house of Alonzo Dickey, at the 
: aimer; \ illagc. Searsinont, was discovered on 
tire about midnight Friday of last week. The 
dame- wen- soon extinguished, damaging the 
building about $100. Insured. The tire origin- 
ated in a defective chimney. 
!ie|- the execution of Gordon, his relatives 
abend to take bis remains to Thorndike, and 
ut. r them in the family burying lot, which ad- 
joins that oi the Rand family, in which the 
bode ol the murdered victims were buried. 
Great excitement prevails, and measures will 
be taken to frustrate the plan 
The young folks of the Amateur Theatrical 
dub, in the performance of Among the Break- 
ers, on Thursday evening, gave the audience a 
pleasant surprise by the very creditable manner 
m which they presented that drama. They 
bad a goon audience, who were all thoroughly 
pleased. 
A mail named Henry Smith with others made 
from Deer lsb: to this citv Tuesday on 
all ice boat, coming through Eggemoggin Reach. 
The left Deer Isle at •> o’clock in the morning, 
and arrived at I in the afternoon, dragging their 
boat the larger part of the distance front Turtle 
Head. 
Our up-country neighbors experienced quite 
a severe snow storm on Saturday night. The 
up tram on Monday morning encountered drift- 
beyond Brooks live feet in depth. Owing t<i 
th< condition of affairs, no freight was brought 
down until evening, when two engines and a 
snow plough were used. 
111111 H arvest Grange was founded at Mon t- 
'be on the loth. The following officers were installed It. tv. t,roves,Master; L. T. Coop- 
" " 1 Wiley, Lecturer; A. O. Henman, Steward; Eli Jackson, Ass’t Stew- 
rd, R. K Jackson, Chaplain; Leonard Ed- 
wards, rreas. M. K. Herima.t, See A F 
Vlelturon. Gate Keeper; Mrs. Emily Henman' 
• eres; Mrs. C A. Wiley. Pomona; Mrs. Mary’ Edwards, Flora; Mrs. Effie Jackson, Lady 
Ass’t Steward. 
Our eastern neighbors across the bay, who 
have no railroad communication, aud who relj 
upon sailing vessels and packets for their supplj 
of stores, are getting short, and are seeking lh< 
Belfast markets to replenish their exhaustee 
stock. Our provision dealers have had a large 
trade with these people lately, and scores oi 
loaded teams from Isleshoro, Castine, Brooks 
Sedgwick, .fee,, may be seen crossing tht 
aj ou tlie Ice. 'I he trains on every trip bring, 1,1 frora tllrce to four ear loads, and thus the 
uPPlj is kept up. So much for a railroad. 
We are informed that Dr. Homer removed a 
tumor successfully on Tuesday the 23d iust. for 
a patient who came from Bangor. 
Dr. Homer will deliver an illustrated lecture 
ou the Human Head, in the Methodist vestry, 
Saturday evening, February 27th, commencing 
at 8 o’clock. 
The city night police had an adventure on 
their first night’s cruise about town. The doors 
of W. F. Thomas’,'grocery store. Main street, 
were discovered open about midnight, having 
blown open by being left unbolted. The owner 
was sent for, the doors secured, the police 
treated with cigars, and everybody satisfied. 
There will he a benefit, ball given to J. II. 
II aveuer, at Peirce’s Hall, on Thursday eve- 
ning, March 4th, by his numerous friends. Ex- 
cellent music from home and Bangor w ill be 
furnished, and a good time may be expected. 
>’kw Advertisements. Mm. O. Poor «fc 
Son to eradicate the numerous ills incident to 
spring, are offering the well known remedy— 
Osgood’s Indian Bitters. These bitters are pre- 
pared by themselves, and are warranted.—F. 
A. Howard, machinist, advertises his card. He 
is a first c lass workman, and always gives sat- 
isfaction.—Schooner for sale by .1. II. Dane, 
Searsport.—Pocket-book lost l>y Timothy Plum 
mer, of Monroe. 
Broke Through. On Tuesday afternoon, 
Mr. Cutter Sibley, accompanied bj his brother’s 
wife and Miss Abbie Faunce, drove a pair of 
tiorses to Castine. On the return, and while 
in the same road they had driven over in going, 
tlie horses suddenly broke through. The sleigh 
tilted up and partly tilled. Miss Faunce jumped 
over the back of the sleigh upon the ice. wetting 
only one foot, but Mrs. Sibiov was wet to the 
waist before getting out. The horses, plunging 
among the broken ice, were n great danger of 
drowning. Other parties on the ice came to 
them, in answer to their signals of distress, and 
by their efforts the horses were got out. The 
party arrived home in another sleigh, towing 
tlicir own disabled vehicle and leading the 
horses. 
The religious department of the Portland 
Daily Press lias the following— 
The state of Maine has reason to he congrat- 
ulated on the settlement at Belfast of the Rev. 
James T. Bixby. His recent articles in the 
Unitarian Review on the parallel between 
scientific and religious thought, would do honor 
to any Protestant clergyman, even of the ripest 
years*. In these articles this young clergyman 
does for religion in general much the same sor- 
viee as that done by Bishop Butler for the 
Christian religion in particular: he demon- 
strates that every objection which can lie 
brought against faith in God. and in the soul as 
the offspring of God, by modern scepticism, 
can he brought equally well against the clearest 
and most firmly established doct rine of modern 
science. 
Masked Ball. Tin- ball given by the Wash- 
ington Engine Co., on Tuesday evening, was a 
very nice affair, hut was not, in richness and 
variety of costume, up to previous occasions of 
the kind. About seventy-five couples were 
present, in mask,and the spectators' seats were 
well tilled. Chandler’s Portland Band dis- 
coursed most excellent music, prefacing the 
appearance of the maskers, with a concert. "W. 
\V. Castle officiated as floor manager, assisted 
hv aids. The dresses of the ladies were taste- 
ful. while among the gentlemen t he comic large- 
ly prevailed. A striking costume was one of a 
person dressed in close fitting red flannel, rep- 
resenting the lobster, having regular claws that 
could nip. Dr. Fendleton made an unique ap- 
pearance, as Castiue light-house: his suit of 
white canvass, supported by hoops, represented 
the light-house tower, surmounted by a lighted 
lantern. On the tower appeared the words— 
“Only (n)ice time I’ve had for 50 years to go 
away from home. Bound to have a good time.” 
Clark Bros, of the American House, provided 
an elegant supper, of which the company par- 
took at midnight. 
Police Coukt. Several persons were be- 
fore the Police Court on Friday, charged with 
stealing wood from ttie shed of the railroad 
company. A watchman has recently been em- 
ployed to watch the fuel, and on his report 
Frank E. Tozier, Edmund Stevens and Lucy 
Darby were arraigned. The watchman, Solo- 
mon McFarland, as appeared from his testi- 
mony, had instructions to see who took wood, 
and this he did not construe that he should 
prevent them. So he looked on, and in the 
case of Tozier extended his complaisance to 
helping him load up the wood! The court ac- 
quitted Tozier. Mrs. Darby was let off, as no 
evidence against her was brought out. But 
Stevens, who wooded up on a different plan 
from Tozier, wits lined S1.00. 
Fred Day, of Stockton, stopped for dinner at 
the house kept hv Win. lb Mathews, near the 
shoe factory. He wore two over coats, one of 
which he hung up in the office. On preparing 
to leave, lie took by mistake a coat belonging to- 
Mathews, and put it in his sleigh, leaving his 
own hanging up. Mathews made a complaint 
that Day stole the coat; but Judge Johnson 
thought otherwise, and discharged him. 
The strong and heavy ice which now covers 
the hay is very attractive to the people who 
dwell upon its borders, and lias become a place 
of popular resort. The rain of Saturday and 
cold of the following nights covered it with a. 
coating of smooth, fresli-water ice, putting it. 
in the best possible condition for skating, Ac., 
with an uninterrupted stretch of twelve miles. 
On Monday there was held a real carnival of 
fun. Horse trotting, skating, and the sailing 
of ice-boats prevailed. Bovs with umbrellas 
for sails glided before the breeze, and one en 
terprising youth hitched a kite to his sled, and 
went off like a flash. 
Our Castiue neighbors have been over to sec 
us in crowds, and the visits have been returned. 
On Friday about thirty sleighs from this city 
visited Castiue. People have come from Mt. 
Desert, Deer Isle, and even from the outer 
islands, on the ice, many of them to buy goods- 
A packet with goods for Bucksport is un- 
loading for teams that come alongside, and the 
goods go to their destination on the ice. Al- 
most a hundred years have elapsed since a sim- 
ilar state of things existed, and it is probable 
that but few now living will see the like again. 
Lincoln v I lle. The extremely cold weath- 
er makes quite a stagnation in business. Hard 
times and cold weather make many look blue 
and feel cross. There is considerable complaint 
about cold cellars, frozen potatoes, apples, Ac., 
and people appear to he less pious than in 
S 
» amici wcauici. aiicic mis uuen nil u mi sum 
number of deaths in town within the last six 
weeks, mostly among the older class of people. 
They are sledding considerable quantities of 
lime rock from the quarries to tbe shore, and 
in tlie meantime the horse railroad lies quietly 
buried under tbe snow and ice. 
It is said our lime manufacturers have be- 
come appendants to the Cobb Lime Company 
of Rockland, and are limited as to tbe number 
of casks of lime they shall manufacture. The 
less lime there is burned the better it will be, 
probably’, for those concerned, unless tbe 
market shall be better than it was tlie past 
year. At present tlie ’‘signs of the times” 
are not encouraging. 
Prospect. Deliberate Suicide. On Wed- 
nesday last, Mrs. Partridge, wife of Freeman 
Partridge, living near the Marsh Village in 
Prospect, committed suicide by hanging herself 
in the slied. Her husband was absent that fore- 
noon at Bueksport. During bis absence she 
washed, put tlie house in complete order, got 
his dinner on tbe table, which she laid with 
only one plate. She laid out a grave robe for 
herself, and u suit of clothes for her husband, 
as if to attend the funeral. Her husband came 
home about noon, went to the barn and attend- 
ed to his cattle, and on going to the house 
through the shed found her suspended to a beam. 
•She Inrfl stood on a sawhorse to tie the rope, and 
then kicked it away. The body was still warm 
when found. It is supposed that she waited 
uutil she saw him returning, before doing the 
deed, and that if he had gone directly to the 
house, lie would have saved her life. There is 
no known cause for the act. She was a woman 
greatly respected, and they were in very good 
circumstances. She was about 3S years of age, 
and leaves no children. 
“Put that down, my son,” said one of 
our heavy citizens to his seventeen year old boy, whom he caught in a saloon, just 
I?.ls*nK a tumhler ot whiskey to his lips. The youngster put it down on the counter, 
and vamosed, without stopping to pay for it. “And now,” said the old gent, “seeing the boy has put it down, I guess I'll put it 
down myselt,” and he did, smacking his 
lips as though it didn’t taste bad. 
Concerning the Earth and the Sun. 
For the Journal. 
It appears from Querist, that should the hy- 
pothesis of the earth’s approach to the sun be 
true, it would he observable in divisions of time. 
Possibly some will differ. The originality of 
his theory must be admitted, but is it consistent 
with known laws of motion and gravitation? 
It seems, starting with the idea of nearing 
the stin, Querist assumes that the velocity ol 
the earth continues the same as its orbit de- 
creases; then lie follows with a natural conclu- 
sion of a decrease in time required to travel tlie 
ellipse, calculating the year of 1874 something 
like 40 days less, (i.e. were the hypothesis true,) 
than that of 1709. Thus he annihilates, iu his 
own mind, the fear of nearing the sun, because, 
happily, there were still 367> days in our year 
1874. Put what basis has Querist for his origi- 
nal idea of the earth’s velocity? It is impossi- 
ble to near the sun while our momentum con- 
tinues/the same aud we travel our orbit. To 
Querist's question permit us to repeat a com- 
mon law: when a body approaches another the 
inertia tending it from, decreases as the attrac- 
tion increases. That is, to explain with our 
immediate point, when the lesser body revolv- 
ing round and nears the greater, the centrifugal 
force, or that by which a revolving body tends 
to fly from the centre, is gradually overcome by 
the centripetal, or the force by which a body re- 
volving about a centre is draw n towards it. 
Hence as the earth's velocity is its centrifugal 
force from the sun, it must proportionately de- 
crease its momentum as it nears that body. I n- 
der tliis conclusion it would take the same length 
of time to complete a small orbit as it would a 
large, the size of the ellipse being merely de- 
pendent upon the momentum. Therefore we 
may suppose that the years, &<•. would remain 
the same, no matter for the aberrance of the 
earth's radius rector. Normai.. 
Gordon and Wagner. 
Mrs. Gordon, the aged mother of John True 
< iurdon, who, on Friday next, is to pay tlie pen- 
alty of his terrible crime, came to this city yes- 
terday, in company with Hon. Keuben TV. Files 
of Fiiity, for the purpose cf making a last ap- 
peal to tlie Governor and Council, for tlie life 
of her son. She was given an attentive hearing 
in the Council chamber yesterday afternoon. 
Sin* said that she came to ask*tliat her son 
might be pardoned, and if that request could 
not lie granted, that liis sentence of death be 
commuted to imprisonment for life. She said 
that she could not believe that her sou com- 
mitted the deed, although she could not imagine 
who did it. John was in tlie house the night 
of the murder, and if he had wanted to commit 
tlie deed he could have done it before. She 
said that another son of lier's. now dead, had 
fits of insanity, on account of a blow lie received 
when young, but that John, to her knowledge, 
never manifested any signs of insanity; that 
there had never been any insanity in the family 
except in the case stated. She lost one sen in 
tlie army. She did not claim that any new evi- 
dence had been discovered bearing upon the 
case. 
Mrs. Gordon's appeal was made in tears, and 
with all tlie feelings of a mother’s heart. The 
Council, however, did not feel that they had any 
right to interfere to avert tlie penalty which has 
been provided by law. and the sentence imposed 
by court, especially since the legislature had 
refused to substitute imprisonment for life for 
tlie death penalty, and the evidence in tlie case 
which had been reviewed seemed to be conclu- 
sive as to tlie prisoner’s guilt. As the Governor 
cannot commute tlie sentence unless so advised 
by the Council, there can of course be no escape 
for Gordon. Mrs. Gordon is a good looking, 
well preserved lady, between 00 and TO years ol 
age. She left for home on the afternoon train. 
Judge Tapley, one of the counsel for Wagner, 
lias returned from Hangor. where he went to 
consult with Judge Peters in regard to obtain- 
ing a writ of habeas corpus or a writ of error. I 
He was unable to obtain one, and lie sees noth- 
ing more that can lie done for tlie prisoner. It 
is reported that the judges who have been con- 
sulted. think there is nothing in the point made 
relative to the insufficiency of the warrant 
for the execution. The Governor lias ex- 
pressed his readiness to postpone the execu- 
tion if any judge will issue a writ of which 
lie can take an official notice. Should this 
he done, of which there is no prospect, both 
prisoners will lie reprieved for thirty days. 
Tlie present council, as well as the former one. 
lias refused to advise the commutation of Wag- 
ner’s sentence. Should nothing be done in the 
direction indicated, the execution of Gordon 
and Wagner will take place at Thomaston, on 
Friday next. Sheriff Turret lias nearly all the 
arrangements for the execution completed. 
Wagner is still under the impression that lie 
will not be executed, and thinks that something 
will yet intervene to avert the doom. Gordsn 
lias become quite calm and resigned. He talks 
freely with liis religious adviser. The Warden 
thinks that both prisoners will refuse to make 
any confession of the part they bore in tlie ter- 
rible tragedies. 
Since writing tlie above we learn that Judge 
Tuplcv expect* to seenn* a delay of execution 
of Wagner, by instituting proceedings to .inv 
for a writ of error on the grounds, first, that 
Wagner was not sentenced by tlie same Gov- 
ernor as found him guilty on review. Second, 
that the law requiring tlie Governor to fix the 
date of execution is unconstitutional. This last 
ground will also lie raised in the case of Gordon 
by liis counsel. Application will probably be 
made to Judge Danfort li for tlie necessary writ. 
[Kennebec Journal. Wednesday. 
Maine Legislature. 
Frn 17. 
Iii the Senate Wednesday, the resolve appro- 
priating §24,000 lor tlie Agricultural College 
passed' to be engrossed after lengthy debate. 
The compulsory education bill was passed to 
be. engrossed. In the afternoon session the 
eighth constitutional amendment, relating to 
election of Governor by plurality, was recon- 
sidered and refused a passage. No. 9, relating 
to removal of officers by the Governor, was 
taken up and discussed without action. An 
act authorizing the inhabitants of Hurricane 
Island to vote ou that island, was read and 
sent on its passage, as also was a new draft to 
incorporate the Rockport Ice Co. 
In the House a resolve for supplying rations 
to troops at Bangor, passed to be engrossed. 
Tlie constitutional amendment to change the 
annual election from September to November 
was defeated; also the amendment in favor of 
biennial sessions and elections; also an amend- 
ment in relation to the apportionment of rep- 
resentatives; also an amendment in relation to 
election of Governor by plurality vote. The 
following were passed: Resolve in favor of 
election of Senators by plurality vote; resolve 
relating to special legislation and corporations. 
Feu. 18. 
In the Senate, au act to incorporate the Wal- 
doboro Marine Insurance Company, was read 
and sent on its passage. 
In tlie House a bill was reported extending 
the right of suffrage to women in municipal 
elections. Resolve in favor of the Maine Gen- 
eral Hospital was amended so as to allow a 
homeopathic physician to such patients as de- 
sired one, and 'then passed to be engrossed. 
The capital punishment bill, making the penal- 
ty of death certain, passed to be engrossed. 
Feb. 19. 
In the Senate Friday, that body adhered to 
its former vote indefinitely postponing the- 
ameudment to the constitution relating to 
bribery at elections. The House had formerly 
passed’ the second section of the amendment. 
The interest bill was rceonsided and indefinite- 
ly postponed. The House amendment to the 
bill abolishing tlie sinking fund was adopted. 
Tlie constitutional amendments, relating to re- 
moval of officers by the Governor, abolishing 
the Executive Council, and giving the appoint- 
ment of probate judges to the Governor, were 
defeated. The amendments relating to the par- 
doning power and the appointment of munici- 
pal and police judges were adopted. 
In tlie House, tlie bill abolishing tlie sinking 
fund of 1805 and the office of assistant commis- 
sioner of that fund was passed to be engrossed. 
The resolve appropriating §5000 to tlie Girls’ 
Industrial School was passed—80 to 40. The 
bill relating to savings banks was amended and 
passed. The resolve appropriating §24,500 to 
the Agricultural College was amended by reduc- 
ing tlie amount to $10,000 and passed to he en- 
grossed. It will be called up again. The con- 
stitutional amendments relating to pardons 
and the appointment of municipal judges were 
adopted, and those abolishing the Council and 
providing for tlie appointment of probate judges, 
were defeated. 
February 20. 
In tlie Senate tlie act relating to Savings 
Banks was tabled. The following Constitution- 
al amendments were passed to be engrossed: 
in relation to abolishing the land agency; relat- 
ing to the codification of the amended Constitu- 
tion; relating to calling Constitutional conven- 
tions. Tlie following amendment was refused 
a passage : relating to restrictions of municipal 
corporations. Act relating to foreign insurance 
companies was amended and passed to be en- 
grossed. Tlie Savings Bank bill was amended 
in concurrence with tlie House aud passed to 
be engrossed. In the House tiie interest bill was indefinitely 
postponed in concurrence with tlie Senate. Ail 
order was reported and passed making the 
State tax' for tlie current year four mills on tlie 
dollar. The following Constitutional amend- 
ments were passed : relating to abolishing the [.and Agency; relating to the codification of the 
amended Constitution; relating to calling Con- stitutional conventions. Resolve relating to re- strictions of municipal corporations was indefi- 
nitely postponed. Ttie amendment relating to 
homoeopathy offered to tlie resolve in favor of 
the Maine General Hospital was rejected, and 
the resolve passed to be engrossed in concur- 
rence. The Savings Bank bill was indefinitely 
postponed. 
Feii. 22. 
In tlie Senate Monday a constitutional amend- 
ment in relation to bribery was passed to be 
engrossed. A new savings bank bill was in- 
troduced and passed to be engrossed. Bill re- 
lating to Insurance and the office of Insurance 
Commissioner was amended so as to make the 
salary of the Commissioner $1,500, and passed 
to be engrossed. Bill in aid of the Aroostook 
River Railroad was indefinitely postponed. 
In the House a new Constitutional amend- 
ment in relation to bribery was passed, 80 to 2. 
The Judiciary Committee reported legislation 
nexpedient on proposition to confer upon the j 
women the power to administer oaths and take I 
icknowledgmeuts of deeds, ltesolve in favor 
jf the Maine General Hospital received its final 
passage, as also the hill to make certain the ex- 
ecution of the death penalty. Finally passed, 
resolve in favor of the Bangor Children’s 
Home; resolve providing for the payment of 
the expenses of the Committee on Military Af- 
fairs; resolve relating to public documents; 
resolve in favor of compiling and printing 
school laws; resolve in favor of the Female 
Orphan Asylum in Portland. 
The Ice-bound Vessels. 
Boston, Feb. 22. A despatch from C.'ape 
Cod states that the position of the ice- 
locked fishermen is unchanged. The two 
missing vessels were rescued Saturday by 
United States cutter Gallatin. They proved 
to be the schooners Minnesota of Province- 
town, and Chanticleer of Boston. The lat- 
ter has arrived here. The Gallatin made 
an unsuccessful attempt this morning to 
reach the embargoed vessels. Seven fish- 
ing vessels have succeeded in getting out 
of Provincetown Harbor through a chan- 
nel cut in the ice. The weather is pleas- 
ant. The schooner Belle Crowell, from 
Portland for New York, which was incor- 
rectly reported ashore at Long Point, sail- 
ed this morning for her destination. She 
did not touch bottom, but had been lying 
at anchor near shore, and sustained no 
damage. Handkerchief Shoal lightship re- 
turned and anchored off Chatham Sunday 
morning. She left again to-day, going 
south, probably to her moorings. 
Probate Court. 
Asa Thurlougii, Judge,—B. P. Fin.i), Kegi-u r. 
The following business was transacted at tin- Feb- 
ruary Term of said Court: 
Administrations on Estates of—John West 
late of Belfast, Harriet West, Administratrix, with 
the will annexed; A. A. Moore late of Belfast, 
James S. llarriinan, Administrator, de bonis non 
Mary II. Rowell late of Winterport, Charles 1*. 
Rowell, Administrator; Furber Young late of Paler- 
mo, Frederick Young, Administrator; AlmedaPalm- 
er late of Knox, Albert Palmer, Administrator; 
Benjamin Brown late ol' Belfast, F. W. Berry, Ad- 
ministrator, (le bonis non ; Charles D. Field late of 
Belfast, Elvira O. Field, Administratrix, with the 
will annexed; Dorcas Winslow late of Thorndike, 
George W. Moulton, Executor; Phebe 0. Berry 
late of Belfast, F. W. Berry, Executor. 
Guardians A ppointed—George White, over 
minor heirs at Law ol Sarah Moore late ol Swan- 
ville, Harrison I lay ford over Melissa Moore of Bel- 
fast, a person of unsound mind; Nancy A. Wood- 
bury over minor heir of George L. Woodbury late 
of Brooks. 
License to Sei.i Rem. Estate on Estate of 
—Josie Atkinson, minor heir of Danii l Atkinson 
late of Montville. 
Inventories Filed on Estates of—Cushing 
Jones late of Palermo; Lewis M. Wetherbee late of 
Belmont; W. D. Sanborn late of Winterport; Frank 
B. Frederick late of Belfast; John P. Ames late of 
Belfast ; George Ilemenway late of Belfast. 
Return of Dower on Estate of—Samuel 
Grant late of Stockton. 
Accounts Allowed on Estates of—William 
Patterson late of Thorndike; Betsy C. Crosby late 
of-; minor heirs of Almon M. and Emma A. 
Gordon late of Thorndike; minor heirs at Law of 
Stephen J. Barker; minor heirs of Noah C. and 
Susan E. Barnes late of Palermo; minor heirs of 
Lewis Ordway late of Belmont; Melissa E. Rey- 
nolds, minor, 
Allowance Made to Widows on Estates 
of—William Patterson late of Thorndike; Ezekiel 
Andrews late of Belfast. 
Warrant of Dower Issued on Estate of— 
Isaac Young late of Thorndike. 
Wills Prorated of—Phebe C. Berry late of Bel- 
fast, by which she makes the following disposition 
of her property To the four children of her bro- 
tlier L. C. Furbur, $300 each; to her half brothers, 
E. N. Furbur and D. S. Furbur, $1,000 each; teller 
step mother, Nancy Furbur, $200; to Clara E. Hall, j 
$100; and after making other bequests of personal ! 
property, and cash to the amount of $500, she leaves J 
the balance to her husband. Charles D. Field late 
of Belfast, in which he bequeaths all his property to 
liis wife. 
Chance of Name—Eliza Ann Cole to Eliza 
Ann Hardy. 
In the Lincoln County Court of Probate, January 
Term, the name of Miss Angie Hatch was changed 
to Angie McClintock, and her adoption by Capt. 
Win. McClintock, Jr., made legal. 
Died Suddenly of Heart Disease. 
llow common is the announcement. Thou- 
sands are suddenly swept into eternity by this 
fatal rnaiada. This disease generally lias it- 
organ in impure blood tilled with iritating poi- 
sonous materials, which circiilatinsr through 
t-l»o heart, irritate it.' tleHCUte tissues. TllOllgll 
the irritation may at first lie only slight, pro- 
ducing a little palpitation or irregular action, 
or dull, heavy or sharp darting pains, yet by 
and by the disease becomes tirnilv seated, arid 
inllammation, or hypertrophy, or thickening m 
the lining membrane or of the valves, is pro- 
duced. How wise to give early attention to a 
case of this kind. Unnatural tiirobing or pain 
in the region of the heart should admonish one 
that all is not right, and if you would preserve 
it from further disease, you must help it to beat 
rightly by the use of such a remedy as; will 
remove the cause of trouble. Use Dr Pierce's 
Golden Medical Discovery before the disease 
has become too seated, and it will, b\ its great 
blood purifying and wonderlul regulating prop- 
erties, effect a perfect cure. !t contains med- 
icinal properties which act speeiticaly upon tin- 
tissues of the heart, bringing about a healthy 
action. Sold by all iirst-class Druggist. 
HEART DISEASE CURED. 
Kockport, Spencer Co. Iml., Kcbuarv I t. 
1874. 
Dr. R. V* Fierce, Buffalo, X. Y. : 
About two years ago I was afflicted with a 
disesse of my heart, which at times created a 
pressure around it, casing suffocation. I saw 
an advertisement of your Golden Medical Dis- 
covery, recommending the same as a cure for 
diseafe of the heart. 1 than bought half a doz- 
ne bottles of it, and after useing tluee bottles 1 
was entirely relieved and am nowe njoying 
good health. Gratefully vours. 
VITUS CiLLIAX. 
Pills, Potions and. Pungencies. 
Gentlemen invariably have the neck well- 
dressed. This cannot be done with an ill-fitting 
collar. The Elmwood, Warwick and Rutland 
Collar, sold by Geo. M. Glazier, 81 Summer 
Street, Boston, and by all dealers, are the best- 
fitting and most durable in the market. 
1,279,843. These figures represent the num- 
ber of bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough 
Balsam sold up to the commencement of thi.- 
vear. This is unprecedented, and not one ease 
of disatisfaction with it is known to exist. 
DANGEROUS INDIFFERENCE. 
If you have a friend troubled with a chronic 
cough and who apprehends no danger from it, 
speak to him seriously. -Tell him that every 
paroxysm is like the sound of a muffled drum 
beating time to his march to the grave. Advise 
him to begin forthwith, a course of Hale’s 
IIoxey of Hot:eholm> an d Tail The country 
from ocean to ocean rings with its astounding 
cures of chronic cough and all complaints of the 
lungs and throat tending to consumption. 
Bike’s Tooth-Ache Drops—Cure in one 
minute. 
A Nevada man who had seven homely daugh- 
ters, got a paper to hint that he had seven keas 
tilled with gold in his cellar, and every girl was 
married *** live mouths. 
A Clergyman writing to a friend savs, ‘\\ly 
voyage to Europe is indefinitely postponed. I 
have discovered the ‘fountain of health’ on this 
side of the Atlantic. Three bottles of Peruvian 
Syrup have rescued me from the fangs of the 
fiend Dyspepsia.” Dyspeptics should drink 
from this fountain. 
Stop that cougli! No one who lias ever u.-cd 
Dr. Morris syrup of Tar Wild Cherry and 
Hoarhound will he without it. As a remedy 
for all throat and lung diseases, cure for Croup 
and preventive of consumption it has no equal. 
Relieves hoarseness, and takes away all the 
distress of whooping cough. Contains no opium 
and is pleasant to the taste. Trial bottles to 
cents—Wit. O. Boon & Sox sole agents for 
Belfast. Alfred IIoopeh, agent for Sears- 
port: A. J. Jordon, agent for Orland John 
W. Perkins A Co., Portland, General Agents. 
Morris & Heritage. 
lyrIG Philadelphia, Proprietors. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS. 
When you visit or leave the City of NEW YOKlv, 
save annoyance and expense of carriage hire and 
stop at the 1\ IO\ IIOTKL, op- 
posite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT. It has over 
350 elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up at an 
expense of $900,000. Elevator, steam and all mod- 
ern improvements. European Plan. The JtK»- 
TAUKANTa, Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms 
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish. 
The cu isine is unsurpassed. Rooms for a single per- 
son, $1,50 and $2 per day; rich suites for families 
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and 
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money 
at the GRAND UNION, than at any other first-class 
Hotel in the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel 
every minute for all parts of the City. G. F. & W. 
D. GARRISON, Managers. lyrsplO 
THE CONFESSIONS OF AN INVALID, 
Published as a warning nml for the benefit of 
and others Who suit f from X Pit VOLS DEBILITY, L08S OF MANHOOD, etc., 
supplying the means of Self-Care. Written by one who cured himself after undergoing considerable quackery, and sent free on receiving a post paid di- 
rected envelope. 
Sufferers are invited to address the author. 
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR, 
fimolOsp P. O. Box 153, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE. 
Every moment of delay makes your cure more 
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice 
af a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of 
Dm Scheuck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con. 
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to 
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See 
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates 
of many persons of the highest respectability, who 
have been restored to health, after being pronounced incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability. 
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as these evidences will show; but the cure, is often pro- 
moted by the employment of two other remedies which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese 
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic 
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these 
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck cer- tifies that most any case of Consumption may be 
cured. 
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston, 
on the following Wednesdays, from 9 to 3 o’clock: Jan. 13th and 27th, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March 
10th and 24th. Consultations free; but for a thorough 
examination of the lungs, with the ltespirometor, 
the price is $5. 
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal of- fice, Corner Sixth and Arcli Streets, Philadelphia, 
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be 
addressed. 
MARRIED. 
In this city, Feb. 11th, Mr. Geo. O. Beckwith and 
Miss Lucy A". Cross, botn of Belfast. 
In Rockport, Feb. 15tln Mr. J. W. Murray and 
Miss Rett a Ross, both of Camden. 
In Rockland, Feb. 13th, Mr. Charles Davis and 
Miss Eliza A. McCJeary, botli ot Rockland. 
In Rockland, Feb. 10th, Mr. Merritt A. Morse and 
Miss Sophia S. Weeks, both of Rockland. 
In Waldoboro, Feb. loth, Mr. Joseph F. Sproul, 
of Damariscotta, and Miss Nettie Moody, of Noble- 
boro. 
In Friendship, Feb. 11th, Mr. George F. Miller 
and Miss Julia Simmons, both of Friendship. 
In Ellsworth, Feb. 13th, Mr. Emery F. Sargent 
and Miss Alice M. Jordan, both of Ellsworth. 
In Mt. Desert, Feb. 13th, Mr. Andrew H. Reed of 
Tremont, and Miss Almira E. Robinson of Mt. De 
sert. 
In Sedgwick, Feb. 13th, Mr. John C. Lordol Bucks- 
port, and Miss Martha J. Gray of Sedgwick. 
In Palermo, Feb. 14th, by J. D. Eumson, Esq., 
Mr. G. W. Oliver of Freedom, and Miss Josephine 
Boekum of Palermo. 
Id Appleton, Feb. ISth, by A. H. Wentworth, 
Esq., Win. F. Moody and Miss Esther A. Pease, 
botn of Appleton. 
died. 
(a>i tit ary notices, beyond the Date, Aame and Age 
must be paid for'.j 
In this city, Feb. loth. Lydia I'., wife of Ezra 
Bickford, aged 61 years and f> months. 
In tills city, Eeb. 10th, John Whitmore, aged 75 
years. 
In this city, Feb. 15th, Geo. A. Buzzell, aged 31 
years. 
In this city, Feb. 01 h, Lizzie AL, Daughter of Mr. 
Edwin and Mrs. Ella F. Jackson, aged 1 year. 
in North Searsmont, Feb. 10th, Joseph L., son of 
Joseph and Susan .Jewett, aged 4 years. 0 months. 
In Northport, Feb. 18th, Albert Dickey, aged 58 
years. 
In Rockland, Feb. 18th, Willie Torry, son of Dr. 
Benj. and Frances Williams, aged 3 years and 1 day. 
In Rockland, Feb 16th, Joshua E. Moore, aged 35 
years, 4 months and 11 days. 
in Rockland, F« b. 13th, Ellis D. Lazell, aged 41 
years, 0 months and 6 days. 
In Waldoboro, Eeb. 3d, Harrison Miller, aged 32 
years, 2 months. 
In Waldoboro, Feb. 2d, Delphena French, aged 17 
years, 1 month 
In Jefferson, Feb. 7th, Rev. E. J. White, aged 74 
years, 6 months. 
In Ellsworth, Feb. 14th, Mrs. Martha A., wife of 
Sucl T. Royal, aged 30 years, 10 months, and 17 days. 
(Massachusetts papers please copy). 
In Surry, Feb. 13th, of Scarlet Fever, Sadie, 
youngest child of Henry Jarvis, aged 8 yeais. 
In Camden, Eeb. 18th, Mrs. Fanny lower, aged 70 
years and 11 months. 
In Lincolnville, Eeb. 17th, Sanford I.. Frock, aged 
7 years and 0 months. 
In Lincolnville, Feb. 12th, Mr. Jesse Coombs aged 
82 years. 
In Freedom, Feb. ISth, Luther F. Davis, aged CO 
years. 
In Montville, Feb. 21st, Mabell Clement, aged 15 
years, 4 months and 2! days. 
Iw Nobleboro, Feb. 20tli, .Alary A., widow of Mark 
Hall, aged 75. 
In Montville, Jan. 2lst, of Consumption, Hattie 
L., daughter of John F. and Betsy AI. Doty, aged 10 
years, 5 months, 13 days. 
She leaves a mother, two brothers, and a sister, to 
mourn her loss. She was beloved by all who knew 
her, and is greatly lamented. 
FOR LOSS OF APPETITE 
The (ireat Spring Tonic! 
OSGOOD’S 
INDIAN BITTERS! 
An Old and Reliable Medicine, l'n it. 
E I 'Eli)' B O TT1. A ! IM Jill. IA TE l>! 
l or all Bu.r.ioos Diskasi-:-. Dysin inia, l oss 
of Ai'l’KTrn:, J \i ni>i< k, and every trouble caused 
by a disordered Stomach or Liver. 
Carefully prepared from the original Recipie by 
WM. O. BOOK & SOJST, 
Johnson Block. 
\\ Iter*- you can find a LAROF STOCK of 
Drugs. Medicines. Trusses. &c. 
In E NAT" 
MACHINE SHOP! 
-O- 
Pulleys, Shafting, Saw Arbors, Jack 
ancl Dagon Screws, &c., 
4-.*‘ON HAND AND AIADE Tu ORDEKMCfr 
Al ichin.- .lobbing A all kinds dune ith dispatch. 
Palterns For and Castings 
Of every description furnished when desired. 
N. B. —Bolt cutting ami Nut-tapping by machinery 
a specialty. 
Bolt ends from 1 J inch to 1 1-2 inch inclusive, fur 
nished at low prices. 
Contracts for building machinery solicited. 
The following- second-hand 
Machinery lor sale cheap : 
1 Stationary Engine, 6x16, with Hunton 
governor, upright tubular boiler, steam gage, heater 
and pump complete. 
1 Upright, Portable Engine, 8x6, 
and Heater. 
1 Irregular Moulder, with lull set combi 
nation collars, cutters and counter shafts complete. 
1 Wood Eathe, 16 ft. bed, 3*2 inch swing, ar- 
ranged to turn 7 foot circle at end. 
F. A. HOWARD. Propp. 
S1H >F- Mathews Bros. Steam Mill, < or. of Cros- 
und Miller Sts., Belfast, Al- ti':t 
% For Sale. 
'-Tr.i'li THE well known Schooner Wm. But 1 man, in good order. \pplv to 
J. li LANE. 
Searsport, l-'eb. 20, 1875. If.il 
Pcckei-Book Lost. 
LOS'l on Friday, Feb. 19th, in or near tin* Store of Frank Lancaster, Main Street, Belfast, a 
Pocket-Book containing a sumoi money and papeis. 
The tinder will confer a favor, and be. suitably re- 
warded by leaving the same at the Journal office. 
TIMOTHY PLL’MMKK. 
Monroe, Feb. 19. 1875. .'HvM- 
BANKRUPT NOTICE. 
In the District Court of the United States 
for the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy. In tile 
matter of Joseph B. Vickery, Bankrupt. 
District of Maine, ss. At Bangor, the eleventh 
d:iy of February, A. D. 1875. The undersigned here- 
by gives notice of his appointment as Assignee of 
Joseuh B. Vickery, of Troy, in the County of Waldo 
and State of Maine, within said District, who has 
been adjudged a Bankrupt upon his own petition by 
the District Court of said District, tiled 18th Decem- 
ber, 1871. 
II. L. MITCHELL, Assignee, 
Run Bangor, Me. 
I HOY lY THE BLOOD. 
THE PERUVIAN SYRUP 
Vitalizes and Enriches 
the Blood, Tones up the 
System, Builds up the 
Broken-down, Cures 
Dyipepsia, licliili- 
Ilrupity, Chi 1 Iw 
Fever*, Chronic 
lliarrh<iM, W«*rv- 
ouw Affection*, 
■toil**, II n in (rri, 
B>iN4»awc* of the Kid- 
ney* and Bladder, 
Female Complaint*. Ac. 
Thousands have been changed by the use of this 
remedy from weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to 
strong, healthy, happy men and women; and inva- lids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial. 
Caution.—Be sure vou get the “PGHI'VI- 
AW WYIII P (not Peruvian Bark.) Sold by all 
dealers generally. 
A R2-page pamphlet, containing a treatise on iron 
as a medical agent and other valuable papers, tes- 
timonials from distinguished physicians, clergymen 
mid others, will be sent free to any address. SET11 
W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, 80 Harrison 
Avenue, Boston. ly.'M 
DR. JOHN HOMER, 
Physician anil Surgeon. Late from 
Boston. 
Rooms at the AMEBIC AN HOUSE, 
BELFAST, ME. 
N. B.—Catarrh, Surgical uml Chronic Dis- 
eases, with those peculiar to WOMAN and Chil- 
dren, will receive his Special Attention. 
Electricity used in all its forms—where this 
valuable agent is indicated. 
W-He will Visit Patients at their houses, who 
are unable to call at his rooms. 
*• Office Hours—From 10 A. M. until 1 I\ M. 
From 2 P. M. until 5 P. M., and from 7 P. M. until 
u.m. tm 
GKFLE^T 
Closing Ont Sale 
—A T— 
PITCHER’S 
81 Main Street, 
For Thirty Days ! 
-- 
Previous to taking account of stock. I shall closeout 
my entire stock of 
Winter Goods, 
Without regard to cost, consisting in part of the fol- 
lowing Dress Goods: 
WOOLENS 
For Men and Roys Wear, 
FLAIT2TELS 
Of every description, 
BLANKETS, 
—A N D- 
Under Clothing, 
SHAWLS, 
Cashmere & Woolen. 
Long and Square SHAWLS much under pric 
I have a large stock of 
Bleached and Brown Cottons 
Purchased before the late rise, which I slmi! 
continue to sell at old prices. 
HAMBURGS ! 
Just received a large lot of New and 
DESIRABLE PATTERNS, 
Which I am offering at 
Extremely Lew 1 Tices! 
I will not attempt to enumerate art ieles or quote 
prices, but would simply say, those wishing to avail 
themselves of the opportunity of securing a good 
bargain will find this a grand opportunity. 
Belfast, Feb. 15, 1875. IwXi 
A. D. FRENCH&C07 
^ Having formed a Copartner- 
ship, would respectfully inform 
their friends, and the public gen- 
erally, that they will continue 
to carry on the 
Stove ami Tin Ware 
Business at A. 1). FRENCH’S 
old stand, No. 20 Church street. 
We shall keep constantly on hand 
a First Rate Stock of 
STOVES! 
Tin Ware, Sinks, 
Sheet Lead, Lead 
Pipe, Sheet Zink, 
&c., tve., 
Furnace Work and Plumbing 
made a specialty. 
j^p-Remember the place, No. 
20 Church St., near the Court 
House. 
A. D. FRENCH. 
0. W. FRENCH. 
All persons indebted to A. i). 
French are requested to call and 
settle their accounts. 
"notTce to the public. 
My Entire Stock to bo Almost 
Gixren Away I 
Fellow Citizens, I am profoundly grateful for your 
very liberal patronage for the past twenty years, 
but'r must leave you, and my entire stuck mu i I-• 
closed out by the 10th day of April. 
Those who call must will have the greatest 
variety to select from. 
All in want, or are contemplating tin* purchase «.t 
Carpets. Oil Cloth. Window 
Shades, Cloths. Clothing & 
Furnishing Goods! 
Will find it greatly to their advantage to give me a 
CALL. A. El A II Illw, 
Belfast, Feb, 1, 1675. liitf High Street. 
SILVER PLATED 
Dining anti Tea Knives. 
IN addition to my usual Stock, 1 have just received from the manufacturer, a very superior article of 
Plated Table Knives. 
Also a full line of FORKS, SPOONS, Sec., of the 
Best Makers Heavy SILVER PLATE on fine 
NICKEL SILVER foundation. 
CALVIN HERVEY, Plienix Ro.v. 
Freedom Academy 
THE SPRING TERM OF TEN WEEKS WILL Commence Fkb. 22d, 1675. Instruction in 
Common and Higher English, French and Latin. A 
Commercial Department will bo added, under tin* 
charge of a Graduate of Dirigo Business College. 
G. C. KILGORE, Prin. 
G.*#L. KILGORE, Corn. Dep’t. 
[Send for Circular.] WM. S. FULLER, Sec. 
Freedom, Jan. 22, 1S75. Jw32 
Plow Handles! Plow Beams! 
I am prepared to furnish at short notice, any style 
of Handle that may be wanted, from the best of 
Connecticut Oak; workmanship, first-class; furn- 
ished in any quantity, at bottom prices. 
i RED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me. 
tfi24 Gen’l Ag’t Higganum Mfg. Co. 
1875. 1875. 
HAMBURGS! 
Wm\Wm\ 
Geo. W.Burkett & Co, 
Have thi day received over 
SGOO.OO 
W orth ot HAMBURGS of the very LATEST Style? 
and improved patterns, selling at 
LOWER PRICES 
it 
Than have ever been quoted before. We have 
placed them upon our counter? for inspection 
and call attention of the public to their 
P R 1 C E S 
HAMBURGS! 
We intend by LOW PRICES to make a dull 
lively bv Hamburg-. 
-#.«■ 
Summer Dress Cambrics! 
Now oiling at 12 J-2 Cents per yard. 
Linen Bosoms 
A -Vk r.rxux bosoms received GfcU JLfQSSt Selling from 17 to 50 eta, each. 
Bleached Cottons! 
In order to make an effectual and LARGK 
s.\LL on our UAMBURGS, we have been 
induced to trnuk down to a VF.RY LOW 
margin of pro lit, our entire -dock of 
C <) I T O X s 
Deo. W. Rui'kott Ar Co., 
1 Hayford Block, Belfast, Me- 
ORGANS! 
ORGANS! 
ORGANS! 
Don't Fail to Call Upon 
SMALL & KNIGHT 
ORGANS! 
They are built from the bed material, in the most 
thorough manner, and it i-generally conceded that 
they posse-.- all the qu:Jitie> t l one. Action, De- 
| -ign Finish and lHiribilirv which constitute ! ii:si 
i.ass in'.tim Ml n is. and wherever they have been 
introduced, they tur. > by their merit alone, won 
their way into the a Imit ation and confidence of the 
people. 
Every Instrument -and by us i- Fully warranted and 
satisfaction guaranteed to the purchaser. 
1 he tuning and n pairing of an Organ should be 
done by a person, that by constant p rue tic* and con- 
nection with Organs, understands them perfectly. 
( oiise*i inly we'shall liave a n nkh IV.mi the fac- 
tory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in 
ti n! and kki’aiu. 
Conn* ami \umim these Organs for yourself and 
be convinced that they are *;»>*>l> and < mi.apkr 
han any on ever saw, ami it' you want out we are 
bourn! m'.-i i.i .as w* -ball let n*> onk touch us in 
prices. lyiXO 
M. F WOODCOCK & SON. 
j Have You Seen It? 
Iellis mini 
If you liavu't don’t fail to call at once and -« e tin 
Lane's Patent Coffee Roaster ! 
and try some of their Fresh Roasted 
it i- so much nicer than Coffee that has been 
Loaded for months, as we have been oblig- 
cd to sell heretofore. 
We now ROAST in Small Quantities and ROAST 
OFTEN', thereby* saving all tin* strength of the 
Coffee which we give our customers the 
advantage of 
We also have a Oood Stock of 
CHOICE FLOURS 
WHICH WE SELL 
CHEAP FOR cash! 
•*- 
We sell no : RICES but what are warranted to be 
STRICTLY PURE, and our Tr • C as Oood as 
can be found in the market. 1 E«rY3 
Among the many articles which we keep may be found Molasses of various grades, Syrups, Reef, 
Pork. Lard, Fish, Shorts and Fe» d Corn, Corn Meal, 
Rvo Meal, Wheat Meal, Oat Meal. Oraham Flour, 
Buckwheat Flour, Crushed Wheat, Hominy, &e, 
member the place1, 
ELLIS & GINN, 
Hutf 26 Church Street. 
MEAT MARKET 
GROCERY STORE! 
__ -- 
rr^HI. I NDERSlONED have purchased the stock 1 •ind trade of the Meat and (irocery Store lor- 
merfv occupied by S AN BORN & S'l APLES in Tele- 
granii building, corner ot Main and High streets 
where they will keep every thing in the meat and 
vegetable line that the season affords. Also gro- 
ceries ol all kinds. 
A Team will deliver all articles 
purchased of us at any part of the City 
free of Charge. 
We invite our old friends to call. 
CA LY IN J. GRAY'. N. F. PATTERSON 
Belfast, Aug. 20th, 1874.—tf7 
APPLES! 
JUST RECEIVED 
F. A. FOLLETT’S 
lOO Bbls. 
SPLENDID M-:\V YOKE 
j Now is your time to Buy Good 
Fruit Cheap, 
ALSO, A LARGE LOT OF CHOICE 
Confectionery and Cigars! 
Wholesale and Retail, at prices that will 
defy competition. 
REMEMBER THE PLACE, 
F. A. FOLLETT, 
80 Main Street. 
H. L LORD 
— 1IAS- 
JUST RECEIVED 
A J'KKSII M 1TI.V OF FINE 
() Y ERC() AT IN( * S 
-A N D 
SUITINGS? 
WHICH IIF WILL MAN(.'FACT! EE 
To Order ? 
-—IN THE 
LATEST STYLES! 
Belfast. Nov. 11. 1871 —10 
j A. B. MATHEY/F 
1. V I F. OF MI I FIRM of 
FIELD & MATHEWS’ 
1IAS BOX. (JUT OX I 
A- BLODGETT & CO.’S 
STOCK OF FURNITURE! 
70 MAIN STREET. 
And I- making large addition-' to the stuck which le- 
vy ill -eil at the low e-t li. ing prie» 
wai.vi t mam ! 
-si II AS- 
< UA.VHKli PA 11 LOll sriTS.PMUA Hi 
TABLES MAUBI.E U: Wool’ Top 
II I TI T. EES. || IIA TXoTS. WEI /- 
1X0 DESKS: WO UK TABLES 
« ,ni'/ J.ooKIXo t; LAssEs 
E.\ TE \ sIO V TABLES 
,1 SIDE BOAEBS. 
ASH AND PAINTED SETT'S ! 
AOXSl AN XBV ON H AND. 
ALL KINDS Or 
BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS. &c.. &c. 
Also a nice assortm -nt <d' 
? 
•! 
I would call special attention to our stock a 
CASKKTS & Com.AS! 
To those who hav e to purcha •• I would -ay i have 
them ail grades, from the low■« st pii.-e that iln-v -:t;i 
possihlv be sold for, to tie- nic. t W AI \! f un i 
R< )>KVV( m>L>. 
— AIX » 
Meta lie Burial Cases! 
Saint- pattern- as wore sold b 1 11.1 1> S 
M V T1I i-;\\ 
mi: ti. n j r 
ill TO Main Street, Belfast Me, 
A. B. MATHEWS, 
"Help Those Who Try to Help 
Themselves." 
jROKEIM l\ Cl,Alik 
Having recently pm ch:t-'■: tin .-Lh-L and ra 
> HF.it>KT, will keep vmmtantiv nt hand a 
assortment ot 
STOYES 
Of the best inanufacti. ••, Also I'lirna U'*nk. 
I ill Ware, Lamp.-, < *il. Ac. 
The WYOMING STOVE 
Made a specialty. Conn ami t-\;tiniri- tin- m-w. -t 
and be-t stori in the vvorM. 
JOB W O B, JI 
Of all description promptly attend' d 
People who contemplate purcha-ing «to\e- 
and tin ware will do well bv calling on me b» lme g > 
mg elsewhere. Having hatl large e.\p« i. nee in 11. 
business am satistied that l can give -ati-fa 'tion. 
R. F, CLARK. 
Belfast, Oct. 1,0th, 1>M. tt 1*. 
eXmBURCS! 
<• ► 
HAMBURGSi 
A NEW STOCK Just Receiv 
ed and Selling- from 3 cents 
to $1.00 Per Yard. 
B. F. WELLS. 
ORGAN S! 
One WordlisISiifflcient for the wise i 
DON’T buy a little third rate Organ, when voti can get one of WOOD’S or MASON it HAM 
LIN’S for LESS money. 
X*Don't buy of parties that know nothing about 
selecting an Organ. 
Don’t buy of parties that cannot Tunc* ami Re- 
pair an Organ l lie lil.st ami (.'ll L A 1*1 > I 
ORGAN'S can be bought of 
W. C. TUTTLE, 
GmosY’4. High Street. Belfast. 
Help! Help! Help! 
Vests, Boys’ Suits & Bants! 
GOOD VEST Maker, 
can get Pi.i-.xty of Work 
at our S TOUT in Bei.fast, and those living 
near Monroe cau get work from our Stoke at Mox- 
’' 
tloop Bovs’ Suit Makers, and Pant Finish 
Fits will find a plenty of work at our Store in Bel- 
fast We have began work In our Machine Hoorn 
where we shall manufacture Bovs Suns, Coats 
and Pants, and want a large number of (iirls. 
POTE&QUIMBY. 
Belfast, Dec. 9.1S74. 23tt 
John Jones and I. 
r.Y i! All LI'S nMI'S. 
W< had a t• :V Jin Jones." said l, 
**Yt>u *d.,.uldifi !e:iv« y*»ur*"\v at large!*' 
“You mend mr fence !'* was his reply: 
Ynd sy ran charge and counter-charge. 
A tiding thina : the cow had cropped 
''’■me ; •- -I grass, some heads «.f grain: 
And v»*t for this a friend I dropped. 
And wrought for both a lasting pain. 
! Kie 'V that 1 had played the fool. 
Yet thrust, my better thought aside, 
And when my blood had time to cod. 
Became a greater fool through pride. 
I pon two homes a shadow sate; 
1 'no cordial wives grew >1jv and cnoj; 
l he broods :i| children 1« arned to hate; 
i vvo parties greNv in church and school. 
John Jon s's pew was next to mine: 
What pleasant greetings pnsx d between! 
A> jered Hs tli-- bread and wine 
Had our communing friendship been. 
Of* hud our v .>ieeS swelled the song, 
Oft had N\e howed in common prayer. 
And seated the worship of the throng 
Who sal ill i;oavcu!\ places ll.eic. 
But how shall souls in exile sing 
The lord'* sweet song! The holy note* 
uf fellowship, ami joy, ami peace, 
Aud pardon, stuck in both our throat*. 
one lessened relish for all good 
-Made life for both to deaden down: 
And nature darkened to our mood, 
And answered back our settled frown. 
One summer eve I sat and smoked: 
Good 1» )cb>r I.) -an came riding by: 
He said, in via little choked. 
“John Jones is hurt, and like to die." 
A sudden fire *hot through rnv brain, 
And burned, Jike tow, the sophist lie*: 
And on my heart a sudden pain 
Fell, like a holt from hidden skies. 
I Mumbled o’er the threshold where 
-M v haduw had not passed for ye :r-; 
l felt a shudder in the hand 
A woman g:i»\e me through ln r tear*. 
When he no more the pulse could feel. 
1 saw the doctor turn away : 
one mighty impulse made me kiie--! 
Beside the bed, as if to pray. 
Vet not the Maker's mine* ! ailed: 
A* one who plunev* neatli the wave. 
A *wiinnier, *trong nd uuuppMlJcd, 
Intent a drowning hie to save— 
-o all my soul** up-gathered pow< r*. 
In anguish of e-ire intense, 
sent that departing one t cry 
That leaped tMr abyss of broken >en*e. 
Back t the dim eye came a ra\ : 
»*er the \v bite face f.unt smile sholie, 
1 f- it. a* *1 were a spirit*’* touch, 
1 he .*tiileiie,i Lingers pre*sed m\ own 
g i. surreetion power of God 
W loeh u rough! that miracle of pain ! 
i roin burn d heart.* tore oil the .shroud. 
And in.i le dead friendship live again! 
B- *i !•• oil'* grave two households stood. 
\ d, w eeping. heard the pastor say. 
1 liat out of death He bringeth lite. 
And out of darkness eometh day." 
U i> l chief mourner in the trainv 
Ah. who could giie*?,, of all Hie throng, 
1 heMrangi *wet eomtort in tin* pain 
« n' -in wvho mourn* forgiven wrong! 
Solomon Roy. 
A hard, elo*e man was Solomon Ha. 
N *’ i!:i f aim* he gavv away: ie»ardc<: and saved: 
He pinelied and shaved; 
And the more lie hud the more nr <-raved. 
The hard-earned dollars he toiled to gain 
Brought iiim little but care and pain: 
For litti he spent. 
And all ie- lent. 
He made it bring him twenty per cent. 
>ueh wa- the life of Solomon Raw 
The years went by. and hi* hair gn w gr: 
Hi* clerks grew thin, 
And hi* soul within 
Grew hard as the dollars he worked to win. 
But lie be d. one day. a- all men muM. 
I erjif- i* llecting, and man but dus'. 'The heirs were guv 
Thai laid him aw ay, 
Vu i that wa* the end of Solomon Kav. 
I hey quarreled now, who had little cared 
For ■! nnon Kay while his life was-pared. 
Hi* and* w < re sold. 
And hi* hard-earned gold 
All w»-ut to the lawyers, I am told. 
\ et men will eimat, and j inch, and save. 
Nor carry their treasure* beyond the grave. 
Ail liicir gold sunn- d.i. 
N\'i!i melt away, 
i -l;c the sellisli savings of Solomon Kay. 
Dreadful Sufferings. 
The severe void of the past tew weeks 
h:m brought a season ot Arctic severity 
upon the hardy fishermen especially of the 
Mass;ieliii-.i t!s i- ia-1, and great sulVcring and priva'ion has lullowed. .Miles of un- 
ending ice ~t: ct 'li along tlm coast and pre- 
venting the frozen fishermen anil •iripj'fril 
■■"asters Iroin uiakingaharbororobtain- 
ig tin-! riendly shelter ol some land-locked 
inlet. 1 lie crafts that have attempted to 
make land have been barred by an im- 
pi'"gnabie ice line, which, drifting on upon 
tin ill-fated Vessels, have bound them tast 
in as ,i of ice, and cut them oil lroni sue- 
cor, and so Hags or distress are flyinnr at 
mainmast heads along the ice-fringed 
e"ast. and their mute, appeal floating on 
every breeze remains unanswered A ter- 
rible sight truly, and unless some soft 
soulliern breeze comes to undo the freez- 
ing work of the past fortnight an unpar- 
alleled dis liter may occur 
Never b"tore, within the memoir ot any 
inhabitants "t i’roviueetown or anv ol the 
settlements along the t ape coast, has ice 
formed in the bay to su. h an extant as at 
the present time. 1’rovincetown harbor is 
>dosed up entirely, and a vast field of ice 
fills the urea between Wood find and the 
s' iitliei ii pi '1 of tiie ii liniment at Sand- 
wich twin !\-two miles across, and ex- 
teii'ts clear up to Brewsier and Orleans, a 
distance of tiiirty miles from the water 
1 -ight i a strange one. Whore 
a way 1 ■ : th eye has seen the "Ini' 
wa "1 ■ ceaii to— is now a plain of snow- 
white ice, only hr ken here and there by 
■ —el-. \vialiped and well-nigh hidden in 
die cold embrace of tiie new element, and 
high, jagged piles of ice thrown up by the 
action ot the wind and tide. 
The scene is dr.- irv and desolate, but it. 
affords no hint "1 tin* awful peril which 
threatens the lives of one hundred and 
fifty or more fishermen, as last imprisoned 
upon their vessels as if hung with chains 
behind bolts ami bars. Here are twenty- 
eight vessels varying in size from live 
hundred to twenty-live tons, held immov- 
able. Most of them are fishing schooners 
of about 1U0 tons burden, carrying from 
cn to titteeu men and provisions for a 
three or lour days’ cruise, and they have 
already been bound in nearly that time. 
Food and water are fast giving out, aid 
cannot reach them, nor can they in many 
instances reach it The ice which crowds 
about their vessels, fastening upon them 
with relentless grip, resists the efforts of 
tile powerful steam-eutLer to force her way 
through it, but soft and treacherous, will 
not bear their weight, so that they cannot 
eseapejupon it. Many ol those who can get 
away will not attempt it. for their crait is 
all the property they possess, ami they 
cannot abandon it and go back to poverty 
while there is the slightest hope ol saving 
it. Twenty signals oi distress, the Ameri- 
can Hag with the union down, could be 
counted from the life-saving station at 
l’rovineetown on Saturday. The revenue 
cutter Gallatin has been doing excellent 
service, by breaking out those vessels 
nearest the edge and the help at the life- 
saving station has rendered such assistance 
as it could. 1 he great danger, aside from 
that ol starvation, is that a northeast gale 
will spring up. If it does, nothing but a 
miracle can save the vessels from destruc- 
tion, and the loss of life must be very 
great. If, on the other hand, the weather 
should moderate, and a southern wind 
should blow, they may all escape. 
Details of one disaster have been re- 
ceived, Uriel mention of which was made 
in the telegraphic despatches yesterday. 
Schooner John ltoiumell, Jr., with a crew 
ol live all told, sailed troru Mosquito inlet 
three .weeks ago lor Charlestown Navy- Yard with a load ol live oak. Nothing 
happened until lour days out, when in the 
Gulf Stream the foresail was lost in a gale 
of wind. This was but the preface to a 
terrible chapter ol accidents. The voyage 
northward proved a slow one, and when 
one week ago Monday they sighted the 
Cape, Captain Brown lelt much relieved. 
He tried to make a harbor in the teeth of 
a gale but all efforts proved futile, and the 
Rommell was blown to sea again On the 
Wednesday following the attempt was 
again made to lind a harbor. The weather 
was rather warm with a rain storm from 
the southward; and the men had not yet 
a premonition of'the intense cold that was 
so soon to greet them. Provisions began 
to run short and preparations were at ouce 
made to economize in everything. But a 
strong wind blowing from the north pre- 
vented the accomplishment of the captain’s 
object, and his vessel drifted slowly away. 
Shortly before midnight the wind veered 
to the northwest and blew with great force. 
I he temperature rapidly lowered, and soon 
the dashing drops of spray froze before 
they could touch again tiie wave which 
threw them out. The vessel was unman- j 
ageable; the. contrary winds, at times 
blowing witli the force ot a gale, had j 
thoroughly disabled her. The main boom 
was gone, the foretopsail, the backstays 
and staysails were all gone, and a storm 
staysail was set for a foresail. Other por- 
tions ot the rigging were practically use- 
less, owing to frozen sleet and spray. By 
midnight it was very dark. The wind 
blew with relentless force, cutting like a 
knile, a draft on the vitality ot the shiv- 
ering, hall-famished sailors that nature 
I could hardly stand. Snow fell in silent 
mimes ov er me rolling scnooner. mien 
moment seemed an hour. The supply of 
coal was exhausted, and the only means 
of obtaining any possible warmth was by 
huddling in the cabin. Still the vessel 
drifted on whither the men knew not. Too 
numb to act, they crouched together in 
dreary silence, the moaning of the wind 
round their fated craft drowning the whis- 
pered mom-syllables. In every lurch the 
schooner struck some rising wave that 
dashed a shower of drops aloft, that, ireez- 
ing ! etore they fell, pattered on the ice- 
coated deck like bullets (ireat blocks of 
floating ice crushed against tHe sides of 
the schooner, with a dull, continuous sound 
that seemed as a dirge sung by the sea. 
Just before three o'clock Thursday morn 
ing, the wind still blowing in icy lre.shness, 
tin Kommell struck the sandy shore be- 
tween Knee Point and the Highlands about 
one mile below No. 1 boat-house. As she 
grounded the men scrambled toward the 
slippery deck, and just as the last man left 
the cheerless cabin a wave bearing on its 
banir crest great blocks of ice crushed 
halt-wav into the cabin. A second ware 
completed the work, the men now scram- 
bled into the rigging and Hung with des- 
peration fui about twenty minutes to the 
ice-coated rope, while each succeeding 
wave added to the frozen water that 
weighted their clothes. As soon as the 
schooner lay broadside on the beac h the 
louse sand began piling up oil the leeward 
side so last that as each wave would re- 
rede in its fall it left tin* sand uncovered, 
an impromptu reef. 
.lames Crowell then, believing that he 
could reach the shore, and if successful 
his comrades would follow him. jumped 
overboard. Struck down by a wave he 
struggled onward, his half frozen and 
exhausted londition, and clogged gar- 
ments preventing active exertion. \ ct 
Crowell tell lie was lighting for lile, and 
after fifteen minutes' struggle he reached 
tin* shore, and was in the hands ot friends 
from the life-saving station. The rescuers 
Com the station who had arrived on the 
seei’ about fifteen minutes after the ves- 
sel struck, now watched their opportunity 
ind rushing down to the sand reef as each 
wave receded. John Crowell, Captain 
Brown and John Bee were rescued as they 
dropped nearly dead from the froz.cn rig- 
ging. 
i harles i* ranks, who had not been able 
! to crouch iu the friendly shelter of the 
foretopmost. as had his companions, was 
knocked overboard by a wave. Cabling 
ids feet, lie pushed his way shoreward, 
aided by the rescuing party, but Indore lie 
could walk three hundred yards on the 
j land that had received him, he dropped 
dead—a frozen corpse. The men were 
now all oil', and tiie beating waves soon 
brok.- the schooner into floating frag- 
ments, the cargo sinking, and by noon on 
1- riday all trace of the John Kommell was 
lost save the relics of hull and rigging that 
strewed the ice-bound shore. 
The men were all taken to the life-sav- 
ng station, where such remedies as were 
obtainable were applied lor relict. The 
men were all badly frozen, and in greatest 
suffering as warmth was gradually re- 
stored. 
( aptaki Brown had his tcet frozen, and 
on Saturday was removed to the Bilg iin 
Hotel at Provincetown. The other three, 
the <'rowel) brothers and Lee, were taken 
in tlie* i 'holsca marine hospital, where Hr. 
Bancroft at once provided for them. .John 
< Howell, the* elder brother, had both hands 
frozen, and his feet were touched. James 
the younger, had hands, tcet and cars 
frozen. Lee suffered more than the other 
survivors, and is in terrible agony at times. 
11 e others are very hopeful bearing up 
with brav e spirit. Franks was about twen- 
ty-eight y ears of age and unmarried. 
Albert Pike, the Unique, 
Arthur McArthur, judge of the Supreme 
Court of the District ol Columbia, gave 
me an account of Pike, last summer. Said 
lie, "1 heard of Albert l’ike as living an 
Indian or Texan ranger, or something. 
He came to our court and stood i p then- 
like Moses or some patriarch, llis long, 
gray hair in ringlets tell down his hack 
and shoulders, lie stood between six and 
seven feet high, and stout in proportion, 
weighing, I should think, three hundred 
to lour hundred pounds. A look of the 
frontiersman, the poet, and the lawyer 
seemed mixed in his lace, with a type ol 
something heathen and antique He had 
a big bandana handkerchief in his list, 
clenched into a little ball. Tver and anon 
he drew this across his nose, and then 
seized it in his list again. Anil then roiled 
"If law or learning, solemn and right on 
the line of his argument, as practical as 
could he, but his illustrations and quota- 
tions were rare and unusual. 1 was aston- 
ished.’’ Albert Hike is a man history has 
steeped over. There is no man in the 
world of so many sides to his character, 
and so plain withal. He was born at New- 
bury pori, Mass., the son of a shoemaker. 
A willful, poetical spirit took him to Mexi- 
co. and he returned in a pack train as a 
mule driver, from ( hihualm to Fort Smith. 
Settling down in a printing office at Little 
Rock, he became an editor, lawyer, and 
ehit-l of the Whig party, which he led with 
unflinching consistency through, perpetual 
minority down to the civil war, fighting 
meantime in the Mexican war, and doing 
the government business of the Chero- 
kees. He became rich and celebrated. 
Quarrelling with Jefferson Davis soon 
after the Rebellion began, he withdrew 
from the contest, and at the close was 
poor. He removed to Washington about 
1S07, and opened a law office with Robert 
Johnson, ex-senator, the nephew of ex- 
\ ice President Johnson. His home is at 
Alexandria, where, with a vivacious and 
intelligent daughter, l’ike spends his time 
in a large library, containing perhaps 
of 100 volumes, elegantly re-hound—the 
collections of a life-time. His taste for 
hooks extends to their covering, and he 
has a passion for elegant printing in com- 
mon and colored ink, all his own volumes 
on Masonry and Hindoo philosophy being 
produced in this way by his amateur dis- 
ciples. Fine sw ords, duelling pistols which 
lie has used on the held, a collection ol 
elaborate pipes, which lie smokes pretty 
much an the tune, and strange things of 
virtu are parts of his surroundings. Ilis 
poems have been collected and reissued, 
within the past two years, and he has 
written a series of books on Masonry, 
which, (jueerly enough, have carried him 
from his apparently trivial theme back to 
medieval Jewish and finally Sanscrit 
Masonry, as he believes. Not being a 
Mason, 1 am only aware that, either as a 
poet or a scholar. Pike has traced the 
germs of Masonry beyond the vestibule.of 
history. He is a Sanscrit scholar, and has 
composed some abstruse treatise, now 
undergoing publication in London, whieh 
is spoken ol with expectancy by his friends. 
[Letter in New York Graphic. 
WiiF.iiK is this to Stop? When the 
news of Carpenter's defeat reached the 
White House, the President was engaged 
with a Republican Senator in discussing 
the Louisiana question. Alter loaning 
the telegram announcing the sad result, 
he handed it over to his visitor with the 
inquiry: “Where is this to stop ?” The 
Senator paused a moment and then signi- 
ficantly answered: “That depends on you, Mr. President.” [N. Y. Sun. 
In regard to a portion of “the Great 
\\ est,” it is a private opinion extensively held that a country which is eaten out by 
gi asshoppers in the summer, and where the whisky freezes solid in the winter, 
may be advantageously left for the exclu- 
sive occupation oi the noble red roan and 
the prairie dog. 
Speaker Blaiue'a Remarks. 
There having been some erroneous re- 
ports of Speaker Blaine's speech in the j 
Republican caucus, Friday evening last, 
the following is given as an authentic out- 
line of all he said : The speaker confined 
his remarks wholly to the proposition for j 
a general suspension of the writ of habeas j 
corpus and made no reference whatever to j 
any other subject, lie stated that he ! 
could »ee no possible reason for giving 
tin1 president flic power to suspend the 
great writ in Maine and Michigan because 
there was a disturbed condition of affairs 
in Louisiana or Mississippi, if there is a 
condition of affairs there to warrant it, let 
the suspension be confined to the disturb- 
ed districts, lie could not see why south- 
ern states like Virginia, North Carolina 
and Tennessee, that were now trying to 
sustain good governments, should be 
menaced and excited by a suspension of 
the hair us corpus. Moreover, the pend- 
ing proposition was unlimited as to terri- 
tory and unlimited as to time. File bill, 
if it should become a law. would confer 
upon the president of the United States 
for ail time to come, whoever that presi- 
dent might be, the right and power to 
suspend the habeas corpus at his sole and 
absolute discretion in any city, country, 
district or state within the Union, lie 
tell great respect lor President Grant, arul 
would tru.-t him a> far as he would any 
executive officer, but he would never vote 
to eon fur this autocratic power upon any 
president now or hereafter. Even if no 
actual harm should come from it for a 
long period of years, the people would in 
the end become too much familiarized 
with the suspension, and would lose that 
intense jealousy ot individual personal 
liberty, which is the great characteristic 
ol the Anglo-Saxon race, and which all 
our legislation should stimulate rather 
than repress. 
file chaplin attending ('apt. -lack liefnn his 
execution, told him a glowing story of Heaven 
and tlic Happy hand; when Cnpi. Jack an- 
swered. •‘You know (iod—you believe all this: 
now. ( give you ten horses take mv place to- 
morrow.” 
llcl'u ^bbertisemcnts. 
*5* ,¥* A -The choicest in the world — Import 
■ ft* tm ^ers prices—Largest company in Ameri I W« si—staple article--pleas* *; ’everybody 
—Trade continually increasing—Agents wanted 
< vtrywhen*—best inducements—don’t wasp- tiin*— 
-••lid for Circular ro Roufi.i Wki.i.s, 45 Vesey ,8t 
N YL. O. Box 1287. 
FELLOWS’ HTPDJHOS-PHITES. 
THE MENTAL RENOVATOR. 
TUI. ASSISTANT TO T1IL TOILING STUDENT, 
IT HELIKVKS TUI. 
PALPIT ATING.GRIEF-STRiCKEN HEART, 
AND GIVES 
BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN 
<M I IN! H AltUASSKI) MAN *»F IG'SINESS. 
DOLLARS 
TO Till. A MO l’XT OK TWO MILLION FIVE 
1 i i* NI) U K11 Tip li'SAN [> AUK TO HE IlfSiTU 
lil TE1) ON III! gnu l LliltlAltt lit Till 
1*1 141.1C l.IIJKATi Y OF KY„ UPON 111 i: ()( 
WON OK TIIE1K FIFTH AND LAS’! <o\ 
OEKT. 
Drawing Certain or Mane? eefnniM. 
ONE tdlAND ( ASH GI1T.$250,000 
ONE GRAND ( ASH GIFT.100.0* 0 
ONE I.IDM) ( ASH (.II  75.000 
ONE GRAND CASH (. I FT. 50,0: 0 
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT. 25,000 
5 ( ash Gifts, $20,000 each,. 100,000 
1o Cash (iifts, 14,000 each, 140,000 
’••• < ash (iifts, 10,000 each, ...... 150,000 i 
(’ash Gifts, 5,000 each,.Io0,oo0 
25 ( ash Gifts, 4,000 each,. 100,000 
5o Cash (iifts, .5,00(4 each,. 00,0*40 
5" Cash Gift-, 2 ooo each. 100,000 
1"0 Cash (iifts, 1,000 each. luo.ooO 
240 Cash (.ifts, 5#ea*?h, .. R-u.ooo 
500 Cash «.ilts. looeaeh. 50,000 
l'.»,(Mio Cash (iifts, 50 each. 05o’<k*o 
hob* Tick* :$50. Halves, $25. Tenth, or eaeh 
( oupon, $5. Eleven Whole Tickets, £5oo. 
For Tickets, or information, address 
I Ho E. BRAMI.ETTE. Agent and Manager, 
Louisville, Kv. 
PUBLIC LiBRARYOF KENTUCKY 
Death of Gov. Bramlette-Action of the 
Trustees-A Successor Appointed No 
More Postponements—Drawing Cer- 
tain February 27th. 
At a meeting of the Trustees of the Public 
Library of Kentucky, Jam 10. 1S7J, it was re- 
solved that ( '. M Briggs. Esq., who under the 
late Hon. Tho. E. Brnmlette was the real bus- 
iness manager of the gift concerts already given 
in aid of the Public Library of Kentucky, be 
and he is hereby authorized to take the place 
made vacant by the death of said Bramletto, in 
the management of the aflairs of tin* fifth and 
ia>t gift concert, and that the drawing announc- 
ed for February 27. 1S7.'», shall positively and 
unequivocally take, place on that day without 
any further postponement or delay on any ac- 
count whatever. 
1L T. DLKLKTT. Pres. 
John S. Cain, Secretary. 
Hereafter all communications relating to the 
•ill Concert should be addressed to the under- 
signed, and I pledge myself that the drawing 
shall come off Fehniary 27th or that every dol- 
lar paid for tickets shall be returned. 
( M. UK It 1(1S. Agent and Manager. 
Room L Public Library Building, 
Louisville. Ky. 
Or I'll OS. li. HAYS & CO. 009 Broadway, X. Y 
No Charges for obtaining 
TO TTUmnilTADQ Patents unless successful. _r_Y_ Pwnphlot free. C. A. Shaw, HO Tremont Street, Boston. 
A WEEK to Agents to sell an article 
| # saleable as Huvr. Profits immense. Pack- 
age free. Address BUCKET E M l ’li CO Marion, 
<>hio. 
a month to agents everywhere. Ad- " / dress EXCELSIOR MT’< (;o Bueh- 
anan, Midi. 
All V EltTlAITVO Cheap:*'Good Syste- rnal o\ All persons who contemplate making 
contracts with newspapers for the insertion of ad- 
vertisements, should send cent* to Gr.o. P. 
K»«\\ i:u. & do., -n Park How, New York, for their 
PAM Pit LE'l BOOK (ninety-seventh edition), con- 
taining lists of o\ «r 2000 newspapers and estimates, 
showing the cost. Advertisements taken lor lead- 
ing papers in many.States at a tremendous reduction 
from publishers'rates. Gkt Tin: book, 
WANTFn AGENTS for the “LIIE A TV II fin H I LU. KXPLOKATI4MMOI' lllft 
El V I PVttSTOJV *2.” Complete, authentic; a 
lresh book Price suited to the times. Address, 
B. It. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston Mass. 
C !7 p COn per day at home. Terms free. Address Vvi h vi-v (>ko. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me. 
OH ■■■ A WEEK guaranteed to Male and 
M M Female Agents, in their locality. 
M m Costs NOTHING to try it. Partic- 
M M ulars Free. P. O. VICKERY, Au- 
gusta, Me. 
“PSYCTKIMANCY, )U SOI L CHAKMIXU," X How either sex may fascinate and gain the love and affections of any person they choose, in- 
stantly. This art all can possess, free by mail tor 
cents; together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian 
Oracle, Dreams, Hints to Ladies, &c. 1,000,000 sold. 
A queer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO, Pubs., 
Philadelphia. 
AT MOODY’S 
The Best Selected Stock ot 
This being a new line of goods and an 
addition to my always large stock of 
Patent Medicines, 
Drugs, fancy Goods, fie,! 
I have taken particular pains to make such a se- 
lection as will be desirable, ornamental and 
useful to the purchaser. My stock con 
sists in part of an elegant line of 
Vases and Toilet Sets, 
Russia Leather Wallets, 
Dolls, Cutlery, Perfumery of 
all kinds, Children’s Tea 
Setts, Toilet Soap, 
Brushes, & c. 
The most interesting feature of all is the very low 
price at which I am ottering my goods. We shall be pleased to show our Goods to all who wish to 
examine. Please call. 
R. H. MOODY, 
Conner of Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me. 
♦ 
New Firm! 
r|MlK subscribers bas ing become successors to,J. 
J. It. WADLIX, by lift* purchase ol‘his stock of 
Together with the Tools and Machinery, are now 
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the old custo- 
mers, and AS 31A XV XKW OX KS as are pleased to 
give us a call, with all kinds of goods in our line, 
with as 
GOOD AN ARTICLE 
-AND AT AS 
LOWFIGURES 
As any House in the State. 
ALL KINDS OF 
JOB WORK 
DON'T. TO OKDF.lt. SIXII AS 
SETIISG FUKSA'JES & REPAIRING SAME 
liepairing STOV ES. TIN £ IRU.N WARE, 1.I.AD 
PII’E £ PUMPS, with neatness and dispatch. 
Tin Roofing Made a Speciality! 
WADL1N & MERRILL. 
». E. WA))EiN. W. T\ MERRILL 
P. ,v .1. R. Wn.l.in will b«* found at fin old stand 
for a short time, where all those who have unset, 
tied accounts nil please call and settle the same. 
Gmos.'-LS Per Order J.lb WAhl.l.V 
Knitting Cotton 
A1.1. .Vr.M BF.KS, 
1 it Wliiti* or 3'oloml 
A 1 
B. F. WELLS. 
THIS I KNOW! 
— -THAT AT — 
i 1 L WETIBIR 
NO 5, Phoenix Row, 
i'an lie found all the 
DRY GOODS 
Advertised in tills paper, at a< i"W 
:ird even lower priee., 
CALL BEFORE PURCHASING ! 
UOtl 
IMMENSE SALE 
< -1' 
m \m/fa< 'i riiKKs 
in < «)\>i ufr>. 
AT COST OF PRODUCTION. 
( or Washington St. f-Aton^ion 
AND 
Haynmrket Square, Boston. 
Owing to the general depression ot tin- Wholesale 
Trade, we have accumulated a heavy stock, consist- 
ing ot 
CHAMBER, 
PARLOR 
A“hd ot her First < ’las* 
FURNITURE, 
Vv hich w<- talc.- this method to dispose of. 
£,r-1 hose desiring FItXFIT'ltK u ill find it great- 
ly to their advantage to inspect these goods het o 
making a purchase.- lu-os 't 
Remo val ! 
1ST iRA/V 
LIVERY STABLE! 
Henry Dunbar, Jr., has bought t he stable f< inerly occupied by Fred Kim- 
[ hall, on Washingto 1 Street, near Perkins 
W. Brothers’ Carriage Shop, where he has 
op< ned a livery stable, stoekec with 
First-Class Horses, New Carriages, 
Harnesses, &c. 
learns furnished for all occasion* and at all times. 
Good and capable drivers lurnished when required. ttirGive me a call and trv mv teams. 
liOfaS.„,„Iv,st.,,sr,««,i>UNBAR- Jr- 
Eyes for the Blind! 
I am constantly adding to my stock of 
SPECTACLES & EYE GLASSES ! 
Making it one of t :ie largest ami most complete to be found in this section of the Mate. My Glasses are selected with care, and adapted to all ages and con- ditions of the eye^. 
BI FOCAL GLASSES ! 
M hich enable a person to see the finest print, and objects al a distance witii the same spectacles. 
Glasses of all kinds fitted to old bows, (live .. 
call and you cannot fail to be suited. tiAvs 
CALVIN HERVEY. Fhcnix Row. 
Farmers &c Mechanics 
ATTENTION ! 
\ITJ 1IAYK .11 ST RKCKIVKD A h\R(,i; 1\. ▼ ? voice of White Charcoal Pig Iron, calculated 
expressly for 
Sled Shoos and Fittings. 
Shoes made from this brand of iron are infinitely I superior to those made of pot metal, and com no ! more. 
1 We have a large list of patterns and as we cast 
| from three to four times per week, cun till orders 
I upon short notice and low price* 
4©"heave otders at 
A. C. BURGESS'. Main St. 
Office of Company, 10 Phoenix Row. or at the 
Works, Head of Tide. 
‘*-’5 H K1. F A SI POi: \ DRY CO. 
Work! Work! Work! 
100 GOOD EXPERIENCED 
VEST MAKERS! 
Can find steady employment at 
S. L. 3D O 3D CD- 3D * S 
VEST FACTORY AT BROOKS. 
Brook?, Jan H, 1875.—tf*2S 
For Sale ! 
AT Belmont Corner, six miles from Belfast, on the Belmont 
Avenue Hoad, eight acres of splendid land, cuts six 
tons of hay, a young Orchard of choice fruit just 
commencing to bear. Story and half house, Ell and 
Barn, all in good repair; also, Carriage and Black- 
smith Shop, plenty of work for two men, to be sold 
at a bargain. Large discount for cash. For further 
particulars enquire of W. W. DOW, at J. L. Haven- 
er’s, corner of Cedar and Franklin sts. Belfast, Me. 
8w33* 
For Sale. 
rrMIE Subscriber offers for sale 
JL his house and store combined 
on Church Street, second building 
from the Court House. The build- 
ing is by 34 feet, two stone3, 
with seven rooms abov<* for family and a good store 
and one room below—all in good repair. Apply on 
the premise to DAVID DUBLIN. 
Belfast, Feb. 4, 1875. tfitl 
‘MEADOW KING MOWER,’ 
1875. 
r pills favorite Mower is again offered to the farm- X ers of Maine and the Provinces, for the coming 
season. Four years of uninterrupted success is suf- 
ficient evidence of merit. In localities where no 
agencies are established, correspondence is solicited 
f rom responsible parties. 
FRFD ATWOOD, Gen'l Agent. 
X B. Address Senate Chamber, during session 
of the Legislature. 3mos30 
Epilepsy or Fits! 
V SURE C URE lor this distressing complaint is 
non made known in a Treatise _of 48 octavo pages 
on f oreign and Native Herbal Preparations, pub- 
lished by Dr. (>. Phelps Bkown. The prescription 
was discovered by him in such a providential man- 
ner that he cannot conscientiously refuse to make 
it known, as it has cured everybody who has used 
it for Fits, never having failed in a single case. The 
ingredients may be obtained from any druggist. A 
I eopv sent free to all applicant* by mail. Address 
| Du. <>. Phelps Blown, 21 Grand .Street, Jersey 
! > ity, N. J. 4vv32 
THOUSANDS SAVED. 
I From the brink of the grave; health and strength 
given to those deemed incurable, by using the la- 
mous Bla/.ili.ian Plant, iscovered by Dr Evans 
of the Navy. Radically cures, Dyspepsia, liver 
and Kidney Complainrs, Nervous Dki.lity, 
Epilepsy, Lost Vitality, and Weaknesses from 
excesses in An oiioi.. 1 onA< < o, Opium, and other 
causes weakening the Brain and Nervous Sy>- 
iem. Semi stamp for circular, Empire 1‘harma- 
eeutie.nl Co. 737 Broadway, A ). Iy33 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HAVE REMOVED to their new Banking Room in Custom House Square, are prepared to re 
! ceive deposiis, placing the same on interest on the 
| first days ot June, July, August and September, and December, January, February and March. Interest 
being computed on same, the fir^t Mondays of June 
and December. 
Deposi’s received daily, 'except on Sundays and 
Legal Holidays, from i> to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 I*. M. 
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon. 
.John H'.Quimhy, Irons. ASA LAUNCH, Preat. 
Belfast, June Sth 1874. If 
FOWLE’S 
Pile and Humor Cure. 
Til E ONLY MEDICINE that is warranted a per- 
e t cure fur all the worst forms o/Pilks, Leprosy', 
SCROFULA, RlNG-WORM, SALT KHKI’M, CANCER, 
! catarrh, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Asthma, Dyspepsia, Kidneys, and all diseasee of the skin 
and Beood. Entirely vegetable. Sent by express, 
and money returned in ail cases of failure. II. D. 
FOWLE, Chemist, 71 Evince Street, Boston, Sold 
everywhere. a bottle. Send for Circular. 
3mosl2eow. 
They Do Say it Beats the World. 
$5000 Gold for a Better Article 
A1' ■_ "i TiV iT- 
An Unfailing Remedy for 
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma 
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of 
the Throat, Chest, and Lungs, 
And all Disease* leading to Consumption. 
I; i* prepared from Vegetable Extracts and Barks, 
"f wonderful healing properties, and this Balsam is 
highly recommended bv physicians, clergymen and oiners, testimonials lro'm .tn.-V.Li. «i,i, 
out number. 
LARGE BOTTLE, 35 CENTS. 
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant to take. See 
that tin* name of F. W. Kinsman is blown in the 
glass. 
4-*pSuniple Bottle and Circular Free.,## 
F. W. K11VISIA1H, Proprietor. 
142 Wafer Street, Augunta, Me, 
t OR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS. lyCOWll. 
PriOBATE NOTICES. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol 
February, A I > 1875. 
JOHN G. HASKELL, Administrator of the Es- tate ol Marv R Haskell late of Searsmont, in 
said County ot Waldo.deceased, having presented his 
linal account of Administration on said estate for 
allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol 
this order to be published three weeks successively in 
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that 
they niav appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second 
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before 
noon, and show cause, if any they have why the 
•"nine should not be allowed. 
ASA ill HR LOUGH, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest— B. 1*. Field, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second’Tuesday of 
February, A. D. 1875. 
JULIA A. Ml'X ROE, Administratrix of the Es- tate of Sarah T. Muuroe, late of Liucolnville, 
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having present- 
ed her first account of Administration on said estate, 
together with her private claim for allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this or- 
der to he published three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that they may 
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, 
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday 
of March next, at ten of the clock before noon, 
ami show cause, if any they have why the same 
should not be allowed. 
ASA THU It LOUGH, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest -B. P. Field. Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol 
February, A. I). 1875. 
OltZlLLA HARDING, formerly Hadley, Guar dian of Ada May Gilchrist, minor heir of 
George Gilchrist, late of-in said County 
of Waldo, deceased, having presented her first and 
linal account of Guardianship for allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to 
he published three weeks successively in the Repub Lean Journal printed at Belfast, that they may ap- 
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within 
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ol 
March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
'how cause, if any they have, why the same should 
not be allowed. 
ASA TIH'RLOl GH, Judge. 
! A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, outlie second Tuesday ol 
February, A. 1>., 1876. 
1>L RME'LIA E. WETHERBEE, widow of Lewis M, Wetherbee, late of Belmont in said County 
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for 
an allowance from the personal estate of said de- 
ceased. 
Ordered, That the said Permolia give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy of This 
order to be published three weeks .successively in the 
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they 
may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast, 
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of 
March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of 
said petition should not be granted. 
ASA THUKLOUGII, Judge, 
j A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot 
February, A. D. 1875. 
\riOLA JONES, widow of Cushing Jones, lute of Palermo in said County of Waldo, deceased, 
having presented a petition for an allowance from 
th«* personal estate of said deceased. 
Ordered, That tie* said Viola give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to 
be published three weeks successively in the Republi- 
can Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may ap- 
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within 
and for said County, on flu* second 'Tuesday ot 
March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cause, if any they have, why the said petition 
should not be granted. 
ASA T1 UK LOUGH, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest •—B. P. Field, Register. 
THE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned that lie has been duly appointed and 
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the 
estate of 
FUltBER YOUNG, late of Palermo, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond 
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons 
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make 
immediate payment, and those who have any de- 
mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement 
to him. FREDERICK YOUNG. 
THE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned, that she has been dulv appointed and 
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix 
with the will annexed of the estate of 
JOHN WEST, late of Belfast, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond 
as the law directs; she therefore requests all per- 
sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to 
make immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement 
to her. HARRIET WEST 
Freedom Notice. 
I ATWOOD W. HAKDIXG of Troy, in the ^ County of Waldo, and State of Maine, give my 
minor son, Doling T.. Harding, aged nineteen 
years, his time from this date. 1 shall claim none 
of his earnings, nor pay any of his debts, contracted 
hereafter. ATWOOD U HAKDIXG. 
Troy, Feb. 18?o. *3w32 
Agents Wanted. 
OAA AGENTS WANTED. W5 to 91QO 
/v x/w11 month to male or female. Article de- 
sired by every family. Steady employment given. 
Address, with stamp, l. >• ROGERS & Co., 
3wilt* Box 102 Searsport, Me. 
G. E. J O H NS O N , 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by F. K. Boyle. 
GEO. E. W ALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
IIAK’DEN BLOCK. Belfast, Me, 
4jtg“AU business entrusted to him will receive 
I rompt attention. 
M. L. M*A GOON, 
B EITIST! 
Office in Gordon Block, Main St. 
SEARSPORT, ME. 
| _ Special attention paid to extracting 
teeth. Artificial Teeth Manufactured, 
i'eelh tilled in the best maimer, 
j 1 ry 10. 
I £T T XSTHT! 
! DR. G-. P. LOMBARD. 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
May still be found at the old stand of 
Dr. Mwon corner of Church and 
'Spring streets. Has all the latest 
[improved iii-drumems For one rating upon teeth, in 
I eluding 
MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is rendered much less painful 
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert- 
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, ns persons prefer. 
He has the country right for the use of 
Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular attention given t«* making and inserting 
artificial teeth* tf40 
ESTA BROOK & EATON, 
Late WILDER & ESTAIiROOK. 
1 ( oiiiinm-ial *t., (tflil totuml), SI*»sien. 
\(. KN'IS FOIL 
El f*riut*i]»e <1** <«alet 
^ KEY WEST 
I CIGARS. 
Also, for the celebrated <>V4L4l)0*i ( I- 
Cr.Alt^, Put up in Tin Boxes. 4w.°ri 
Arlington House 
Cor. Causeway and Canal Sts. BOSTON. 
Entirely new anti furnished with all modern 
improvements. Clerks in attendance at all 
(hours. Its nearness to the Lowell, East- 
ern, Fitchburg and Boston and Maine R. 
K. Depots, offers special advantages to 
'those arriving late at night or taking early 
morning trains. Board 50 a day. 
S. H, Dl'MAS, Proprietor. 
Late of Phenix Hotel, Concord, N. 11., and Pro- 
prietor Boar’s Head Hotel, Mampton Beach. >m'U 
PHENIX HOUSE! 
I ll* subscriber, having recently assumed 
proprietorship of the above well known 
House, and made extensive improvements 
in the same, informs the public that he is 
now read* for business. The old friends of 
the house will find increased comforts, and newone* 
will be welcome to as good fare as ran be had anv 
where. 
The stable has shared the general improvement, 
and with experienced and careful hostler* no pains 
will be spared in taking care of horses. 
lie has some tine LIVERY STOCK, for the accom- 
modation of those desiring good teams. 
R. II. MLi t II LI.I 
Belfast, Dec. L’:», ls?4 —CmosiG* 
HERR IM AN, VVARMIN GTO N & CO 
SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITIIS, 
Mast. Spar and Blockmakers. 
JOINERS, cSrc. 
OFFICE: »"-a"TiooR..d.,t i v j p L 
WORKS : Barton Street. ? 
This firm confidently assure the masters and own- 
ers of ships that they have the best of facilities for 
executing every branch of shipworks, for both wood- 
en and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to save 
satisfaction.—t tU 1 
Notice 2 
SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK ! 
| — 
DEPOSITS received on terms as liberal andfavor- orable to depositors as any Savings Bank in 
the State, and dividend declared on same the first 
of Mav and November. Office hour* from y to Pi A. 
M. and 1 to 4 P. M. 
I AS. <;. PENDLETON, President. 
CII AS. F. GORDON, Treasurer. Chios 1(>. 
MISS BEECHER'S 
HAIR OR WHISKER DYE, 
For Hair and Whis- 
kers Changes light 
or gray hair to a jet 
Mack, <hnk brown, or 
auburn color. It con- 
tains no Sulphur or 
Lead, orother delete- 
rious ingredient, it 
requires but a single 
application to eirect 
tits purpose.and wash- 
[U'g is required after 
kdyeing, as in the (‘use 
lof other dyes. It is not 
'two separate articles 
has are most luiir 
dyesh but a single 
combination; and ex- 
perienced wholesale 
druggists, who have 
■miMicu ail > .11 unis ujcn jii >i min 11 nr. jjr-.-'i 
single preparation for changing tin* color of the hair which has ever been brought to their notice. 
PRICE -SO CENTS. Satisfaction guaranteed in even 
ease, or the money refunded. Prepared onlv b< <; W 
I THOMPSON. Rockland, Me. Sold by all dealer'. 
ARABIAN 
OINTMENT 
CURES 
SCRATCHES 
AND OTHER ELS OF 
HORSE-FLESH! 
AND SORES ON ALL 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
2*$-Witness the names of Gentlemen who testify 
to its extraordinary merits 
A. Hay ford, Esq., Ex-Mayor, Belfast Me. 
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent. 
Harrison Haytoid, farmer, 
1\ M. Moody, Horse Trainer, 
s. ,J. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stab’e Rockland 
Ebon W.Seavey, Hotelkeeper. N o >earsport, 
Robert G. Amos, Teamster, 
J. W. Black, Deputy Sheriff, 
,1. M. Hale &. Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth, 
W. 1 Cleaves, Propot Liv. Stable Stockton, •* 
AND MANY OTHERS. 
Prepared By FMERV SAWl tll, Pru’p. 
•S K A1 i siPORT, AI K. 
RICHARD M. MOODY. 
Druggist and Apollo vary ileiM'ral Agent 
;>moslg Bedfast, Me 
AMEKK AN \Nl> FOREIGN PATEN TS 
R H. EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
| Fur luventiims, Trade Mark or Designs, 
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston 
AATER an extensive practice of upwards of 30 years,continues to secure Patents in the United 
States; also in Great Britain, f ranc#, and other for- 
eign countries. Caveats, Specification!*, Assign- 
ments, and all papers for Patents executedon reason- 
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to de- 
termine the validity and utility of Patents of Inven- 
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in all 
matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of 
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As- 
signments recorded in Washington'. 
Xo Agency in the l nited Stales possesses superior facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertainin'/ the patentability of inventions. J 
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro- 
cure a Ihitent, unit the usual great Uelav there, are here saved inventors. _ 
TESTIMONIALS. 
‘‘I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and successful practitioners with whom I have hud of- 
licial intercourse. CHARLES MASON. 
CoinVr of Patents.” 
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that 
they cannot employ a man more competent and trust- 
worthy and more capable of putting their applica- tions in a form to secure for them an early and favor- 
able consideration at the Patent Office. 
EDMUND BURKE, late CoinVr of Patents.” 
“Mr. R. H Eddy has made forme over THIRTY 
applications for Patents, having bee n successful in 
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great 
talent and ability on bis part leads metorecommend 
all inventors to apply to him to procure their pa- 
tents, as they may be sure of having the most faith- 
ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very 
reasonable charges. JOHN TAGGART j 
Boston, Jan l fSTS. Iyr2? 
THE NEW,YORK 
UNIVERSITY MEDICINES 
Have cured not on paper, but positively cured in the 
New England States and Canada, 
within three years, 
()ver 2000 cases of Rheumatism. 
3000 Catarrh. 
1000 Deafness and Eye Diseases. 
1000 Pulmonary Consumption. 
2000 Female Diseases. 
2000 Piles. 
3o00 Spermatorrhoea. 
'• 10,000 Private Diseases. 
*• 3000 Scrofula. 
2000 Salt Rheum. 
»• 1000 Dropsy. 
*♦ oOo *• Southern Fever. 
jooo Kidney Diseases. 
looo Neuralgia. 
300 Dyspepsia. 
It will reach all cases that are curable. 
It has cured thousands after their physicians had 
given them up. It has cured more chronic cases 
than all other medicines and doctors combined. It 
is not a patent medicine, but prepared by the most 
skillful physicians in the world. Hundreds of cer- 
^ricates of cures of citizens of Portlund and vicinity 
can be had. Also, a book free, explaining diseases, 
with the necessary remedies by writing to 
DR. PEI.EG STAPLES, 250 Congress Street, 
Portland, Maine, 
General Agent for the New England States and 
Dominion. 
Cases can be treated by letter. Advice free 
Agents wanted iu every town. 
Staples' Compound Tar Ointment cures Piles in m 
hours, cures chilblains, chapped bauds, sore lips 
sore nose ; good for ull kinds- of sores. ^Price bo cts* 
per package. The money will be refunded w here it 
fails 10 give satisfaction. 
l lie University Medicines cure diseases that phys 
Icians cauuot cure and consequently pronounce them 
incurable, catarrh (.the mother oi consumption, 
Scrofula, .Suit Itheum, and many other diseases 
hitherto considered incurable, reudiiy yield under 
treatment ot the University -Medicines, .some •! ns 
greatest cures are ot a nature that will not permit 
eertilicates to he made public, .'such as >peruniiur- 
riueu, the greatest uestroyer ol humanity on the luce 
of tin* globe, iiovv many bewail the loss ot precious 
vitality without having the least idea of tne cause, 
i heir manhood is daily vanishing, and they are glid- 
ing into a stage of hopeless decay. Jt? victims are 
among all ages, sexes and stations. Jt is drugging 
millions yearly to insanity aud premature graves. 
.Mothers or carelul whom y ou let your children as 
sociateand sleep with, lest the viper commence the 
work ot destruction belore you are aware ol its dead- 
ly sting. i wu cannot exercise too much car* to 
guard against this horrid evil, lucre is not one 
latuily in ten exempt lrom it. Any one can hav e a 
book treating on tin- malady by enclosing a stamp 
and sending to me tor it. Jblctitious names cun be 
used if preti ruble. I baa* cured gbOO cases of'this 
life and soul destroy ing malady within three years 
111 the New Kuglami .Mates amt C anada. 1 have iu- 
variably lound that the foundation ot destruction 
was laid before the victim was old enough to know 
of Us evils. Do not let false modesty stand in the 
way ol treatment belore the constitution is ruined. 
T he blood is the life, and all chrome diseases come 
from impure blood, either hereditary or contracted. 
Then how worse than useless it is to attempt a cure 
without removing the cause, by purifying me blood. 
It females afflicted with disease peculiar to their sex, 
will understand tins natural law, they will nevtr 
subject themselves to the use of the speculum or to 
crustic or drastic injections. An ulcer should be 
treated by keeping tin parts clean aud cutting oil the 
fountain head ol me disease by purily ing the blood, 
and it cannot be cured iu any other way. It any 
ladies afflicted with this disease w ill address uie by 
letter or personally, 1 will put them in a way t<» treat 
themselves suece.-stully. Three bottles of the Kx- 
tract of Cancer Plant will purify the blood more 
than all the apothecaries and patent mediciues in 
existence. 
Tor the want of room 1 can present but compara- 
tively few eertilicates. Any one wanting more tes- 
timony call have it by sending for circular aud book. 
hill that Mother of Consumption by curing your 
Catarrh, which, with the tight treatment is as cura- 
ble as any other diseasi the opinion of all the doc- 
tors in the world to the contrary notwithstanding, 
in addition to hundreds ol testimonials of cures, the 
following is lrom one ol the oldest and most reliable 
citizens ot Portland. 
Tor two years my health lias been failing, and al- 
ter trying the different remedies and doctors without j 
beneiif, three weeks ago I called at the University 1 
branch, 2.'»U Congress street. I he Doctor told me j 
that Catarrh was the chief cause of my troubles, and 
he could cure me. My limbs were stiff and bloated, 
my eyes and throat sore, and niv head felt asifl hud i 
a saw mill iu ir. I couid not have believed that i 
three w eeks could have wrought such a change in 
me. 1 am now free lrom the abov< trouble*. 1 ! 
would say to those that are afflicted, give the nn-di 
cine u tri.il and not be scared by the cry of humbug, i 
1 received more benelit from it iu one week than 1 
ever did from ull the doctors and apothecary medi- 
cine, in my life. 
t 11A It I T. S '■A'NVVKK, Commission Merchant, 
Aug. !, ls;:». 1#* Commercial .street, Portland. 
This is to certify that I have used remedies pur- 
chased of Dr. Peleg Maples of this city lor the last 
six years in the Island ot Luba, and in all cases with 
the best results, curing in every case where t he reme- 
dies employed by the regular Physicians were use 
less and of no avail. 1 um satistied that his medi- 
cines are far superior to any other class of medicines 
whatever. 1 have been troubled myself with a noise 
in my left ear for a number of years, which has been 
very troublesome at times, and have been perfectly 
cured by l >i. Stuples rem» di s. 
.JOHN M.^FUOKN, Fngineer and Maohinw. j Defers to Mr. Gibeou l.iden at tin- 1* wtlnnd ton ! 
pans'* Works. 
From birth I have been ullec ed with Salt Kheum. 
After employing several physicians, (called on Dr. 
Staples and cured. Three years have elapsed and I 
have seen no return of the symptoms since. 
'JOHN (I. WIGGIN. 
Ok. Si.vi*i.i-.:—Dear Sir This is to certify that 1 ; 
have suffered with scrofula on my leg for the last 
eight year*, i have used almost all kinds of medicine 
1 could think of and employed our best physician- 
all to no benefit. The doctors said they could do no 
more. 1 got discouraged and thought l never should 
get cured, but at. last 1 heard of your Univer.*b\ 
Medicine. Last Fall I sent to you and got it,and after 
using only four bottles of the Cancer Plant, with tin 
May Apple Pills and far ointment to go with it, 
1 now consider myself entirely cured. 1 think the 
medicine is all that it is recommend' d to be and tin- 
best ever before the public. 1 would ad vis* all suf- 
fering with Scrofula touse the l Yin ersity Medicines. 
Any one wishing any further proof of the ben* tit 
that I have received from your medicine I should hr 
happy to answer ail <piestions. 
Yours respectfully, 
MK\ M .*AX LA HTKK 
llluehill Falls, Maine, March Nl, ls74. 
len year ago I found my-elf great i> anno't.l 
with Catarrh For seven years it grew worse and 
finally umitted me for business. It* ravages extend- 
ed to my lungs so that 1 was continuull) coughing 
and raising from a half pint to a pint «t consump- 
tive matter daily. I was emaciated, n y appetite 
gone, ami rnv physicians told me they could do no 
more for m» 1 consider' d my case about hopelt *» 
when I heard of some of the wonderful cures <.f the 
University Medicines. I called at the branch oilier 
and the doctor told me my case was not hopele**, 
and 1 went under his treatment and in three weeks 
I was a w ell man. My vigor and strength speedily 
returned, and in three months I had gained lift; 
pounds in weight. Three years have elapsed and 1 
have not had the least touch of the disease -once. 
Any one doubting this statemeht can address me at 
nn residence lie ( I'ugress *ti •••■t, Portland, Maine. 
Nov. lo. A. M MO KG A \ 
Some ten months ago I rontructcd the Southern 
fever (fever and ague in eolith Carolina. After 
trying several physicians and getting no better 1 was 
obliged to give up my vessel and stopped some time in Philadelphia to doctor, all to no benefit. I then 
came to Portland and put myself under treatment of 
Dr. Staple*, in is hour- my disease w i- broken up. 
In one week I was as well as ever. 
( APT. H. F. DAVIS, Ivnightsville. ( U. 
This io certify that my little girl, tiv< years old, 
w as afflicted with scrolula sw ellings on the'neck, and Inflammation Onthalma) of the eye, and nearly 
blind. She could not bear the light without great 
pain She has been under treatment of the Univer- 
sity Medicines about two months and the bunches 
have all vanished and her eyes are as w ell a< ever 
Aim 11 k A GKKF.N 
Nov. 10. l*; Small Point, Maim-. 
lor twenty years I have suffered with Sort fula 
and Salt Kheuni. ily head, back and legs were co\ 
‘•red with sealiness of the skin. Have paid out hun- dreds of dollars to lirst class physicians without 
benefit. About tour years ago. I put myself under 
treatment < f the University Medicines and was cured 
iu one month, amt there has been no eruption since 
STEPHEN MUNSEN Stiifmaker 
No. :t Commercial Wharf, house S < hesnut St 
Portland, Nov. 10, ls!*3. 
Tor several years I have beeu troubled w ith Ca- 
tarrh ami Scrofula. About two months ago, my head was a continual rack of pain. My throat mid 
lungs so badly effected tha I could scarcely treat In*, 
with a continual couph. Mv limbs badlv swollen. 
My right knee was twice us large as the left one. I 
could scarcely move or bear any weight on it. My physicians said they could not help me. In this con- 
dition, (without expecting a cure ), but hoping for 
temporary relief, I employed l»r. Staples. In less 
than 4s hours alter applying the Acapuncturatur, 1 could breath and walk with perfect ease, and I am now perfectly free from the above mentioned troubles. MISS KATIE Ml EEs 
Cumberland .Mills, Mar. ,»th, ls;j. 
for fifty years 1 have been troubled with Scrofula, 
some fifteen years ago, a fearful ulcer broke out on 
mv leg. 1 hree months ago it bud extended from the ankle joint nearly to the kmc. 1 could not move 
without pain. In this condition I commenced taking the l liiversity Medicines. At first ii drove out a 
tearful humor all over no*. In a few day s the humor 
begun to subside, and the ulcer is now healed aud I 
feel like a new being. 
1; 1.1Z ABETH ( H A MIt 11RT A f \ 
For two years I have been afflicted with gastrites 
Rheumatism and heart disease. Four months ago I 
caMed on Dr. Staples. I now consider myself well. 
Kennrbnnk Me. D. WHICHEFR. 
About 4 years ago my daughter f» years old, was 
suffering from the effects of Lung and Pleurisy fever. 
She was so emaciated and feeble we tuid but little 
hopes of her recovery. The Doctors could give no 
ei couragement. I applied to Dr. Staples. Under 
his treatment she soon began to improve. jn a few months she was able to go to school and has since 
been perfectly well. I know' the treatment saved 
her life- ( APT..I. H. THORNDIKE 
Nov. ai, 1874. 
'S S‘- I'“"'renct' st- Portland. 
R. H. MOODY, Agt. for Belfast. 
HILLARD M, GRIFFIN, Agt. for Stockton. 
3moi2G 
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS. 
ON ANI) AllEK Monday Nov. 17, Trains will leave Belfast for Boston, Portland, Augusta and intermediate stations s A. M. and :: :io I*. M 
For Danville .Junction, Lewiston and >kowhegan, 
8 A. M. 
Dexter, Bangor and St. Johns, 3 no p M. 
Trains are due at Belfast .’ M and 7 P. M. 
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt. 
Sanfords' Independent Line 
r ST LOWELL. 
KATAHDIN, 
^Cupt. WM. R. ROIX. 
M ill leave Belfast foi Boston everv Mondu• and Thursday at P. M. 
Returning will leavt Boston verv Tuesdav and 
Friday at 5 1 JiP. M. 
FARE TO BOSTON, $2 50 
LOWELL, 3 65 
AU freight mud be accompanied by Bill of Lading 
in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid on 
delivery of goods 
GEO (. WELLS. Agent. 
Belfast. 1 >ec >r \ 
STEAMER 
PIONEER. 
0-^s-v* Will run until urtii.-r 
no 
v tice on ami alter Monday, 
•' Dec 14tli as follows Ia,*uv 
Brooksville,\Vu--on Wlmr, ■**—*-&*-** for Beltust on Monday, I in 
day, Thursday and F riday at 6 MO A. M. 
It ft! T ( It \ I Y ii 
Leaves Belfast lor Brooksville on Monday and 
Thursday at 1 ;o p. M., ami <>n Wednesday ami sat 
unlay at A. M or on tie arrival >t the Boston 
Boats, touching at astir, and Klcv-bon.' each vvu; 
Connecting ■ >.t Brooksville with stag.- a- surge 
v die ttll'l Sedgvviek on W edm-ila •• unn -aturdliv a! 
12 M. 
Freight Taken at Fair Rates ! 
Ticket < iilil hrougli In Sargenivillp and S**il<r 
nick by Stair**. 
FARE: 
Sedgwick Stage :.< Brook-v i •• B4ftt t f .• 
Brooksville to Belfast, 
Castlne 
Klesboro 
Castiue to Islesboro. 
** Brooksville, 
Stages leaves Sedgwick v ia Sargent i Brooksville on Monday and I bur-dav m ., ,, ,„M-k \ 
M., connecting through with Boston 1 .f return 
ing same day liom Brook-v ill.- at -f I* M. At-., 
stage leaves sedgwick on Wednesday ami ^ru •.ir «1 »4• 
at y A M., returning from Brook-v i!’.* at : M 
riv ing at Sedgwick about '..Mo 1*. M 
Deer Isle and -edgwii k pu-.-engi r- can on Mot: 
days and Thursday- uiw al-cit thr. h* e f. m 
Bid fast ami return to Sedgwick ,<t a -• .... k 
same day. 
Stage leaves Dority'- Hotel, s.-dgvv k.a \ >| 
stage leaves W. .1. sarg.-ut i s<u. u.; ... 
« .TO A. M. 
W. W. CASTLE, Agent, Belfast. 
Belfast, Dec 7 KM.—tfg.,. 
CORNETc, ALTOS, BARI- 
TONES, BASSES, 
And all oilier Band Instruments. 
Violins, Violas, Violoncellos, Double 
Basses, and all Orchestral ami solo l:. -1r. menu 
Splendid Large Music Boxes. 
Prices from $.T5 to $20u. 
DFH .MS AND ITIT.s foi the soldier.-. I he best 
Di l l Alls for Huitar players. In fact all mu-lea' 
instrument- in common use. of the be-r material, 
imported or manufactured, and of reasonable price-. 
Also all tilings needed to replace lo-t part-ot in 
strumerit-. \ iolin and Cuifar -trings andaU .Musical 
M* rchaudi.-- F-n salt* bv. 
d «' HAVNF'S ,N ft) 
Dpte Court House ; < ourt St.. Boston 
THE GREAT CAUSE 
HUMAN MISER Y. 
Just Published, in a staled Pnrelope. Pn c 0 cents 
A Lecture on (lie Vamre, Treatuieoi 
«n<l Hailical un* -d'x initial W. akiie-- 
Spermatorrlm a. induced by Sell Abuse. Involuntary 
Fanis,-ion-, Impotence, A'.-rvous i»* b i i t y. and Im- 
pediments t" Marriage generally; on-uinpt ion 
Fpilepsy, and Fit-.; Mental and Ph'v-ical Incapacn* 
&.C.—By KUBKKf ,J. Cl IA KBW} 1.1.. M. D ai< 
thor of the “Creel! Book Nc. 
I he world-reiiovved author, in tlii- admirable Lee 
Hire, cl‘*ur|\ prove- from l.i- own exprriene.* that 
t he aw tin Ci mse< |iiem « of Self Abll-C may be .-rl'ect- 
ually removed without medicine, and without dan 
gei'ous -urgiral operation-, bough-, in-rniTm-nt-, 
rings, or ordisil- pointing out a mode of cure at 
once certain and effectual, \ y which rv.-rv sufferer 
no matter what his condition mu b--. .,..*■ .-un-lum- 
self cheaply, privab-h and radically 
«•<»- / Ills / ■■ (>. *••. .' ,>'■■■• /'.'••• 
and thousands. 
Si nr nd 
dress, I.n receipt ot -i.\ ■•.•!:! t i. -’-.mp- 
Addre.-s till: Publishers, 
GHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO., 
I‘*S? Bovvcrr. Hew York. 
P*'-» < Mil B- v 4 **0 
MANHOOD. WOMANHOOD AND 
NERVOUS DISEASES. 
A Book for Every Man. 
I 1 > I publi-livil *»>'. I '• 11 -11 -1 M .i! I ,i-r i* 
u new edition of the obra’ed medical work eu 
titled > I.LI- -1*ULS Eli V A l io V 11 t r«at s up. xi n 
bow 1«’. 1k*w regain* d and how p**rj diluted, 
cause ami cure t i:\ii\rsii.D Vvmnv, Lm- 
v. Premature Decline in Man, >pcrniator. 
rlima. or M iuinal Losses > nocturnal and diurnal'. 
Nervous and rhysicai Debility. Hypochondria, 
Dloomy forebodings, Mental Depression, Los* ot 
Ibiergv, Haggard ( omit* nano < onfusum ot Mind 
and Loss of M. a, ., Impure Stale of rbu Blood, 
and all diseu.-rs ur.-ing from tbe uaiuiisiu vm in, 
or the mdiscret ion s or e ces-* s of mat lire v ears. 
It i*. indeed, a book for every man, ung and 
middle-aged men it particular. :h• page-, bound u 
beautiful 1 rench cloth. illustrated, prim only *1. 
I Hook for Every Hionun. 
Entitled, SENDAI. NlYsKH.i' \ «»} \\<i\[\\ 
\n d ii i k disk v>j:s ir ■ a t •(■■■!. n 
sioiogical!y and f‘tU. x/'min health and di.seii.-e* 
from luhnh'n • >!<1 t page- >und in beau 
tit'ui French c. tti. With t u u r/ ; -rript i.mm 
for prevailing di-ea-. price s 
A IFooI, lor Eteri ImmIi 
I he 1 eabody Institute has also just pnl li-iieo a 
new book treating exciusivelv of NKUVUl S AND 
MENIAL DIM AM ", mor» than two hundred 
royal octavo page*, twenty elegant engraving*, 
bound in substantial muslin. ;-r c. 
Either of the above books a: -eu* ! u::i: to 
part of the world, closeh seab d, stag, paid, on 
receipt of price, ur .ill three bo k- ent to one nd 
dress at the same tin ■ n reeeij .only Here 
is offered over eight hundred ami filt v pag* a >f the 
ablest and best pruned and bound »pu!;ir medical 
science and lite-ature,.. ~n bjec: t t a' m porta lire 
to all, for only $4 bare!. enough o pa\ f >j mailing. 
It should be borne in mind that the-e great Medical 
Works are published h> the IValioil.v Tlciliral 
lnttituce. ,u honored institution, ••stuhlished with 
largfTfunds for tin suit j ..: : loing g 
1 best* are, beyond all comparison, the most extra- 
ordinary works on Physiology e\ pubii.-hed 1 here 
is nothing whatever that the U,nrifi sIngle or 
either sex can -itb.r rt.piir*- or wish to know, but 
what is fully explained, and many matters »f ilo 
most import ant and ini- -ting inraett are intro, 
duced, to which no allusion even can be found in any 
other works i., our laaguag* All th. Aew Z>rV«x 
erics of the author, w !.■•.-» experience i- m h us prob 
ably nev er betort t• 11 ■.• the lot ot uuv man, are giv en 
in full. No pei-on .should be,without these valua 
ble books. 1 he press throughout the country, the 
clergy andthe medical faculty generally highly extol 
these extraordinary and useful work-. Ih. m. 
fastidious may read them. 
Address the I’i.aboiiv 'I; n v 1 x m 11 N.». 
4 Bultiuch st. opposite it» v re Hmi-• b ‘‘-n. Mas* 
N- B. Hie untie and c. n-uii 1 m- -'a.i I 
consulted on all the ab. .• i.c.uied ''-ease-, and all 
diseases re.juiring sk ti \N'» v n i:n-:\. lyjs 
— -|QUIN!NE HAIR TONIC ! f Still </m i 
^month 
incrHH.'i'H its *ale- m arly doubh* tlnit <*f tin- previous month. The fol 
W pit a.M- -uuiv« r>all \. 
r imoi ISI 
lulling out ut thi Imir 
fnuint: nil! immediate! y ••tadicute dandrutr. 
I »*WO«.l»|fkwi.> th,. out ■ami pliable. 
1141 Ol.lli |] i- us cl- an as pu**e 
water. 
II4YOL11E will not color the 
i hair. 
L B4VOIJKE b.i won h»r itaelt 
Fa popularity which ha- never before 
| been equalled bt any *'flier preparation I recommended for tin nine purpose, k All who have used it are willing to ■ \ouch foi its abilil) t > >erform all that 
is claimed for it. It i> without doubt 
the best lloir Pressing mt used. Prepared by 
LEVI TOWER. JR., BOSTON. 
Sold Everywhere. 50 Cents a Bottle. 
As a guarantee of 111.' reliability of HAYOI.1XK 
we are permitted to use the name ot til'.o. II. Men 
Ul.il, M. I' who has used it in his family with ex 
ceedlngly beneficial results, and is p. rfectly ncpiaait 
d with its composition. lie unhesitatingly recom 
mi nds it to his patients, and declares it free Irom 
any injurious substance. 
■BHHHMHIMHHHHV harlrStowu, Ataai. 
